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A passage from "THE NrANING OF DEMOCiACY by Charles E. Merriany (Journal
of Negro Educaton), July 1941.

"Deaboracy is a form of political association in which the general
control and direction of the commonwealth is habitually determined by the
bul of the community in accordance with understandings and procedures
providing for popular participation and consent. Its postulates aret

1, The essential dignity of.man, the importance of protecting and cultiva-
ting nis personality on a fraternal rather than upon a differential
basis, of reconciling the needs of the personality within the frame-
work of the common good in a formula of liberty, justice, welfTce,

2, The perfectibility of man; confidence in the possibilities of the human
personality, as over against the doctrines of caste, class, and slavery.

3. That the gains of commonwealths are essentially mass gains rather than
the efforts of the few and should be diffused as promptly as possible
throughout the community without too great delay or too wide a spread
in differentials,

4, Confidence in the value of the consent of the governed expressed in
institutions, understandings and practices as a basis of order,
liberty, justice,

5, The value of dedisions arrived at by common counsel rather than by
violence and brutality.

These postulates rest upon (1) reason in regarding the essential
nature of the political man, upon (2) observation, experience and inference,
abd (3) the fulfillment of the democratic ideal is strengthened by a faith
in the final triumph of ideals of human behavior in general and of
political behavior in particular."
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F February 21, 1947

TO: President3 aCommittee on Civil Rights

FRON: Turner L. Smith, Chief, Civil Rights Section

SUBJECT- ivil Rights Questions in Vhich Public Has
Expressed Most Concern

It has been suggested by several members of the Committee and
the Executive Secretary that I prepare an informal paper pointing out
in a general wa. some of the problems in the civil rights field which
appear to bo of principall public concern, T., therefore, set out
below several subOjects concerning which we have received voluminous
mail and many delegations originating at points throughout the country.

1. Lchigj s.'i 'ell over one-half of the written and personal
complaints this Section has received during the past 12 months have
involved lynching incidents such as the monroe, Georgia, slayings
and similar instances of mob activity The public generally has
manifested grave concern over such outrages. The letters and wires
we have received have in no way been limited to members of one race
or clasi. Protests came from all kinds of people in all classes of
life, from common laborers to.the heads of religious bodies. I will
undertake later in this memorandum to discuss in a very informal and
untechnical manner the Federal Government's jurisdictional limitation
in lynching or similar mob violence incidents,

2. Ku Klux Klan and Columbians.--The .Department has received
thousands of protests from citizens representing all walks of life con-
06rning the resurgence of the Klan movement and its relative, the
Columbians. Most of these complaints were very general in nature and
related no specific facts over which the Department could assume
jurisdiction. I will refer hereafter to the applicability of exist-
ing Federal Criminal Statutes to activities of such groups as the
Klan-and too Columbians.

3.. Di.imi1ation Against Negroes in So-called "White
.. Primtrie s"

This Is alao a subject which has brought forth many thousands of
.coplaints, a good many of which cited specific cases And led to
*prosecutibn and conviction. 1iost of these complaints originated out
.othe practice of holding White Primaries in the Southern States.
SuchSouthern States as iUississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and South
-Carolina have loni held "thite Primaries" frorn which Negroesx wre

'*1
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excluded. The complainants have charged in substance that the
primaries in these States were in reality the elections and that
exclusion of Negroes therefrom deprived this class of voters from
eff actively expressing a choice at the polls. I will like ise take
up ater in a very brief way the Federal legal aspects 6f this
prqblem.

4. Discrimination Against Nezroes on Bues, Trains and in
Public Places

Ihis seems to be a problem with which a large segmerotf the population
zs greatly concerned. To the present date, however,"thk Civil Rights
Section has received relatively few complaints as it appears to be
renera.y..ggeratood throughout the country that Congress has not exer-
c.ised; its pte tate commerce Dgrs, tQut w segregation, And the
courts have done no more than to'forte ovne a of interstate carriers
tot-Vrv deveyi ,though separatp- sp'vic ,a.and accommodations to all
groups and classes. The matter a acco~odations on busses and trains
.engyggd:io intgatatytrave. is.pf course, of Federal concern and the

United States 'Supreme Court oaly recently handed down a decision in-
validating a Virginia statute requiring Jim Crow practices on such
interstate carriers. Privately owne4 ndwholyintrastate carriers,
places for public amusement, hotels, and restaurants have been treated
as beyond Federal regulatio%.

-1-
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5. Japanese-Americans. This problem was quite acute, particularly
in the West Coast area, during the war years and the months immediately
thereafter. Most of the incidents of violence against Japanese-Americans
reported to us lacked Federal jurisdiction inasmuch as they involved
private mob activity over which the Government has no control except in
very limited cases. 'e have noted a sharply decreasing amount of such
incidents, and it is possible that this condition is clearing up of its
own accord as war tempers and feelings subside. There were, however, a
good many instances of outright discrimination against Japanese-Americans
at points on the Vest Coast in which local authorities were involved. It
might be interesting to observe here that these complaints almost in-
variably originated from citizens of non-Japanese ancestry.

6. Mexican Problems on the Southwest Border. From time to time,
apparently without rhyme or reason, a recurrence of trouble is experi-
enced in clashes between Mexicans and law enforcement officials on the
border along the Rio Grande and adjacent sections with a large Mexican
population. This group presents a definite minority problem and will
doubtless continue to be one. For the most part the difficulties en-
countered by the -exicans or the American citizens of Mexican ancestry
in the Southwest takes the same pattern as that experienced by the Negro
in the so-called Southern States along the Atlantic Seaboard and Gulf
of Mexico. In other words, the complaints we receive involve questions
of fair trial, equal punishment, freedom from police tyranny and
brutality, and segregation.

7. Jehovah's Witnesses. This religious sect suffered con-
siderable bully-type oppression throughout the United States during
the war ears. We found an almost universal prejudice against them.
It seemed to have been influenced by a wide-spread belief that the
members of this religious group would not salute the American Flag and
would not fight to defend their country. Consequently, it was not sur-
prising to encounter many instances where local officialdom along with
private citizens would undertalke to prevent meetings and forcibly to
break up services once under way. Such incidents were not confined to
any particular section of the country; for the most part they would occur
in small towns and rural areas. A Jehovah's Witness incident would flare
up one day in Alabama and the next day in a New England State and the
following day in Iowa. We found from experience that the most effective
way to handle this problem was through the quiet but firm intervention
of the United States Attorney with the particular town officials in-
volved rather than prosecution in every case. The public now appears to
be "accepting" this group, or perhaps to state it more accurately "ig-
noring them", and we have pending only a very few Jehovah's Witnesses
complaints. A number of successful prosecutions were brought about.

8. Police Brutality. In listing these subjects, I have only
undertaken to approximately set them down in the order in which they
appear to have been of most national concern. To be entirely accurate
in the arrangement, I should have placed police brutality above the
numerical order in which it now appears. A great quantity of our mail
is concerned with instances of police brutality. We also receive daily
from the Federal Bureau of Investigation reports involving accounts of
mistreatment and brutality visited upon prisoners by alleged local police
tyrants who thus undertake to mete out their own style of legal punish-
ment. He have had a good many succepeful and outstanding prosecutions
in this field. No doubt this will be a continuing problem until society
recognizes that all policemen should be given special professional
training for their wQrk just as we now provide instruction for other
types of public servants. The Federal Bureau of Investigation is doing
a notable job along this line in conducting its Police Academy Schools.
A recent decision of the United States Supreme Court, however, (United
States v. Seroe et al.) placed serious limitations upon the Govern-
ment in effectively prosecuting thee kinds of cases. I will discuss
the legal limitations in more detail hereafter.

.~ ''I
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1. Lynchings. Federal jurisdiction in lynching cases is limited
to instances where one or more of the perpetrators are vested with some
color of legal authority. Under existing law and Court decisions the
Federal Government is without jurisdiction where a group of mere private
citizens lynch or assault another citizen because of some real or
fancied crime the victim committed. The primary function of the
Federal Government in this field is to protect the citizens and in-
habitants of the United States from acts depriving them of their Federal
rights, such as the right to a fair and speedy trial by constituted
judicial authorities. Thus, where the State acting through one of its
agents, such as a police officer, engages in a lynching or other such
action of brutality, the Federal Government has constitutional and
statutory power to intervene and prosecute on the basis that the victim
has been deprived of his or her Federally-secured right to such a trial,
rather than being subjected to a "trial by ordeal" at the hands of the
State. No such Federal prohibition is directed against the acts of
private citizens. Such conduct is for 3tate control. When one acting
under "color of law", however, conspires with private citizens to
accomplish such a crime, all may be prosecuted for a conspiracy to
deprive the victim of his Federal right to .a trial in court. It might
be added here that this limitation of power is not the only or chief
difficulty we experience in lynching cases and mob assaults. It is
often extremely difficult to get evidence establishing the identities
of the members of such a mob. We believe there are many underlying
reasons for this, but they might be listed principally as (a) fear and
(b) lack of substantial community repugnance over the act in question.

2. Ku Klux Klan and Columbians, etc. The fact that certain
citizens are members of the Ku Klux Klan adds nothing to Federal juris-
diction, even if a Federal crime can be established, other than that
membership in such an organization enables the Government to more
readily establish a conspiracy when some Klan activity violates a
particular Federal law. In the eyes of the Federal law, the Klan and
related groups stand on the same footing as any other social, secret,
or religious order. It is only when members of the Klan deprive another
of some Federal right can the Government prosecute, The same rule holds
true, of course, for any other group of private citizens. Thus the Klan,
from the Federal standpoint, is only an organization with a bedsheet
over it. Since there are few Federal rights which private citizens
can violate, there have been very few instances where the complaints
on their face made out a Federal violation. One of the principal
Federal rights with which the Klan appears to have concerned.itself
is the right to vote for candidates for Federal office, and this is a
Federal right protected against the action of private citizens as well
as the action of individuals cloaked with color of law. This writer
expresses as his personal opinion that the Klan has received publicity
all out of proportion to its present numerical strength, though I am
also sure that the glare of publicity is a deterrent to its expansion.
There were a good many instances during the period of the last general
election, particularly in the South, when the Klan was alleged to have
burned crosses. It is charged and supposed that this was done for the
purpose of intimidating Negroes and scaring them away from the polls.
To charge this is one thing, however; to prove it is quite difficult.
Intimidation in the absence of specific 6vert acts is one of the most
difficult things to prove at law. We have to date no successful prose-
cution of a Klan member. (I confine this statement to the period of the
last few years, as I have no exact knowledge of old Klan history.)

3. Discrimination A ainst Negroes in Primaries and Elections.
This subject presents a very confused legal field, and I will only under-
take here to make brief reference to the legal problems involved. Putting
it in a nutshell, the situation is this: The Federal Constitution says
no State may abridge the right to vote because of race or color. For a
great many years the Democratic Party in the Southern States has been
conducting what it terms "White Primaries". These primaries nominated
the white candidates for office, both Federal and local. The Negro was

--admitt4ed the general elections but not the White Primaries. The

.1
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general elections were generally but a perfunctory ratification of the
choices already made in the so-called Democratic White Primary. As
these primaries became accepted in the pattern of things and as their
influence upon the electoral processes grew, the States began to pass
laws regulating the conduct of such primaries. In recent years, Negro
citizens have instituted test suits under the Civil Rights Statute
charging that their exclusion from the so-called White Primary con-
stituted a deprivation of their right to effectively participate in the
choice of elected officials and that the States' recognition and adop-
tion of the primary system resulted in State abridgment of the right
to vote because of race. This theory has been upheld by the Supreme
Court in the case of Smith v. Allwright, 321 U.S. 649, a Texas case,
and more recently in a Georgia case, Primus E. King v. Chapman, 154
F. (2d) 460. The holding in these two cases was to the effect that
where the State did surround the primary system with statutory control,
the affairs of the primary were the affairs of the State and that the
action of the primary officials in excluding Negroes was in reality
the action of the State and therefore Federally forbidden. The legal
problem now being presented is this: Most of the Southern States hre
or are preparing to repeal all laws tuching t a
primaries. Under the dictum in the,,P~irus . 4,so", w t
by Judge 3ibley of the Fifth Circuit Court, it w p t -t
Court reasoned that private itical parties could funtonand
establish th regulations without tpterference by the
Federal n s ng;Asthe State had nothing to do with such
primaries. Judge Sbley 1 --h b pinion pointed out that there might
be private political ro oen, womedi, or whites,
or Negroes, which coul ontrol iA If is i asoning is
sound, then the Gov 9 wo d s basis for posecuting
the members of anysuch p' aty pdtsations lor excluding
Negroes, so long a such political rno vested with any
color of State authority. Still legal2kuMtested (though adequate
legal remedy is avao ay asen) is the proposition
which many groups are n t a eating to the effect that
the White Democratic tParty' fithe Southern States effectively
controls the choice ofdul otfiials and therefore the right to vote,
in fact, attaches, the Sta'shd not and cannot avoid the duty of
regulating such primaries, and Ngroes should not be excluded from
participation in the partyprin because of the Constitutionai safe-
guards. It should be hdded lhat this argument presents the Department
of Justice with a very difficult legal problem in considering ways and
means to test this question-because under the doctrine in the case of
United States v. Screws the Pedeal Government may not now employ its >
Civil Rights Statutes to osecute an individual unless the civil iight
in question has been cle e a hed and secificaly euniAted
either by explicit Cons ion, Cogressional enactment
or Federal decisions interpret "ng uh laws. The olusio fet Ngroes
from private political parties has yet to be declared a violation of a
Federal right.

4. Discrimination Against Negroes on Busse-s. Trains and in
Public Places.

The United States Supreme Court has recently held in the case of Morgan
v. Virginia that Negroes may not be segregated to satisfy a State law
when they are traveling on interstate public carriers. This does not
legally answer the question of discrimination on public carriers and
in public places confined within the area of the State. The Supreme
Court ruled more than 50 years ago that Congress could not constitu-
tionally (under the 13th and 14th Amendments) enact criminal statutes
of universal application forbidding segregation in public inns,
restaurants, theaters, and the like. It has been suggested by several
members of the Committee that this question may be considered under the
Interstate Commerce Clause along with the rigfl of citizens to freely
travel through the respective States without hindrance or molestation
either at the hands of officials or private citizens.

I
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8. Police Brutality. A workday never fails to bring one or
more complaints of mistreatment at the hands of policemen. Such com-
plaints are by no means confined to purely rural towns and villages
and other such areas. They very frequently come from large metro-
politan centers as well. Occasionally a death case is presented. For
the most part they involve beatings and rough treatment in general. We
have an almost insurmountable difficulty in effectively and successfully
prosecuting in the.garden variety of police brutality cases. This is
largely so because of the ruling in the Screws case. There the majority'
of the court held that the judge must charge the jury and the ' t
find from the evidence that -the' punishment inflicted upon th e-Viim by
the police officer was for .the clear purpose and specifico nt of
depriving the victim of the Federal civilright in qu Ati "
the right to receive a trial by jury &&'pni h "iimp6dby"t
4ituted authorities rather than at the P eman hundr

ek tohandooutdhis own private ipnathmot6eA'(a
ahre is a good deal of jury resistance to the e6, so- c a ts a beo,05, e

it is felt that the "Federal Government is medi A ce
matters"; and (b) most acts of police brutality areat

Tby and result from either a sudden burst of pass o hepart
police officer or secondly, because of some personal revenge or f

-- between the police officer and the victim. We cannot, seriously b
nor sincerely urge in most of these cases that the polcawofficeri
question was actually thinking about any Federal right or civil r
thg victim might have when he was hit with a billy. oe olice
agisers have only a bare speaking acquaintance with te Uted
co8*6itution. Therefore, it is only in cases which are pa-ticula
and peqliarly reprehensible in nature tfiat we can successfully p
cute. 4he Screws case involved a severe and prolonged beating.,The
victim's skull was broken and "the brains were running out". And in
the Tom Orews case recently prosecuted successfully in Florida, we had
the Town Costable riding the victim around during the night hours for
a long periJd of time, acdinistering beatings with a cow whip and with
the butt of ais pistol, finally forcing him into the Suwanee River
where he downed. These make good police brutality cases because the
conduct of te officer and the very nature of the injuries inflicted
speak louder than legalistic arguments that "the law" was actually bent
upon"a trial iby ordeal". The Isaac Woodard case, in South Carolina
where the jui" promptly acquitted the defendant police officer, presents
another good lustration of the other side of the problem. There thi
policeman only delivered one or two or at the most three licks with a
blackjack. Unfortunately for the victim the lick or licks in question
struck him just over the eye, resulting in a massivehemorrhage which
caused permanent blindness in both eyes. This case, it would seem, had
enough "blood and gore" to have jury appeal but we have learned that
the jury declined to convict under the necessary charge of the Court
because they simply did not believe that the victim was injured because
of any willful intent on the part of the police officer to subject hi 4
to a trial by ordeal or otherwise deprive him (the victim) of a right to
a jury trial. The fact that there was evidence in the Woodard case that
the victim had been drinking and was resisting arrest at the time he
received his injuries adled to the prosecutive difficulties. In effect,
the Supreme Court's decision in the Screws case provides any local jury
with an "out", where there is no real desire on the part of the jury to
assess Federal punish.mient in what might well otherwise be a common every-
day police court case for the sole consideration of local authorities.

I have overlooked mentioning in the foregoing discussion (except
as it is involved in the White Primary comments) the question of the
Federal civil right of all qualified voters in America to cast their
ballot for candidates for Federal office. This is one-civil right which
presents no practical legal or prosecutive difficulty. This type of prose-
cution is generally popular wherever it is brought. (I am not here re-
ferring to the right to be free from discrimination in the voting process
but to the right of all citizens to freely participate in Federal elections).
The civil rights law on this subject is comparatively clear. It is: Every
qualified voter in every State of the Union has a Federally protected civil
right to express his choice for Federal candidates in (a) casting his vote,
(b) having his vote counted after it has been cast, (c) having it counted

I
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for the candidate of his choice and not anothow, and (d) the right to
have the integrity of the vote preserved and protected and free from the
harmful effect of ballot stuffing, There Xs, of course, no question that
this rule applies to every general election in which Federal candidates
ae being voted upon. There has been one U. S. Supreme Court ruling to
date which holds that such a civil right is likewise protected in a
primary United States v. Classic 313 U. 3. 299. This is a Louisiana
case whicV in efIecth held that where the primary was an integral part of
the electoral procedure the voter for a Fedaral candidate in a primary
had the sarie right to have his vote protected as in the case of general
elections. The Department construes the lcassic decision to be applicable
to most States, s~-ic.e the primary system in most States is an integral
part of the electoral process. Consequently we have not hesitated to
intervene and did intervene in a number of southernn States and Midwlstern
States during the period of the primaries of 1946. Exhaustive investiga-
tions were undertaken in the alleged Kansas City Primary frauds of 1946;
and even before the primaries were held in a number of Southern Stats
such as Georgia and Mississippi, the Attorney General ordered agents in
and investigation was begun upon the complaints by Negro citizens tha
they were being illegally removed from the registration list. (The right
to vote, of course, presupposes the right to be placed upon the voters'
roll). One final observation should be added here in order to make the
distinction clear regarding the right to vote as such and who may vilat
this right. In the case of agg person who is qualified and eligible a
cast a ballot, no one either under color of law or by private action, may
interfere with the act of casting the vote, or with the integrity of the
vote once it has been cast. This rule, however, applies only to those
seeking to hast a ballot for a candidate for some Federal office. On the
other hand, the question of discrimination because of race or color in the
right to vote presents an entirely different legal question. There only
the act of the 3tate in discriminating is penalized. (Private citizens
may not be Federally prosecuted for any attempt to discriminate). Thus
if the State discriminates against a class of voters because of race,
color, or previous condition of servitude, the agents of the State so
implicated may be Federally prosecuted irrespective of whether the elec-
tion in question is a local, State or National election.

The discussion of varied civil rights problems and questions could
go on ad infinitum. I have here attempted to only highlight in everyday
words some of the more pressing points which come to 'us for consideration
As to criminal action.

Lmj
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M1, ,AfU ber f tilePresident's Committee on Civil Bights

~?xecutie Scretary

CTUBJECT: The positive employment of existing federal power in the
struggle to make civil liberty in America more secure

Realizing that all of you will be thinking about the possibilities
for action in connection with the lynching of Willie Earle, -February 17, 1947p
I venture to send you the attached pamphlet. It is a discussion of a Georgia
police brutality case

Significance of tho Decision of the Supreme Court in Screws v. U. S.
This case provided the first opportunity to test the constitutionality

of Section 52 of Title 18 of the United States Code. This is one of the
two provisions of existing law in the civil rights field which were en-
acted during the Reconstruction erb and which have survived both the adverse
decisions of the Supreme Court and action of Congress.

The e.e is typical of one of the most serious threats to civil
liberty i the country today - the conte..pt of many local law enforcement
officers or the rights of weak und helpless members of minority groups.

The decision proves that the power can be found within the words
of the Coastitution enbbling the national government to function as a
positive Instrumentality for the protection of civil liberty.

Screws v. U. 8, concerned as it is with the rig t of due process of law
in criminal proceedings, takes us to ;he very heqrt of the traditional body
of civil liberties and reveals that certain of these liberties may properly
be regarded as "federal rights" not only in the sense of rights that are
protected against adverse action by the Federal Government, but rights that
the Federal Government may under certain circumstances protect against en-
croachment from other directions, whether from agencies of state government
or from private individuals.

The Possibilities of Further Use of Sections 51 and 52 are Wide.
Not the least interesting possibioity is the use of these statutes

in lynching cases. Federal prosecution of state officers who participate
in a lynching must be based upon a holding that the due process clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment establishes a federal right not to be lynched.
The Screws decision comes very close to such a holding.

The use of Section 51 to prosecute private persons who have parti-
cipeted in a lynching is a much more uncertain thing because of the
difficulty by private persons. The list of federal rights that may be
protected in the federal courts against private encroachment is still a
SMal1 one.
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Evaluation of sections 51 and 52
These two statutory provisions are an imperfect base upon which to

developed t program for Civil Rihtse. Should not Congress provide new
legislation if the civil rights program of the Department of natice is to
developed in a normal and desirable way?
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February 27, 1947

TO: President's Comxmittee on Civil Rights

MaceoA W. Hubbard
Civil lightss ection
Department of Justice

LUBJYCT: Suggestions as to Legislation Concerninp the Pilht
of Suffrage

In dealing vith the problem of assuring to all
cisi:,erns the right to vote, it isr .surested that the best
aporoach is through legislation designed to secure an im-
partial application of state laws to all rather than by
Federal regulation in detail. Federal legislation relating
to the right to vote can be based upon Article I, eations
2 ad 4, of the Uonstitution and upon the Fourteenth (especiellv
the equal protection clause), Fifteenth, Seventeenth and
Nineteenth ^mendments. However, it shc.uld be kent In irlnd
that the Fifteenth Amendmnt relates only to the deDrivation
of the right to vote by a state (or by the FTderal Government)
on account of race or color, where&3 the other consItitutional
arovisionsF are sufficiently bread to cover all citizens.

It is sutigested that any statute considered should
include !,rovisions to -the follov:in. effect:

1.

(-) That if, under the constitution or laws of any state or
territory, any act is or shall be required to bedone as a
prerequisite or qualification for voting at any primary or
general election and if, by such constitution or laws,
Persons or officers are charged with the duty of furnishing
to citizens an opportunity to perform such prerequisite or
to become qualified to tote, it shall be the duty of every
such person and officer to accord all citizens the same or
equal opportunity to perform such orerequisite Pnd to become
qualified to vote.

(b) That no such poson or offiotrahall require or administer
any provisions of a state constitution or law which requires
that any act designated as a prerequisite or qualification
for voting shall be performed to the satisfaction of such
person or officer,

(c) Violations of the above should be punished by amiropriate
fine, or imprisonment, or bot#.
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2.

That any election officer or any person acting under color
of any law, statute, ordinance, or regulation who intimi-
dates, or hinders, or prevents any qualified person, by
threats of violence or other illegal means, from voting at
any primary or general election shall be punished by fine,
or imprisonment, or both.

3*

That, if any person, by force bribery, intimidation, threats
of injury to person or proDerty, or other unlawful means,
shall hinder, obstruct, or prevent any citizen from voting
at any primary or general election at which electors for
President or Vice President or a member of the Congress of
the TUnited 6tat:es is or shall be votedfor, chosen, norinatd4,
or elected, he shall be punished by fine, or imprisonment,
or both.

4.

Th.t, if two or i.ore ersons conspire to prevent by force,
intimidation, or threats of injury to peson or property ainy
citizen front giving his sumport or advocacy in a lawful
manner toward or in favor of the nomination, selection, or
election of any person as an elector for President, or Vice
President, or as a member of the Congress of the United States,
they shell be punished by appropriate fine, inpris'onment,
or both.

5.

The term "primary" should be carefully defined. The definition
should include:

(a) Any primary, regulated wholly or in -part by the laws of
the state or of the United States, the choice of which usually
dttermines the result of a general election, or which is an
integral part of an election or a step in the election process.

(b) Any primary held under the auspices of, or regulated
whollyor in part by, a political party or other association
or .roup, at which elector for President, or Vice President,
or members of the Cong-ress of the United "tates are nominated,
and the nominees of which are entitled to participate under
the laws of a.state or of the United Otates as candidates
in a general election and which is an integral part of an
election or step in the election process or is usually
determinative of a general heation.
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(c) Any other primary held under the auspices of, or
regulated wholly or in part by, a political oar-ty or
other association or group, the choice of which usually
determines the result of a general election, or which is an
integral part of an election or step in the election process
and the nominees of which are entitled to participate under
the laws of a state as candidates in a general election.

6.

A severability clause should be inserted providing that, if
any provision, section, sub-section, etc., is held invalid,
the remainder of the statute shall continue in full force
and effect.

Specific punishment for violation of the above
provisions has not been suggested because the Committee may
wish to consider punishment, as it relates to the protection
of the right to Vote, in connection with penalties imposed
for violation of other civil rights.

In connection with the problem of enforcing a
statute such as the above, it is believed that the Department
of Justice should be given the authority, in appropriate
cases, to initiate injunction proceedings and oroceedings
under the Declaratory Judgment Act. Heretofore, the Depart-
ment has had to act after elections and then it could proceed
only under available criminal statutes. If empowered to pro-
ceed by injunction or under the Declaratory Judgment Act in
case of violations.of rights secured by the Constitution and
laws of the United States, it could act with greater
effectiveness in advance of eletions to prevent interference
with registration, certain forms of intitfPidation, etc. It
could also attack, in advance, such devices as the so-called
white rinary.
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February 27, 1947

TO: Members of the President's Committee on Civil Rights

FROM: ~Robert K. Carr

SBJECT: We are reproducing below portions of an article from the New
York Times (February 15, 1947), which we thought you would
find interesting.

RUSSIA IN UNITED NATIONS
HITS PERSONAL LIBERTY

Also Opposes in Human Rights Bill
Prohibition of Slavery and Compulsory Labor.

Lake Succen, New York, February 4 - Russian Communist, British Socialist
and American democratic members of the United Nations Iuan Rights
Commission today argued inconclusively which rights of man should be em-
bodied in an international bill of rights.

Looking at the list V. T. Tepliakov of the Soviet Union urged
deletion of all these concepts:

The rights of life, of personal liberty; prohibition of slavery
and compulsory labor; right to petition national Governmenta and the United
Nations; non-retroactivity of penal laws; right of property and prohibition
of unlawful expropriation; freedom of movement (migration) and freedom
to resist oppression.

The proposal that drew the most fire was this four-point proposal
from Dr. Charles Malik of Lebanon, rqpporteur of the commission:

(1) That the "human person" is "prior" to any group to which he may
belong - class or nation or race.

(2) That his "mind and conscience" are the "most sanored and inviolable
thing about him."

(3) That any "social pressure" coming from any direction which
determines his consent is wrong.

(4) That "The group cn be wrong, just as the human person can be; in
any case it is only tho humun person who is competent to judge."

Mr. Tepliakov of Russia immediately opposed this Lebanese concept.

"You can't divide the individual from society or the society fxam
the individual", he said. "We're living as individuals ins community and
society and we're working for the community and society and the community
and society are providing materials for existence*"
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The Lebanese proposal would be all right only "if you put the
human individual in a glass tower," the Russian went on. He related that

"200,000,000 peoples of the Soviet Union are living and enjoying human

rights as proclaimed in the Soviet Constitution."

Mrs. Rooseviet, speaking Ls United States Delegate, discussed the

Lebanese proposal thus:

"The rights of the individual are very important. It is not that

you set the individual apart from society but that you recognize in any
society that the individual must have rights that are guarded."

Charles Dukes of the United Kingdom, who is a vice chairman of

the British Trade Union Congress, had still another answer to the Lebanese

proposal. Mr. Dukes said, "Taere is no such thing as complete personal

freedom." He added:

"If freedom or complete detachment from society were possible it

would provide a very poor life, indeed. We must all pay the price for

advantages resulting from calling upon the state to safeguard our liberties

both in the sense of personal freedoms and also in the direction of the

minimum degree of economic security."

Mr. Dukes suggested that state and individual should integrate
their rights, commenting that the "right to change the form of government"
was one of the "highest" rights.

Replying to his critics, especially to Mr. Tepliekov of Rus.sia,
Mr. Malik of Lebanon said, "The human person who dares to say, 'not' to the

social pressure should not be eliminated." He added:

"The real danger is that social pressure is snuffing out the in
dividual persoanlity. I'm not arbitrarily setting the state against the
individual or vice versa. But which, I ask, is for which? I say the
state is for the individual."

Spontaneously a few spectators applauded.
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March 17, 1947

: he Presidernt' Comittee on Civil 'ighto

u obert K. arr

24:.:T: Te dcear Cuse

News stories of the- ear Eurder Case relating the activities

of the FI have failed to mention the civil rights aspect of the case or

vtie fact that it is to Civil ight'section rather than the FBI which is

responsible fur federal intervention.

George :. OJcNear, Jr., Cresident of the strikebound Toledo,

"eor.ia and eastern RAilbay, was shOt to death by ri unknown kil ler near

Vs make in peoria, llinoini on iMarch 10.

Mcivear had testified before the House Labor Committee two weeks

before his death and it is the presumption that he was killed because of

his testimony before this agency that provide the basis for federal investi-

gatory activity. The legal justification for this action is twofold:

1. section 2"1-a, off Title 18 of the United States Code,

4"ection 241-a: Protection of witnesses appearing before
agencies of the United Itates.

Whoever corruptly, or by threats or force, or by any
threatening letter or communication, shall endeavor to
influence, intimidate, or impede any witness in any pro-
ceeding ponding before any department, independent as-
t.ablishment, board or commission or other agency of the
United .States, or in connection with any iguiry or
investigation being held byeither House of any Committee
of either House, or any joint committee of the Congress,
of the United States, or who corruptly-or-by threats or
force, or by any threatening letter or comurdition
shall influence, obstruct or ipedo, or endeavor to in-
fluence, obstruct or inpedo the due and proper administra-
tion of the law under which such proceeding is being had
before such department, independent establishment, board,

I
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coniasion., or ot-mer agency Of the United States or the
due ana poper exrcise of the power of inquiry under
which suchInuiry or investigation is being had bY
either House, or any committee of either House or ai
joirt Amittee of the Gonress of the United e
shall be fined not more th&n ;1000W.00 or Amprisoned not
"ore than one ysar, or both."

(Jauar in196, h. 1. 54 .Lat. 13)

fn other words5, i1f evidence ould show that evr killer

aid act bae of . appearance before Congress, he Cold be

prosecute in a Peders2 2ourt for violation of ie-tion 241-a.

2. -ection 51.

Prng'he , unefined federal rights which thi saute protect-

ait priv tef , the rliht of a witness to be protected in

iving tstimony before a federal tribunal h.as been specific&lly recognized

ay the courts, (FoSS v. . . 266 ;ed. 831(1920).

It is unfortunate thait the iiL Uights ectioi is receiving

no publicity in this case, for it would tend to offset the widespread

troidncy to regard the agocy aes one that is active onl4 in Lhe south.
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The President's Co:mittee on Civil ish.s

Aobert Carr
and

:ilton D. jte-.;art

1U5JCT: The liDC .TTLIT Project

a zaajor educational c.:apoign in the field of civil rights is now
beinrg planned jointly .y the Departmaent of Ju-itice .nd various private agendies.
It is tentatively scheduled to bejin next f.11. The description of the campaign
which follows is based on preliminary .emor:m.na of the Department of Justice and
the advertisingg Council, as well as on discussions .ith responsible executives
of tnose agencies. It must be strt.essed that 4, ati i3 still in a prelim-
inary stare. Ohe Committee can make use-p V AS ey General's appearance
before it to discuss any phase of the p1 m 7illiam A. Coblens,
the Departient's ranking information sped. 8t has been handling the TRAIN
project will accompany Mr. Clark.

A. THE PZOPO -'.L

A FIEEDO TI I will tour 
stops at a number of communities in
ture an impressive collection of histc
"Our jnerican Heritage." The train 
event in, a broad educational campaign

3. HI ORY CD 3PON3ORSHIP

one ,-ear, making scheduled
states. The train will fea-
an documents :hich are part of

springboard for, and main
kjl of the mass media.

On April 20, 1946, President Truma t sent
eral approvin: the Fi7TDO T 19 oroject. .:I'fter .3ope
the Attorney General held a "Bill of Ri::hts Luncheon"
tending that luncheon on December 11 were some fot
press, rrdio, .nd motion picture industries, leading re

ficials. This roup constituted itself as .Committe e
the planning of the campaign. A further organization l Z
York on JanuLry 7, 1947, and -:et another luncheon on Ja
by Vinthrop Aldrich) A list of the people who attended oh
inrs is attached.

to the Attorney -en-
pt al preparation,
ths later. At-

executives of the
government of-
e to undertake

IM --held in New
Presided over
of these meet-

The plan now is to have the train and the campaign sodired by a.spe-
cially organized American Heritage Foundation. This Foundation will be "under
the sponsorship ;:nd subject to the approval of Attorney General Clark."

The Advertising Council is instrumental in setting up the Fo t6n
and planning the ce .paign. This or:aniza.tion grew out of the "'War d t3Pi.
Council" which collaborated with the Office of 'ar Infor.iation*and e go-
ernment agencies in a series of iniormation progrris designed tolfi I6I.e .
American public opinion behind various essential wartime measures -nd policies.
ith the close of the uar the advertising industry decided to continue its pub-

lic service effort, and reorganize the -AC into the present Council. A Pub-
lic Advisory Committee, headed by Evans Clark of the 20th Century Fund, approves
all projects. Expert advertising agency people volunteer to handle the campaigns
which are financed by puclic-minded private companies or interested organizations.
It is estimated that their contribution and voluntary services to the FR~.;ZDO--
TR-:IT campaign will be north ten million dollars.

The Advertising Council's February 1947 Bulletin reports the status of
the campai.'n to be as follows:

"The organization of the American Heritage Foundation, which
will be the sponsor of the Freedom Train and of the national
camoai'n, is still in process. Several conferences 'between
J'Arcy Brophy1 , Louis Novins, (Assistant to the President,
Paramount "icture-s Corporation, on lend-lease to the Ameri-
can Heritage Foundation), T. 3. Riepplier, James ~. Young and
others interested in the caq-maign have been held in an effort
to set uo a coy oplat orm and a camOPaign policy. Winthrop
Aldrich, Chase National Dank, is actively engaged in securing
funds for the campaign. Ai budget of -'500,000 has been set up,
half of which will )robablz? be used by the Foundation and half
by the Council. A more detailed report of the progress will
be possible within a few weeks."

TO:

8 .: -

p"-

F

A,
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A major contribution to the can aign will be made by the Pen ts:lvania
Railroad, which is contributing three cars and a baggage car for the duration
of the tour. The cars will, of necessity, be redesigned for this purpose. The
American Association of Railroads has undertaken to transport the train through
the facilities of its members. This alone is estimated to be a contribution of
.,300,000.

C. COOPERATING GROUPS

Among the cooperating groups which have already pledged their support
are: The Advertising Council, Inc.; The Association of American Railroads; The
National Association of Manufacturers; the motion picture industry through The
notion Picture Producers Association; The American Theaters Associatioh; and
The Allied States Association of lotion Picture Exhibitors; The-Fesriodical Pub-
lishers Asiociation of America; The National Publishers Association; The United
States Chamber of Comme'rce; The National Association of Broadcasters; The Na-
tional Education Association; The American Bar association; The American Bankers
Association. Many other private agencies, including fraternal, social, trade
union, veterans and patriotic groups have offered their assistance. State gov-
ernors and city 1y 1r. ,*l be asked to co-sponsor the train locally.

D. CONT2 T OF T

The actual___ tof the media campaign which will be built around
the train has not determined. ihttorney General Clark has made the fol-
lowing statement l -documents to be exhibited on the train itself:

"TI4. 66lection would include sufficient basic and col-
later lAeuments to exemplify the development of American
demooribi as the fullest expression of individual freedom,
human rights, and the dignity of man. e hope that such mon-
umental landmarks in our history as the Bill of Rights, the
Emancipation Proclamation, the Treaty of Paris that won this
nation its independence and other treasured originals will
be included and will make a powerfully dramatic presentation
of the Aerican heritage. In addition there would be dozens
and dozens of fascinating bits of Americana like these:

- notes of the proceedings leading to the Declaration
of Independence which were taken down in the handwriting
of T a Jefferson,

- t from the King of Siam, dated in 1861, ex-
p"interest in the democratic ideals of the

p, and offering to iend elephants that
.iidg by the United States in its prosecution
ofWar,

- i a Plan of the Constitution of the United
tav hehandwriting of Edmond Randolph introduced

by ,'1 a t6 Constitutional Convention on iay 29, 1787,

Jan,' ison's manuscript notes of debates in the
Federal Convention discussing the need for a Bill of
Rikht's,

- George Washington's first inaugural address,

- and so many other treasures of our history.

In addition to these American documents, it is proposed
that there be a sufficient collection of contrasting original
documents of Nazi totalitariahism depicting the destruction
of human rights."

E. PO13IBLU LIiIT \TION3
The members of the Committee have on several occasions expressed inter-

est in government mass media campaigns to aid in the creation of a climate of
public opinion favorable to civil rights. The FICEDO TR .I4 is an instance of
such action. It seems likely that in view of its distinguished sponsorship and
expert guidance, the Train will be a "success" in terms of the conventional goals
of such a campaign, Many successful drives like it were run by the government
and private groups during the war to get people to sate fats, buy bonds, and con-
tribute to scrap metal drives. There may be, however, some limitations on the use
of this approach in the civil rights area which might make it much less useful
than it has been in other cases. This is not to say that such efforts are un-
desirable or should not be undertaken on a large scale; only that their
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usefulness may be limited. Some of the possible problems:

Assuming that people areled to pay lip service to
democratic ideals through such celebrations, does it
change their attitudes or their behavior?

Can this kind of effort be applied to contemporary
problems, such as the President's Committee is dealing
with?

Will current material inevitably run into storms
of controversy?

ae questions are meant to be suggestive, An extended memorandum
on the "lNat, of Prejudice and Efforts to Overcome It" will be prepared by the
staff. Itw Ureport research data on the successes and failures of the mass
media AM3d.6therapproaches,
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usefulness may be limited. Some of the possible problems:

Assuming that people areled to pay lip service to
democratic ideals through such celebrations, does it
change their attitudes or their behavior?

Can this kind of effort be applied to contemporary
problems, such as the President's Committee is dealing
with?

Will current material inevitably run into storms
of controversy?

These questions are meant to be suggestive. An extended memorandum
on the "Nature of Prejudice and Efforts to Overcome It" will be prepared by the
staff. It will report research data on the successes and failures of the mass
media and other approaches.
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APPENDIX

people attending one or more meetings with the Attorney General
on December 11, 1946, January 7, 1947, and January 27, 1947 in
connection with FRhDOh TR3IN project:

Frank Ptrems, Chairman,
Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey),
Represented by: John R. Suman,

Executive VP.

:inthrop .1. Aldrich, Chairman,
Chase National Bank.

arl D. B,ker, Business Manager,
The .ashington News*

Barney Balaban, President,
Paramount Pictures, Inc.

Chester I. Bernard, President,
New Jersey Bell Telephone Co.

Thomas H. Back, Chairman,
Board of Directors,
Crowell Publishing Co.

Irving Berlin - Songwriter

'.ilson Braden,
Nat'l Ass'n Mfgrs.

Frank Braucher, President,
Periodical Publisher& Ass'n of Amer.

Edward H. Burdick, President,
Diorama Corporation of Americe.

Honorable Tom C. Clark,
Attorney General of the United States.

J. Luther Cleveland, President,
Guaranty Trust Company,
Represented by: 7illiam . '::hite, VP.

villiam A. Coblenz, Assistant Director,
Division of Public Information,
Department of JTstice,

Robert Coyne,
American Theaters Association.

C. Donald Dallas, President,
Revere Copper & Brass Co., Inc.

Ned E. Depinet, President,
R.K.0. Theaters.

Irving Dollinger, Plaza Theater,
Allied States u.sociation of
Motion Picture Exhibitors.

Simon -H. Fabian, President,
Fabian Theaters.

Harvey S. Firestone, Jr., President,
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,
Represented by: Roger St Firestone

Prbaiddit, - Firestone
Rubber &.Latex .
Products Company.

Alter S. Gifford, Chairman,
Amer. Tel. & Tel. Company,
Represented by: John H. Ray,

VP & Gen. Coun.

Eric Johnston, President,
Motion Picture Producers Association,
Represented by: Francis S. Harmon,

Colonel Harry T. Klein,
T.e Texas Company.

Thomas P. Lamont,
John P. Morgan & Co.

Honorable Herbert H* Lehmen,
Lehman Brothers,
Represented by: John M. Hencock,

Partner.

Col. Timothy A. Mclnerny, Director,
Division of public Information,
Department of Justice.

Charles E. Merrill,
Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &

Beane.
Represented by; Alpheus 0. Beane.

Abram F. Mycrs, General Counsel,
Allied States Association of Motion

Picture Exhibitors.

Donald :J. Ntolson, President,
Society of Independent option

Picture Producers.

Louis A. Novins, former Assistait
Attorney General of Mass.

Dwight R. G. Palmer, President,
General CLble Corporation.

Robert Purkins, General Counsel,
Warner Brothers.

Allan M. Pope, President,
Commerce & Industry Assn. of N.Y.
(The First Bcston Curp.)
Represented by: Henry Bruere, Pres.,

Bowery Srvings Bank,
Now York.

James H. Rend, President,
Remington-Rend Company.

Gordon S. Rantschler, Chairman,
Ntional City Bank, New York,
Represented by: Victor Schoepperle.

Theodore Applier, President,
Netional -Advertising Council.

Stanley ResQr, president,
J. JIlter Thompson Company, Now Ya k.

1.'~"

Y-o"W"W4
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Carl Bo Rix, President,
The American Bcr Association*

Dr. A. S. PI9 Rcosenbach,
famous antiquarian of Philadelphia.

Nicholes Mi. Schenok, President,
Loew's Inc.

Spyros P. Sroures, President,
20th Cnetury-Fox Film Corp.,
Represented by: ::illiam C. Michel.

Frank Stanton, President,
Columbia Broadcasting Company.

Thomas V. Sullivan,
Brown & Bigelowt,
Scint Paul, MIlinn.

Gerard Swope,
General Electric Company.

Niles Trammell, President,
National Broadcasting Company#

Leroy A. Van Bomel, Presiddnt,
National Deiry Products Company.

Frank C. 'ildrop, editorial writer,
Times-Hcrald of Washingtoni D. C

r

DW~litt W'allace, Editor,
The Roqders Digest.

Thomas 3Y ,Watson, President,
International Business Machines Corp*

Edwin LO Y'eisli
Simpson, Thatcher & B rtlett,
New YorkV

Allan M. J.ilson,
Assistant to the Presidenty
Tue Advertising Council, Inid.

Charles E Wilson,
President,
General Electric Company.

Lyle C. ilson, Director,
Washington Bureau,
United Press Association#
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April 16, 1947

MEMORANDUM

TO: Members of the President's Committee
on Civil Rights

FROM: Robert K. Carr

SUBJECT: A Digest of Press Clippings in the Civil Rights Field
Prepared by Herbert Kaufman and Joseph Murtha of the Staff.

1. The attached digest includes a summary of press
clippings for the months of February and March. The clipping.
service has been supplied to us by the Office of Government Re-
ports, United States Information Service, and covers 235 newspapers
of which 226 are dailies and 9 are weeklies. Of these, 9 weekly
and one daily constitute the Negro Press. This list represents a
sample of the Nation's press as determined by the Information Ser-
vice; it comprises papers in 169 cities.

2. No attempt has been made to evaluate the material
or to weigh the amount of press coverage. The summaries are pre-
sented purely with a view towards outlining the facts. In many
cases the same story has been repeated in the majority of papers
throughout the country. In other cases the facts were reported only
by the local press. Such variations in coverage have not been indi-
cated.

Attachment

L . '. - , - -
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CONTENTS

I. DISCRIMINATION

A. Employment

1. Private
2. Public

3. FEPC
4. Labor Unions

B. Education
C. Juries, Courts, and Legal Proceedings
D. Suffrage and Elections
E. Hotels, Restaurants, Theatres, and other Places of

Public Accommodation and Recreation
F. Transportation
G. Housing - Restrictive Covenants
H. Hospitals
I, Licenses
J. Armed Forces
K. Mails and Communications
L. National and State Capitols
M. Other

II. VIOLENCE

A. Involuntary Servitude and Peonage

B. Lynching
C. Police Brutality
D. Intimidation of Witnesses

III. ORGANIZATIONS

A. Hate Groups

B. Significant Work in Civil Rights
C. Presidential Commissions and Committees
D. President's Committee on Civil Rights
E. United Nations Commission on Human Rights
F. Communism and Civil Rights Groups

IV. LEGISLATION AND ADMINISTRATIVE ORDERS

Other than FEPC - Any bills, executive orders, administrative
orders, laws, ordinances, proposed, discussed, or enacted,
dealing with any of the foregoing. (Check subject matter
files at all times.)

A. National
B. State
C. Municipal, County, or other Local Units
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I. DISCRIMINATION

A. Employment
1. Private

a. On February 13, Lovic Howell, Chairman of Local 465 of the Protec-
tive Order of Dining Car Waiters, accused the Union Pacific Rail-
road Company of barring Negroes from employment as dining car
stewards.

b. On the same date, Ossie Long, Chairman of Local 370 of the Dining
Car Waiters and Cooks Union, made the same charge against the Penn-
sylvania Railroad Company, and added that the Brotherhood of Rail-
way Trainmen was collaborating with the company in discriminating
against Negro employees.

c. On-February 15, Joseph F. Albright, Special Assistant to General
Omar Bradley, at present on tour through the Nation inspecting the
Veterans Administration, said that employers and unions in the
plumbing and construction industries were retarding Negro veterans
in on-the-job training.

d. On February 15, Leroy Jeffries, Assistant Director of Industrial Re-
lations for the National Urban League, reported that, "Negro work-
ers are now employed in a greater variety of occupations than ever
before in the history of the United States."

e. Earl Brown, Columnist for the Amsterdam Star-News, on March 8, re-
ported that, "Although Negro auto workers are not yet promoted
freely to skilled or even semi-skilled jobs on the production line,
many more of them hold such jobs in the auto industry than ever
before. The chief reason for this is the auto workers union,
UAW-CIO. "

f. On March 8, the Urban League of Portland, Oregon, released its
second annual report. It stated that racial discrimination against
Negroes by labor unions, by employers, and, in housing, by the
realty board were creating an artificial housing shortage and seri-
our unemployment for the minority group. Only the school system
was held to be free of discrimination. The report concluded that
the greatly increased Negro population in Portland must either be
hired or it will starve.

g. In a suit in the New York S.upreme Court in Jamaica on March 14, the
Strauss Stores Corporation sought to test whether.a recent strike
in its retail stores was justified or barred by a union contract.
The company, in its brief, claimed that the union denied admittance
to thirty-four employees because some of them were Negroes. The
union, Local 830 of the CIO Retail and Wholesale Employees Union,
countered with the argument that the thirty-four in issue were
strikebreakers, and that Negroes were not only admitted to the
union, but held office in it. The union also claimed that charges
of discrimination were filed against the company before the State
Commission against Discrimination. (No decision reported to date.)

F -11 - - I mmmm
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h. During the week of March 22, the Public Utilities Commi ,so) of the
District of Columbia, in a hearing on fare increases for the Capital
Transit Company, heard the CTC reaffirm its intention ndt:.to hire
Negroes as motormen or conductors. CTC President, E. D. Merrill
pointed-out that an experiment in training 4 Negro-motorman resulted
in a work -stoppage by'white operators.

A citizens' committee visited the CTC offices the'same week to
discover what efforts the company was making to upgrade Negrope'-
sonnel. The spokesman for the company said that it. intended.to give
courses f6drthe white operators'to prepare them to accept:Negro
streetcar operators and bus drivers, but that it couldnIt make the
men listen to the lectures.

i. The Sate Cmissions against Discrimination ofNew York and New
Jersey..hel ,jobnt, meetings with the Hudson and Manhattan Railroad
Company agd eleven railroad unions having contracts with the company,
the New York Ed'st.revealed on March:28. The Comrhissions expected to'
have a showdown meeting the following week on.the question of union
and company bans against employment of Negroes.

2. Public
a. On Februry 8, the Pittsburgh Courier published reports of a survey

it conducted in the District of Columbis offices. The paper will re-
port on the situation further in a series df weeky articles. An
incomplete list alleged discrimination in twev eGovernment offices
'in th6 District of Columbia.

b. On Februay 22, a feature article in the 'Baltiq re Afro-American
pointed to discrimination by states in ,'mploynknt a qgr9 workers,
particularly in the case of' the Veterans Administr .tion. The arti-
cle pointed out that South Carolina employe si-x NegrOs' out of 1400
employees, Georgia - seven out of 5000, Louisiana - foair' olit of 1500,
etc. .AU in al4only .0002% of -Negro veterans havqfom employ-
merit in' the-Veterae dA oistr tion in S'utharn..taa s.

On F66tuary 22, the UPWA (C0) release. to 4 g gf con-
crete' evidence showing discrimination by, GOVa gpoes in the
hiring of Negro employees. The union has"p bx edthi 'vidqqe to
President Triman.

Government agencies were emphatic in their denial of a.blanket
chlirge by a National tadioconmmentatpr 'that they are deliberately
showing discrimination in the-hiring .of',Negro workers'1eft unemployed
by the*liqiddtion of Wartime Government'agencies.

d. On Februiary 28, the Baltimore Evening Sun reported a bright spot in
racial relations in the South in the growing tendency to hire Negro
policemenfor Negro districts.

In Atlanta, however, where Negroes are probably more active polit-
ically than in other southern cities, the question remain a sharp
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issue, and~the city hall was recently picketed by crowds chanting,
"We want Negro police, give us Negro police."

e. On March 4, a score*of machine-card punchers in the Internal Revenue
Bureau's Statistical Section.left their jobs and visited the Bu-

:reau's Personnel office after a Negro girl employee was moved to
their section of the room 'om another section.

3. Fair Employment Practices Committee
a. ..Connecticut

On March 12, nearly 300 people testified at a three-hour hearing be-
.. fore the Judiciary Committee at Hartford. Not one:opposed'the

legislation. .

b. Illinois - Senate and House Judiciary Committee hearings on-.-.State
..:FEPC bill drew hundreds of witnesses on March 20.

The Chicago Sun on March 18, reported that the Illinois.:Chamber
of Commerce has expressed opposition to legislation for an FEPC.

c. Michigan - An effort to put an FEPC bill for the State on the ballot
failed when, on March?, the State Supreme Court, ruling on a suit
by three taxpayers, struck the bill from the ballot on the ground
that it.contained notitle and was, therefore, not in the.proper con-
stitutional-form. The initiating petition had been signed by-more
than 200,000 voters. The Michigan Council for Fair Employment.Legis-
lation has announced that it would renew its efforts to get immedi-
ate enactment of the legislation.

d. Minneapolis - The Minneapolis: Minnesota City Council enacted a fair
employment practices ordinance during the week of February 22. The
Council went on record a's favoring a State FEPC.

e. Minnesota - Jack Mackay, Associated Press Reporter, on March 22, de-
clared that an FEPQ bill which had been introduced in the State
legislature was effectiv'ely stopped by the dilatory tactics of its
opponenxts.:.Joreover, the bill did not have full public support;
the-State 010 characterized the measure under consideration as "too
weak" and introduced a'bill of its own. The legislation that was
held up is regarded as the Governor's bill.

f. Missouri - The House Labor Committee held a two-hour hearing on
March 12, regarding a proposed Fair Employment Practices Act. -.Many
organizations were present to support it. The only opposition came
fromW. L. Roos, representing the Associated Industries of.Migsouri
and C. 0. Griffis of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers.,-

g. New York - The "State Committee against Discrimination denied Co-
lumbia's (Columbia University) claim that the college employment
office could go on asking students, alumni and others seeking out-
side jobs questions about their religion or nationality because the
college was exempt from the provisions of the Ives-Quinn Law."
(PM, New York, February 25): The decision apparently sets the
precedent that all employment offices run'by charitable and educa-
tional institutions must obey the Ives-Quinin Law.
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The report of.the SCAD was released on March 19. There were 752
cases involving allegations of bias in employment. Of these, 277
were withdrawn, found unmeritorious, or outside the commission's
jurisdiction. In 290 cases of violations, however, the commission
reached a settlement by conference. It has never resorted to the
courts for enforcement, but has carried on an extensive educational
campaign. (The report was very favorably received by the New York
papers.)

h. Ohio - On March 11, hearings were held before the Senate Commerce and
Labor Committee on two FEPC bills modelled on the New York and New
Jersey prototypes. The room was crowded with witnesses and specta-
tors who gave strong support to the measures. (Another hearing was
scheduled for March 25, but no reports have appeared as yet.)

i. Pennsylvania - During the week of February 17, the Pittsburgh Post-
Gazette reported that the Pennsylvania Committee for Fair Employment
Practices was unable to find a sponsor for its FEPC bill in the House
of Representatives.

However, on March 19, a fair employment practices bill was intro-
duced in the legislature. It provides for a five-man commission to
hear complaints against employers and unions, to encourage local
advisory and conciliation councils, and to conduct an educational
program. The commission would have power to impose penalties on
violators.

j. Sh is land - On March 19, hearings were held before the Senate
VF boCommittee on an FEPC bill.' The legislation was endorsed

'ore of witnesses in two hours, and it was asked that the meas-
eported out to the Senate floor.

4. Labor o
a. A 125,000 dollar damage suit was filed on February 8, by Henry

Benjamin, a Negro fireman, against the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen and Enginemen. Benjamin charged loss of seniority rights
through discrimination, and sought to enjoin the union from acting
as representative of all firemen on the Louisville and Nashville
Railroad as long as it refused to represent Negro firemen fairly and
in good faith.

b. David H. Hinton, a Negro fireman on the Seaboard Airline Railroad,
filed suit on February 19 in the Federal District Court in Raleigh,
North Carolina, against the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and
Enginemen. Mr. Hinton claimed that the union had been consistently
hostile, disloyal and unfair. He said that he was removed from his
job to make place for a white man with less seniority.

c. On February 20, the New York State Commission against Discrimina-
tion reported that the constitution of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers contains a bar to Negro membership. The union failed to
respond to requests to change the constitution, and the Commission
may have to resort to penal sanctions to enforce compliance. Other
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unions, however, it is said, have cooperated. (Editorial, Burling-
ton, Vt., Free Press, March 18.)

d. A Federal District Court in Missouri issued an injunction on March 1
restraining the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad from forcing Negro
tan porters from the head end of trains and substituting white
brakemen. Pressure for discrimination came from the Brotherhood of
Railway Trainmen, who have in their constitution a color ban ex-
cluding Negroes from membership.

e. Former Judge James A. Cobb, on March 22, urged Senate Labor Commit-
tee to bar the National Labor Relations Board from certifying any
labor union that limits membership by race, color or creed.

f. Michael J. Quill, Transport Workers Union leader, for attacking the
Association of Catholic Trade Unionists and the Crown Heights Labor
School, was censured by a Bronx Council of the Knights of Columbus
on March 30. Quill called the association a group of strikebreakers.

B. Education
1. California

On March.18, the Baltimore Evening Sun reported a demonstration of sign-
carrying students.at Fremont High School, protesting the presence of
six Negro students in the institution.

On March 29, the Baltimore Afro-American commenting on the demon-
stration, cited the case of a similar outbreak in Los Angeles which
resulted in severe penalties for the student participants and won the
plaudits of the NAACP.

2. Indiana
The Educational Committee of the House of Representatives on February
21 heard several speakers justify racial segregation as providing equal
rights and educational opportunities for all pupils. Opponents criti-
cized Indianapolis as the only Northern city practicing segregation.
Hearings were held in connection with a bill proposed to outlaw racial
segregation and discrimination in all schools.

3. Maryland
(Baltimore Sun) A suit was filed on March 15, against the Maryland
Institute of Art charging discrimination and violation of the Four-
teenth Amendment by Leon A. Norris, The petition requested that the
mayor and city council be enjoined from appropriating tax funds to the
institution.

New Jerse
March 15 (New York Post)- Considerable attention was drawn to a soror-
ity in Upsala College, East Orange, New Jersey, when its vice presi-
dent and two other members resigned because the rest of the membership
refused to pledge a Negro student. By March 26, Naomi Charner, one of
the Upsala sorority members who resigned, was swamped with letters of
support from all over the country and announced plans for a National
sorority, free of racial or religious bars.
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5 New Yo ..- *-

The American Jewish Congress reported Qn March 8, that 19 out Of
23 colleges in New York State are asking applicants for admission,
-questions designed to-eliit- information concerning the r-race re-
ligion or national background.,

On March 14, ,theStudent, Co:ucil of the City College.of New York
requested the City Council Committee investigating. discrimination
in the city colleges, to investigate Professor William EP. Knicker-
booker, Chairman of the Romance Language Department, after a council
subcommittee' had charged him.with anti-4semitic. statements. Dr.
Knickerbocker had previously.(1945).been. charged with bias by four
members of his department.

6. North Carolina :
A-bill was proposed-in the House on.-March 11, recommending appro-
'priations forthe establishment of a two-year medical school for
"Negroers at the North Carolina College in Durham. Representative
Burgin, who introduced the bill, pointed out, "If the State decides
to build a four-year medical college at Chapel Hill, it will be
compelled to admit Negro students or build a separate medical
school." - He favored the latter course. Currently, North'Carolina
and many other states send Negro students to out-of-state medical
schools and pay the tuition.

During the week- of February 22, the trustees of. the University
of North Carolina refused-to bar Dr. G. B. Johnson, sociologist,
from the staff because of his liberal views on the race question.
They also refused to consider a resolution to reject Rosenwald
Foundation grants to the University. Charges of excessive liber-
ality were also aimed at Dr. Graham, President of the University.
John W.-Clark of Greensboro, introduced the resolutions; fbrm'r
Governor C.. Morrison and .Josephus:Daniels, editor, led-the fight
against:.them, . . .

7. Oklahoma:' . . . . . . . .

On March 12, the Tulsa, Oklahoma Tribune. carried an editorial com-
menting on Texas appropriations to set up a separate Negro Univer-
sity and called upon a more enlightened stand from the citizens of
Oklahoma'. The Editor, however, followed the line of segegatioh
by calling for a new Negro University; but as to medical or law
training, he suggested that the "few" Negroes wanting such training
should be allowed to attend the white graduate schools at Norman
and Oklahoma City.

8. Pennsylvania
Student delegates from sixteen eastern colleges met at Swarthmore

- Collegeon March 9.-in the first -Intercollegiate Race Relations-Con-
-fetence to discuss-possibilities of prevailing upon their colleges
to adopt mare liberal policies on the admission of Negro and other
minority groups- -

9. Texas
An editorial in the Dallas News of February 16, suggested the use
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of war. training centers to give trade and industrial educations to
Negro youth. "It would' help southern communities to do more for
their own Negro youth and thus would lessen the pressure for;-federal
meddling in education."

In June, 1946, Herman Marion Sweatt sued in a Federal District
Court for equal educational facilities for Negroes on the university
level. At that time, the court -gave the State six months in which
to establish a law school fortNegroes equal to that of the Univers-
ity of Texas. In December, the court ruled that a motion passed by
the Texas A&M College Board of Directors setting up a law school at
Houston, met the demand for equal educational facilities, Governor
Jester approved, on March 3, a bill setting up a separate univers-
ity as a branch of Texas A&M. As of March 18, the new law scho61,
with three professors and eighty-nine books, still had not had an
applicant. On March 19, an editorial in-the Dallas News pointed out
that the NAACP apparently puts acceptance of equality ahead of
achievement of equality.

10. Virginia
A permanent injunction restraining the school board of Gloucester
County and'J. Walter Kenny, Division Superintendent of Schools,
from denying Negro school children any of the educational opportun-
ities offered to white children, purely on account of their race or
color, was requested on February 26, in the Federal District Court.
The action was brought by*40 Negro pupils-suing by their parents or
guardians. They charged discrimination -ihfthe6use of school build-
ings,bus transportation and pay for teachers."- Attorneys for the
plaintiff pointed'out that with the NAACP ,bodiioting surveys in
-school' systems throughout the Southstest cases may follow anywhere.

C. Juries, Courts, and Legal Proceedings

1. On February'22, the Mississippi Supreme Court, in'- upholding the
death sentence for two Negrobs convicted of murder by an al-white
jury, ruled that Negroes did not' have to be on the jury in this case
because' there were only-12 orf13 eligible Negro jurors as against
5,000 white juros,'or less than one chance In 400'that Negroes
would be selected.

2. On March 15, James Lewis and Charle6 Trudll, 14'and 15 years old
respectively, appealed--to 'the U. S. Supre'6Court through the NAACP
to review their convictions for -murder and death sentences by a.
Mississippi court. *Counsel alleged that the ohly evidence against
them was their confessions obtained under duress.

3. G. C. Moore and L.R. Haughtor, Negroes-of New York, argued that they
were deprived of their rights because a list of prospective jurors
included no women-and no Negroes, the judge, on March 21, overruled
-them and ordered trial.

D. Suffrage and Elections
1. Alabama - In November, 1946, the State constitution was amended to

(
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authorize local.registrqszto,7eqgjrethat local .voters be of "good
character" and.able1Qto. understAnd and explain,any Article of the
Constitution'.".' Govenpp.ames E. .Flqsomn opposed the measure at
that time. The Associated Negro Press, therefore-s feelp .that he
would veto a "white primary" bill if one were passed by the legisla-

.ture. (Released March,15) 4.. .

20 Florida -State Senator AJohnt:E.. Mstthews in-the chief sponsor of a
. "white primary bill" for .Florida, henning Heldt:of the Miami Herald
.reported on March 21. .4 The bill yould-repeal all state primary laws
and,make parties private, voluntary associatioOs entitled~to-place
names on the official eleqt4on.ballots, If passed, themeasure
would make it possible to .prevent.Negroes from voting.without viola-
ting the Supreme Court decision that defines primaries governed by
State law as part of the elective process and, therefore, within the
.meaning of the Fifteenth.Ame dment. .

3. Georgia - The so-called "White Primary bill," :a-measure to repeal
all official state laws governing primaries and leave political
parties in entire charge of primary machinery, was signed by H.
Talmadge, acting Governor of Georgia, on February 20. The purpose
of the .bill.was to evade the U. S. Supreme.Court decision which de-
fiqes primaries governed by law as'eleqtions and, therefore, within
the scope of the Fifteenth Amendment.

. . Negrols wpre denied the right to testify or even sit in the gal-
leries duringjconsideration of the measure, but there waes.'some
opposition to the bill in the Senate from some legislators, from
the Southern Conference on Human Welfare, from the Civic-P.olitical
League, and others, Mpanwhile, the NAACP.set out to raise $10,000
to fight the law in court.

On March 19, the Supreme Couft of Georgia ruled that Talmadge
was not the legal Governor and the Attorney General submitted an
opihion thatall laws signedby Talmadge were void and had to be
irpsvb4tted to Melvin E. Thompson, the legitimate Governor.
GoverMo'.Thompson has endorsedthe principle of' white supremacy,
but opposed'the divorce of'primaries from State controll as the means
to that end..

Anther-bill introduced in the legislature and passed by the
House' Of.Representatives proposed cancellation of 41l county voter
registrationlists-and the creation of new~ones. It is:alleged-that
this wo4ld make possible' the disenfranchisement of Negroes..

4. Mississippi - Oh March 4, Governor Fielding P. Wright submitted two
measures tqthe.legislature..,The first would rescind all primary
l4ws in order t6 remove primaries 'from State control. (See I,D,3
for the reasQn). The second measure would deprive Negro war
veterans of' exemption from the poll tax payments during the time
they served in the armed forces.

OnMarch.,10, four more "white primary" bills were introduced.
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On March 22, the legislature'passed.a "white primary bill." It
permits the county executive committee to call for new registration
of voters whenever it deems such action to be necessary, and pro-
vides that those who participate in-the primaries must subscribe to
party.principles. (The Chicago Defender declared that the princi-
ples would be such that no Negro could subscribe to them.)

4. NewYork'- Two bills introduced by Assemplyman George Archinal are
under consideration. The first would bar from public office all
members of "Un-American" organizations. 'The second bill would em-
power the .attorney general to ban activities of organizations whose
members.take oaths and which do not file membership lists with the
Secretary of State.

5. South Carolina - In 1944, the so-called "South Carolina" plan. was
enacted whereby all state laws governing-primaries are repealed,
thus removing'primaries from the jurisdiction of the United States
Government under the Fifteenth Amendment. . The NAACP backed a suit
to test the constitutionality of the law in the United States Dis-
trict Court on February 28. (No further newspaper reports.)

On March 15, however, the Associated Negro Press-reported that
local party officers were not satisfied that'the-reaal of primary
laws would be enough to preserve white supremacy and observed that
a move to return to- the convention system was on foot.

6. Texas:- Walter White., in an article in the NeW York Herald-Tribune
on March 9,.praised the Texas Junior Chamber of Commerce for a drive
to abolish.the poll tax.

7. Virginia - The United States Fourth Circuit 'Court' of -Appeals heard
an appeal on March 11, from'a Federal District Court order whichwould halt the collection of'the poll tax. '(No further newspaper
reports.) .: . .

E. Hotels, Restaurahts, Theatres and other Places of Public Accommodation
and Recreation. '
1. On February'8, in the District of Columbia, The Washingto'Committee

for Racial Democracy brought suit against the National Theatre for
reftising to admit Negroes holding tickets purchased' for them by
whites."'-The' plaintiffs' sued to' recover the pride of the tickets.
.The Theatre contended'that the'tickea's were sold "subject to the
known policy of the theatres 6ahd that 'the individuals involved had
violated'the antitritt laws when they 'conspired to obtain the ticket
for Negroes. At issue is the question of whether the Civil Rights
Act of 1875, declared invalid within"State boundaries in the Civil
Rights Cases of '1883, is still' in effect in the District of Columbia,

2. On February 16, Federal Circuit Court Judge Alvin C. Reis, in a Wis-
consin case, upheld the constitutionality of the State civil rights
statute. Judge Reis ruled that the law had been violated by a
barber who charged a Negro patron more for a haircut than he norm-
ally charged white customers. "Private property rights," the Judge
said, "must yield to the public policy demands against race discrim-
ination. Judges should not be blind to the trends of the tiges."
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3. At Williams College, Maasachusetts, aNegro student brought suit
against a.barber who charged him triple the normal fee for a hair-
cut. On February 16, wide press attention was given to the decision
of a State court which-fined the barber $50 for violating an 1865
statute. The case has been-appealed.

4. On February 22, Alderman Walter Lows, a Negro member of the St. Louis
Board of Alderman, introduced a bill to fine theatres for segrega-

* ting Negroes.

As a result of the segregation of Negro customers.for a perform-
ance of "Carmen Jones," the American Theatre in St. Louis has been

* picketed by the NAACP and the Civil Rights Congress.

5.. On February 22, the Citizens Committee for Justice, and the NAACP re-
ceived the cooperation of Fowler Hocker of the American League for
a Free Palestine in forcing the defeat .of segregation at the Mary-
land Theatre's presentation of, "A Flag is Born."

6. On February 22, Ira Latimer, of the Chicago Civil Liberties Commit-
tee, asked Governor Thye to investigate discrimination against

. Negroes in Minnesota summer resorts, and to invoke the Minnesota
civil rights statutes to prevent it.

7. On February 22, the Board of Trustees of George Washington Univers-
* ity's Lisner Auditorium decided that there would be no more discrim-

ination in the sale of seats when the hall is rented.out for public
affairs. The decision followed a concerted I rive throughout the
country to eliminate racial segregation on both sides of the foot-
lights in which the Theatre Chapter of the AVC was particularly
active.

8. According to the Pittsburgh Courier of February 22, the problem of
who will admihister the sports and athletic program of the District
of Columbia's twenty-million dollar National Guard Armory is causing
some concern to Negro groups in that city. The -Amory was recently
turned over to the District after housing wartime FBI activities.
The article said that the D. C. Recreation Board, which is jockey-
ing for control of theproject, has doggedly resisted all attempts
to alter its maintenance 'of the dual recreation policy and program,
claiming that it follows the pattern of D. C. public schools.

9. On March 8, a New York restaurant was fined a total of $600 for g
violating the State civil rights statute by barring Negro patrons.
A similar case was pending.in Pennsylvania, where a tavern owner
was held for violation of-the equal rights law.

10. On March 13, Representative Adam C. Powell requested the House Com-
mittee on Labor and Education to investigate discrimination in
restaurants and cafeterias in public buildings.

11. On March 16, delegates to-a CIO conference in Columbus, Ohio, staged
,an all-day "sit-down strike" in their Hotel cafeteria when waitresses
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refused to serve Negro delegates. Representative Helen Gahagan
Douglas joined the group until the time of her train departure. Con-
ference spokesmen claimed that the hotel management had promised in
advance that there would be no discrimination.

12. .On March 22, Mrs. Helen Latimer pointed to discrimination in Wash-
ington as barring thousands of Negro children from seeing productions
of the Children's Theatre of New York..

13. .Th-Washington Bar Association, on March 22, -requested representa-
tiop of the colored bar on the recently appointed Home Rule Charter
Commission-and appointed another committee to investigate discrimin-
ation by restaurants in and around Judiciary Square against Negro
lawyers.

14. U..S,.Senator Langer, predicting the end of discrimination in the
District of Columbia, webt on record on the radio in favor of a civil
rights law for-the District of Columbia on March 22.

15. On-March 27, Dartmouth College cancelled.a scheduled tennis match
with William and Mary College in Williamsburgh, Virginia, rather
than*leave behind C. T. Duncan, Negro star of the'team.

F. Transportation *"
L.,On January 30, a Richmond, Virginia court overruled a fine imposed

-on S, W. Tucker for-refusing to move to thp rear of a bus. The
Company cited the case of Mrs. L. Taylor whose conviction for the
sage offense was upheld last year, and will.continue to hold to a
policy of segregation until the conflict is resolved.

2. On February 8, J.W. Reigns, Negro, was awarded damaged by an all-
white jury for arrest caused by a bus driver when Reign-a refused to
nove to the rear of a bus. This decision was reached in spite of

n-the company's defense that the driver merely executed the State's
segregation policy.

3. Leon A. Ransom, Chairman of the Committee for Racial Democracy,
brought suit on February 8, against the Southern Railway Company
for refusing to accommodate him after he had made a telephone reser-
vation. .

February 4 - 15: (Items 4 to 7 inclusive). -

.4. Gloster'Williams,-*of the NAACP in Toledo, Ohio, -pro-tested-to the New
York.Central Railroad against disIcrimination by waiters in'the Union
Depot Restaurant.

. ev. Charles Byrd, acting through the NAACP, filed suit with the
- Interstate Commerce Commission against the Seaboard Airline for re-

fusing to sell him a lower berth from Tampas Florida, to New York
City. . ---

6..-Three women,' through the NAACP, brought;spit against the S6uthern
Railway before' the Interstate Commerce Commission.for damage to
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health as a result of being compelled.to move to an inferior car
enroute from New Jersey to Georgi&..

7. J. E. Stamps and-E. L; Powell filed.suit with the Interstate Commerce
Commission against the Louisville and.NashvilleRailrad to get an
order ending discrimination. Curtains were drawn around the plain-
tiffs when they sat down in the dining car and abusive language was
used...

8. On February 13, the.Maryland Senate passed a bill to repeal the
Maryland law requiring segregation on railroads and steamboats. On
March 20, the bill died in the House of Delegates after an unfavor-
able report by the House Judiciary Committee.

9. Isaac Woodard brought suit against the Greyhound Bus Compqny on Feb-
ruary 15. Woodard was put off a bus in South Carolina last year.
arrested, beaten and lost his sight as a result. The:NAACP will try
to prove that there was no valid reason for his ejection.

10. On February 18, Charles Royal was refused an appeal to the Arkansas
Supreme Court for failure to file a bill of exceptions. Royal
appealed for *a reversal of a fine imposed on him by the Van Buren
Municipal Court for refusing to move to a.special coach for Negroes
on a Missouri Pacific Railroad train. He contended that-the segre-
gation law of the State.didn t affect him because he was an inter-
state passenger. .

11. During the first week in March, the NAACP defended Miss B. M. Watkins,
who was arrested in Florida for refusing to move to a segregated car
while traveling from New.York to Florida. The NAACP bases its case
on the U. S. Supreme Court decision that.interstate passengers are.
not bound by local segregatid'-statutes. .

12. During the fiirst6 wek in March, the-Pennsylvania Railroad.continued
..to defend, .on groupda of convenience, its policy of segregating
Negroes on trails bdund for the South from New York*..

13. Mrs. L. P. Jackson and Gordon B. Hanc6ck, it hearings before the In-
terstate Commerce Commisaion in Mgrch, 1947, charged that the Seaboar
Airline Railroad refused them dining car service in 1944. A de-
cision is expected in the Spring.

14. On March 29, the Afro-American, Negro newspaper of.Baltimore, Mary-
land, charged that the United Fruit Companys Great White Fleet.
segregates Negro passengers.

G. Housing - Redtrictive Covenants
1. A proposal to outlaw discrimination in mortgage finacing because of

race, color or creed, was put before the New York State Legislature
onFebruary .10. (Np further newspaper reports.)

2. On February 14, a case involving restrictive .covenants was bound for
the U.S. Supreme Court after the New York State Supreme Court upheld

A

5
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the ,legality of a covenAnt in the case of a home sold to Samuel
Richardson, colored merchant in.Queens. The.Court granted a per-..
manent injunction from sale, saying that.there is'not in existence
legislation forbidding this type of discrimination and the Court
could not judicially legislate.

A siitlar case was decided.in West Hollywood against.an Amexican
Indian. The Court upheld the legality of restrictive covenants and
the case will be prepared for the U.S. Supreme"Court,

3'. On March 13, the New York City Housing Authority refused to permit
four Negro families to occupy apart nts.they.had rented and, thus,
set off a. five-hour demonstration irT"Rthority's offices. .Chairman
Butler later explained that occupancy had been temporarily held up
pending investigation of the report that a subordinate had planned
to make the project an all-Negro settlement. It is against Housing
authority's policy to set up any segregation.

4. On March 29, an Amendment to the Taft-Ellender Wagner Housing bill
to keep redevelopmentfrom becoming an instrument .for.spreading-
residential segregation was proposed to the Senate Bahkiig and Cur-
rency Commttee by the American Council for Race Relations. It
recommended that an existing provision in the Federal Civil Rights
law be written into the housing bill to give all.citizens right to
acquire real estate and personal property.

5. There have also been a number of articles pointing to discrimination
in real estate advertising. In some of these cases newspapers.,were
charged with being in alliance with local real, estate groups.

ft. Hospitals
1. The Los Angeles ews,.Eaitorial'of Maich 8 observed that the campaign

to set up a private, non-sectarian,.interraci4.hospital.-o a pro-
gressive step to counter the,?iscriminator.practices. of-local
,hospitals.'

2. On March 22, the NAACP protested construction of a separate hospital
for' Negroes at Mound Bayou, Mississippi, claiming ,that since segre-.
ga-ion had not been found necessary in veterans' hospitals during
the war, it was not necessary now.

I. Licenses - No newspaper clippings received, .

J. Armed Forces
1. On February 15, the NAACP sent a.protest to Governor Warren on dis-

crimnination in the National Gupfrd.

2. On Februiary 17, a liar Department's spokesman said that the:Army has
no policy respecting the enlistment of colored men in the National
Guard,

3. On'February 22, General Clay denied that he specified racial require-
ments tor a position with"the American military Government.

its
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4. On February 22, Veterans' Administration officials were uncertain
about the operation of a new hospital in Arlington. Final decision
on segregation rested with the Deputy Administrator of the branch
office. Dr. Cook, Veterans Administration's Deputy Medical Director
stated Veterans Administration policy has been to adhere to the
social pattern of the community. .

5. On March 1, Governor Mcoonaughy of Connecticut, criticized discrim-
ination in the National Guard afid-sent telegrams to the' pid'rors of
Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Virmont decrying segregatio. 0..

6. On March 1, the Justice Department prepared to defend a suit filed
in Pittsburgh to enjoin the War Department from enforcing the regu-
lation which sets up different racial standards for enlistment in
the Army.. In July, the War Department decided that no more non-
whites would be accepted for induction or enlistment into the Army
until each group's strength in the Army was reduced in proportion to
the group's ratio to the population in the United States.

7. ..On March 5, action was taken in New Jersey against setting up a
separate Negro unit in the National Guard.

K. Mails anqCommunications
The Manchester Guardian of March 14, reported receipt of an,envelope,
postmarked New York, bearing the stamp: "Censored by the Jewish
Press," The possibility that it may be an attempt to spread anti-
semitism through the mails was suggested by the newspaper.

L. National and State Capitols.
1. National

a.., Thdmas Thornton, Senate Building post-office employee was .told to
leaveithe luncheonette of the Senate Office Building after pur-
chasing his lunch there. He was ordered out by Edward F.
McGinnis, sergeant at arms. Later, Thornton was called into
Mr.-*McGinnis' .office and t6ld not'to eat there or in.any
"pimiklar" places in the future. As-a 'result; Representative'
Adam& C., Powell.L'pon Match 15, ntioduced a'resolution, directing
the Hbuse Labor and Education Committee to investigate discrim-
ination in eating places in Government buildiaga6,

b. Raising..the issue of whether the Senate Rules Committee Jabw
plans to run the .Senate pres'gallery, the standing co=mee of
correspondents on garch 19, issued a card for both H6use and
Senate press galleries to Louis R. Lautier, first Negro.admitted

-to membership since 1871. !'This, culminated a story that, was
carried widely. in-both the Negt6 and'white press. His entrance

, had previously *been denied by a to 1 vote of the committee on
the grounds that Mr. Lautier represented only weeklies: but the
Rules Committee ruled that he be admitted. The case has led to
a discussion concerning -the revision of "the present press
gallery rules.

The Missouri House voted on Match 19', 6 end discrimination at
privately operated public lunch stands in the State Capitol.
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M. Other
On iarch 10, the Christian Science M6nitor requested a court case

iinvolving Indian claims to land. Indiarn tribes in California were
to be payed for land when moved to reservations undor old treaties.'

II. VIOLENCE

A. Involuntgry Servitude and Peonage
1.. .Qn ,February 25, Mr. and Mrs. A.W. Ingalls were arraigned in Los Angeles

on-charges of holding Dora Jones, Negro, in involuntary servitude in
violation of the Thirteenth Amendment. OnMarch 5, investigations were
begun by a Federal grand jury with the aid of the.FBI. On March 19,
indictments.were returned against both the accused. (Press.notices
ypre very .heavy in this.case.). ' .

2. On March 22,-the NAACP in El Paso, Texas, uncovered the case of'
Elizabeth Cooker,-alleged to have been held in.slavery since 1938 by
Mr. and Mrs. P.R. Franklin. The FBI is investigating.

B. Lynching .,.

1. The Willie Earle Case
a. On February 16, Willie Earle, Negro, was jailed in the Pickens

County, South Carolina jail, suspected,of .stabbing ahd robbing a
Greenville,.South Carolina; taxi driver. ...A coroner's jury-investi-
gated.and held that Eatle was responsible. On February 17, twenty
or wenty-five unmasked, armed men forced the jailer to release
Earle to them. They drove him away in am'otor.caravan.. His body,
stabbed and shot, was found on a highway two hours later.' His
death oocurred before-any lega'charge 'been filed

.'(So-h;Carolina law provided that toifntes are responsible for
lynchipgs which-take place within their borders;.the.-state has, on
occasioni,- punished:responsible offi-cers and collected fines from
offending local governments.) . .

b. On February 20,-the-sherift announced that he had signed admissions
from.eleven Greenville taxt drivers that 'they'. had participated in
the.lyrlching. 13y February 24, there werp 2$ admissions obtained
with the aid of the State'ahd city police and the FBI. By Feb-
ruary 25, thirty-one men were served warrants and bail was set for
thirty-of them. On March 1, a coroner's inquest concluded that
Earle was lynched, but could not agree on the specific list ofl
names-to be included in the indictment to be sent to the grand jury.
Nevertheless, State Solicitor, R'. T. Ashmore pressed for the in-
dictment of the thirty-one accused, and on March 20, all were
indicted on four counts by a state grand jury. R.C. Hurd was named
as the man who actually fired the fatal shot.

$2,000 was raised by J.D. Roberson to defend the accused.

(Press reaction was very heavy. The 'case was picked up by the
wire services and received a good deal of play from the 'very first.
The Negro press in particular followed the case closely and called
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for indictments. The speedy results were praised by mostp.f. the'
South Carolina press, and lynching-was deplored.by-all who picked
up the case, including the non-Negro,, Southern:pressi)

2. Monroe, GeorgiaCase.
a. On February 20, James B. and Tom G. Verner, of Monroe, Georgia,

were indicted on charges of assulting a Federal witness. G. L.
Howard, Negro, testified at the grand jury investigation of the
lynching of four Negroes last summ e4 On Jnuar72ltheerners.
beat him when he refused,to disclose his tetimony to. them, and
Howard cobmplainted to the FBI.

b. James Vernei' was tried by the State of Georgia in the same case in
.February and found not guilty of charges of assaultand battery.
Both brothers, however, are still awaiting trial in a Federal
Court.

3. Minden, Louisiana Case,
a. Albert Harris and John Jones, Negroes) were arrested on July 31,

1946, for -attempted rape. On August 8 they were released, rearpeat-
ed, and taken from the Minden jail by a crowd. Both were beaten -

and multilated, but Harris survived and latei-escaped.with the.aid
of the NAACP.

b.. Five white men were accused of. the crime and indicted on charges
of violating the Federal Civil Rights Statute. From a. panel of
eighty,prospective j rors, si of whom.were Negroes., an all-white
jury was chosen. On March 12 all five accused were.acquitted.
Nevertheless, on March .., Representative Overton Brooks of Louisi-
ana accusedd the FBI of totalitarian tactics in securing witnesses
for the prosecution.

c. On March 4, Walter White issued a statement.for the NAACP declaring
that the acquittal.put every Negro in the South at the mercy of
white supremacist lynchers.

(This casebrought relatively little editorihl comment from white
-papers. The Negro press generally con4emned the subversion of
Justice.) .

4. Trueblood Case.
On February 22, Wyart Trupblood, Negro Sharecropper was shot to
death. in-F1rida'by Ke1.h qnd Be Bryant. The sherif .declared-the
killing self-defense and reported dn inquest u'unnebessary. The-
NAACP asked fo' a State investigation. (No fiithe' newspaper re-
ports. -This stor'y carried only y the.Chida' Defender".

C. Police Brutality.
1. On February 21,, Sheriff J.L. ticket of Montgomery, Alabama, and four

deputies were indicted on charges'of.violating:the Foirteenth Amendment.
They were, accused ofi unlawfully arresting Mrs. M.K. McMillan, Negro,
and beating her 'while attempting to force a confession to theft.

4'.
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2. On March 6, Town Marshall L.P. Bourque and his deputy, H. Young,
of Gonzales, Louisiana, were indicted by a Federal grand jury in
NewOreleans on charges of violating the'U.S./Civil Rights Law for
the arbitrary and unlawful arrest and beating of Dr. F.E. Baker
on June 6, 1946.

3. The Chicago Defender, on March 22, reported the fatal shooting of
Adolf Jones, Negro, in Shreveport,..Louisiana, .by Policeman J. E.

. Petty. Jones walked in fropit of abus at the bus. tezmibAal to be
sure. of a seat on the remainder.of his trip from Mississippi to
,6Texas. The policeman claimed self-defense.

4. Two Birmingham, Alabama police officers were reported in the Daily
Worker of March 28, to have beaten Joseph'Kirk, Negro, so severely
that his right eye had.to be removed. He had been arrested by the
policemen on .charges of disorderly.cohduct. The.Southern Negro
Youth Congress organized ' .Citizens Committee for the Defense of
Joseph Kirk...

D. Intimidation of Witnesses
See the Monroe, Georgia Case, IIA.,2. ..

III. ORGANIZATIONS

A. -Hate Groups
1. The Chronicle, of Augusta, Georgia, on March 5 ran.an editorial

criticizing Thurman Sensing, Director of Research of the Southern
States Industrial Council, for suggesting that the Columbians.were
unimportant and deserved little play in the Press. The editor con-
demned the Coluibbians As incip Lent fascism and argued that publicity
and action are needed to qtop spjh groups.-.-"To regard them with
indifference is to encourage their' .pread,"

2.. The Savannah, Georgia News, on March 12, pointed out editorially that
,the Ku Klux Klan operates in the North, and cited.an advertisement in
the..Waynesboro, Pennsylvania Herald-tribune, placed ,by..the Klan, to
prove its. point. The KKK was.condemned by. the editor, but North-
erners were invited to inspect their own region before criticizing
theSouth.

3. .TheJournal. and Guide4 Npgponewspaper,9f Norfolk Viggiiaon
March 22, reported that a new "organization of intolerance" known
aa.tie American Shore;Patrol (No connection wit-h.the U.S. Navy),-had
incorporated in Richmond, Virginia, in 1944, and is now seeking to
inop'ease its membership.

4. Stetson Kennedy, author of Southern Exposure, revealed on March 24
. that a r~val,.opposition group to the Columbians has.b6en operating
in Atlanta,.Georgia. The head of it holds a.card in thd.KuKlux
Klan. The organizationknown as the-West End Cooperativer .orpora-

* tion, has 'devised technically legalmeaa to Achieve :raci;l.s.,zoning
(through restrictive covenants written into property deeds.) Joseph

- . Wallace, head of the group, used,!tappled ps1ychology'..to force
Negroes to sell -property they haveacq4red in white.neighborhoods,

I
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andw.hopes to finance a profit-making scheme for a housing project for
Negroes.

5. Homer L. Loomis, Secretary Organizer of the Columbians, was convicted
on March 26, in the Georgia SuperiorCourt of usurpation of .police pow-
'rrs. He was .sentenced, on'March 27, to 30 months imprisonment. This
was in.addition to a previous one-year sentence for riot. E. C. Burke
President of the Columbians, was sentenced to three years on similar
charges on February 21, Both.have appealed.

Judge Almand, who pronounced sentence, denounced the Columbian
plan to destroy the Bill of Rights.

6. The Norfolk, Virginia'Journal and Guide reported the burning of two
crosses on the night of March 18, in front of the homes of Negro fam-
ilies in High Point, North Carolina. Similar burnings.were .reported
on September 6, 1946, and on February 10, 1947. Police are investi-
gating.:

7. Sentinel (Negro) .reported hate literature "flooding" Louisiana and
Mississippi. It is aimed particularly at Negro, Semitic-and Labor
groups. (February 13.)

B. Significant Work in Civil Rights

1.. A.one-day civil rights conference sponsored by the National Lawyers
Guild, the Natidnal Bar Association and .the NationalLegal Committee
of the NAACP, met at Howard University in Washington, D.C,, on Feb-
ruary 8. Three hundred legal leaders..atended and proposed a strong-
ly-worded F federal anti-lynching bill. The weakness of the Attorney
General's positionas a result of inadequate statutory authority was
pointed out, but it was alleged that. the Justice Department had
fdiled'td prosecute vigorously under its present powers.

On February 14, a continuing committee set up at the conference re-
ported.that it expected to have legislation drafted by February 15,
and that the Ameridan Jewish Congress-had been asked to help.

2. The Tuskegee Institute was attacked editorially on February 8, by the
Houston,. Texs -Info.rmer, a.Negro paper. The.editorial charged that
the 1946 report of the Institute was inaccurate and recommended that
its reports be' discontinued.

3. Racial discrimination and segregation in Washington, D. C. will be
investigated .b*a committee sponsored by the Rosenwald Fund on the
Howad .University Campus ,.Pinformed1t1 sources--reported. (Chicago
Defender, February 8.)

4. On February 9, the Central Conference issued a statement entitled,
"Race Hatred isBlasphemy," condemning discrimination and calling for
Federal legislation to outlaw lynching, abolish the poll.tax, es-
tablish a permanent FEPC, and for other purposes.

-y
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5. The Federal Council of Churches.issued proclamation denouncing seg-
regation on February-9.

6. -Ellis W. Arnall, speaking in Salt Lake City on February 12, stated
. that, "Equalization of economic opportunity is the formula by which
* racial and minority problems ultimately will be solved."

.7. The week of February 15, was designated Brtherhood Week, sponsored
by the National Conference of Christians and-Jews. .The'organization
hopes to raise .ten million dollars during the year to be used for
research and education on group relations.

8. On February 16, The Rev. Joseph .A, Raburn, 6f McRae, Georgia, attacked
the White Supremacy Bill from his pulpit as being un-Chri stian. He
received support from over the country' and at last report was
awaiting the action of congregation on his offer to resign.

9. The NatiohAl Conference of Christians.and Jews and the Community Race
* Relations Institute sponsored a conference on brotherhood in St.

Louis, on February 19. Four-hundred students from,23 public, private
and parochial high schools voted to meet again in three months in-
stead of in a year as originally planned, to.discuse.further questions
of prejudice, race relations and brotherhood. .

10. W.N. Elam of the U.S. Office of Education-criticize on February 20,
the failure to reach Negro farm boys in the'South who want and need
farmer training.

11. A group of 'six students, of diverse racial and religious backgrounds
. from the University of Southern California in L6s .Angelej is touring

the country under the sponsorship of the' Uiv'ersity Religious' Con-
ference. The.purpos.e of the tour is to'bette 'racial relations. The
students, known as the Panel of Americane, were guests .of the.Inter-
cltural Committee of the United Nations .Council'at .a Philadelphia

. luncheon on February 22.

12. On February 26, D. H. Finck, Chairman of the Essex County, (New
Jersey) 'Council against Discrimination, speaking 't a:meeting'of
Jewish leaders convened by the Division against Discrimination of..the,.
New Jersey Department of Education, suggested that group. reltibns-
might be improved if organizations-fighting discrimination made it
fashionable for employers to have all*'races and -greeds 'working in
their firms.

13. Tom C. Clerk, U. S. Attorney Generals on February .7,:f6ld the North
Cardlina Conference of Christians and Jews that race:hatred, dis-
crimination and defamation led to increased lawlepsness. Mr. Clark
praised Dr. Frank P. Graham, President of the University of North
Carolina, for his work in -improving conditions in this field, and
.attacked.communist and fascist elements.

Dr. Graham was awarded the Carolina Israelite Award for distin-
guished service in furthering human rights.

F.
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14. The Christian Science Ionitor, on March 4, reported a. movement to re-
vive the Association of Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching,
headed by Mrs. M.E. Tilly, Field Secretary of the Southern Regional
Council.

15. A 38-page study of race relations, entitled "Pattern of Action on
Race Relations," was released on March 4, by the Presbytery of Chi-
cago. It calls on Presbyterians to support legislation to eliminate
discrimination and restrictive covenants in residential'areas.

16. :In Pittsburgh, the Division of Civil Unity Was set up as a bureau of
iocal government by the city council. :It is similar to race rela-
tions units in Cleveland, Buffalo and Toledo. In Chicago, Detroit,
Milwaukee and Cambridge, Massachusetts, race relations units have been
set up by the mayors with the city councils appropriating funds.

17. John P. McArdle, Chairman of the Catholic Interests Committee of the
Knights of Columbus, speaking on March 18, before the Institute for
Interracial Justice in the fifth of a series of six lectures spon-
sored by the Brooklyn Catholic,Interracial Council, condemned ob-
jections to Negro and white families occupying adjoining homes.

18. E. S.. Lewis, Executive Director of the-Urban League of Greater New
York, speaking at a conference on Intercultural and Interracial pro-
grams in Recreation sponsored by the Welfare Council of New York on
March 21, assailed organizations with interracial policies which fail
to implement those policies. He took issue with Dr. G. K. Hunton

.of the Catholic Interracial Council of New York who advocated the
neighborhood approach to the solution of Interracial problems. Mr.
Lewis .favored an overall approach.to the probleiand urged the crea-
tion of a human relations bureau in the Board of Education as a start.

Dr. Dan W. Dodson, Executive Director of the Mayor's Qommittee on
Unity, presided.

19. At the annual conference of the National Vocational Guidance Assoc-
iation at Howard.University in Washington, D. C., on March 22, Dr.
L.Granger, Executive Secretary of.the.,National UrganLeague closed
the conference'with a plea that chruches, civic and fraternal organi-
zations unite to give young people of minority groups a .feeling of
security and confidence by fighting to.open job seoarity to.them.

20. On March 23) the NAACP opened its annual membership drive to secure
ten thousand new members.

C., Presidential Commissions and Committees

No clippings received.

D. The Presidentts Committee on Civil Rights
1. An article in the Topeka, Kansas "Capitall on Protection of Civil

Rights, on February 7, described the Comitteets purpose as the fram-
ing of legislation for Congress to expand Federal power to deal with
violations of civil x'ights.
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2. On February 8, the Chicago Defender reports expected appointment of
Dr. Robert K. Carr as executive Secretary of the Committee by Mr.
Charles Wilson, Chairman of the Committee.

3. On.February 10, the El Paso Times ran an. ,editorial apparently sup-
porting legislation on civil rights. The editorial cited-President
Truman's approval of this idea in the appointment offis Committee
on Civil: Rights. .

4.. On February 12,.the Daily World-(Atlanta) reported the results-of
-the first Committee meeting. Subcommittee assignments and the ap-
pointment of Dr. Carr were announced.

5. On February 12, the National Negro Press of America reported a let-
ter to Mr.. Wilson, Chairman of the Committee, from Thomas Richardson,
Vice-President of the UFWA (CIO), urging immediate investigation and
action to end alleged discrimination in employment by nine Federal
agencies and the International Bank. The agencies charged, denied

* the accusations..

6. On February 13, the Shreveport, Louisiana Timesedit6rially attacked
the.-President's Committee on Civil Rights as a device to perpetuate
the FEPC. The editorial.was rather vehement and individual members
of thM Committee were singled out for attack.

7. On February 15, the Chicago Defender ran an item under the head,
. "Truman..Group Appoints Carr; Plans Mammoth 'Rights' Probe.f The

article deals with Dr,. Carr's background, the subcommittee assign-
ments, and Mr. Roosevelt's proposal phat legislation be put before
Congress by April 1, in an effort to get action prior to adjournment
on August,;1.

8. On February 23, the Atlanta Daily.World 'rportedthat Mr. Charles
Wilson had received a telegram from Walter White concerning the
Willie Earle case. Mr. Wilson replied.'to Mr. White that the Commit-
tee was "deeply concerned" about the ihoident. ....-- ...

9. On February 23, an editorial in the Tampa.,Florida' Tribuhe asserted
. that the need for expansion of Federal itil Rights legislation is
necessary, butthat legislation proposed by'the President's Commit-

. tee pn Qivil Aight's should respect states'-rights and avoid radical
action in view of the declining activity 'of hate groups. -

10. On March 1, the Baltimore Afro-American reported that Dr. Carr will
try to make.the fir~st'report to the President in two months.-

11. On March 2, the ANP reported the addition of Miss Frances Williams
to .the staff of the Committee on Civil ]Rights.

l On.March]18, the AN? reported the third meeting of the Committee and
.summarized subcommittee assignments.

I
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13. On March 25, A 'Weshington Post editorial urged the holding of public
hearings by the Committee., "While the' need for speed and brevity was
recognized,, the educational valu& of suXch hearings in helping to
eliminate bigotry and "'fascist thinking" would be great.

E. United Nations Commission on Human Rights
. The United Nations Commission on Humah Rights held.itsfirst meeting

to draft an-international bill of rights on February 7. It also

created a subcommittee on the prevention of discrimination and pro-
tection of minorities.

2. On February 10, the National Catholic Welfare Council submitted to
the United Nations Commission On Human Rights a list of eighteen un-
alienable rights.

3. On February 21, the NAACP, through Dr. W.E.B. DuBois, presented the
case of American Negroes to the Commission. The report contained an
introduction on denial of legal rights to American Negroes from 1787
to 1914, and sections on discrimination from World War I, to date,
the present legal and social status of the Negro, patterns of dis-
crimination, and a review of the United Nations Charter and, steps
taken under it to protect human rights.

F. Communism and Civil Rights Groups
1. On March 15 (New York World-Telegram) Fannie Hurst withdrew as speak-

er at the National Negro Congress. She claimed that the Congress is
a Communist-front organization.'

2, On'March 20, an editorial in the' San Francibco Chronicle attacked
Communist propaganda that race prejudice is' a manifestation of cap-
italism.

IV. LEGISLATION AND ADMINISTRATIVE ORDERS

A. National
1. On January 13, Representative A.G. Klein introduced.abill to, empower

the.Veterans Administration to hold hearings on charges that any
school charged with racial or religious discrimination against veter-
ans, and to stop payments'to the school if conciliation and mediation
fail.

2. On February 8, Representative Adam C.Powell urged the House Inter-
state Commerce Committee to consider his bill to halt segregation in
interstate commerce.

3. On February 22, the American Committee tor the Protection of the
Foreign Born', through its Executive Secretary, Mr. Abner. Green, urged
passage of three measures to relax immigrationlaws so that'three
million people, allegedly facing deportation under the present sta-
tutes, can get their citizenship papers. Those ,affected' are'West
Indians admitted under war regulations and alien seamen. Representa-
tive Vito Marcantonio has introduced a measure in this Congress to
prevent discrimination because of race, color, creed or national ori-
gin in granting citizenship. Two bills were introduced in the Senate
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in the last Congress to aid alien sailors, but they were never enacted

4. On March 12, the House passed a.bill givingpermanent commissioned
status and officers' pay and privileges to Army and.Navy nurses, but
defeated by a vote of 187 to 47 an."amendment 'of fekzedby Representative
Adam 0.-Powell to prohibit-discrimination i the Nurbe Corps. Powell
assailed'the.Republican Party-for failing to make good their campaign
promises oniminority rights.

5. On .arch-15, the Washington Bureau ofthe NAACP-called for early
public hearings on.the Powell Anti-Jim Crow Travel Bill. .The bill
washed up because of a heavy calendar.

6. On arch 21, the American Civil Liberties Union 'urged legislation to
prevent deportation of 200 Japanese-aliens,elaiming discrimination
merely because of race...

7. Senator Ives of New York introduced int6' the Sencte on'March..27,
legislation directed against discrimination in ;employment based on
race, religion, color, national origin, or ancestry. The bill would
create a seven-member commission against dscriminatiod in employment
which would be authorized to file charges, hold hearings, and'issue
-cease-and-desist orders subject tP.judicial review. Senator Ives,
however, stressed the fact that this is not an FEPC bill. Seven
Senators of both parties joined as co-authors.,

B. State '
1. Austin-Mahoney Bill (New York)

ab Stories dating from February 27, from all sources traced discus-
sion of the educational anti-discrimination bill. As introduced
last year, the bill placed tax exemption penalties on any educa-
tional institution practicing discrimination. This year, the bill
was changed to eliminate sectarian schools but Catholic groups
still objected on the grounds of legislative findings which
stated that education is a function of the state, wh~e Catholic
philosophy holds this to be a function of the family.

On March 3, new amendments were proposed restating this premise.

At the same time, the Association of Colleges and 59 college
heads opposed the legislation, stating that the bill was pre-
mature. The American Jewish Congress went on record for it.

b. On March 4, Mahoney announced withdrawal of his support of the
bill on the grounds that action on the bill should be deferred
for a year..

c. At last report, the bill seemed destined to die in the Committee
when Austin bowed to opposition and said he would carry the meas-
ure no further. There was a very strong reaction in the Negro
press.

2. Bills in State Legislatures
a.. On March 1, at Indianapolis, Ihdiana, Governor Gates signed a

'I
I
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bill here outlawing the Ku Klux Klan and other hatq groups in
the State.. The measure has Areal teeth" in it, carrying fines up
to 610,000, two years imprisonment and suspension for-ten years
of the:right to hold public office. ,The lawmakers it "illegal to
conspire, organize or associate for .he purpose of spreading
malicious hatred against those of any race, creed or color."

Similar bills are under consideration in Pennsylvania., Calif-
ornia and Wisconsin.

b. The Archinal bill designed to abolish or expose oath taking left
wing groups, wegt tb Governor Dewey of New York on March 19.

. The bill passed unanimously in the Senate;jIt broaden ,the old
Walker Act of 1926; originally passed as an attack against the
KKK# It provided that all oath administering organizations
other than.fraternal must register~w,ith the Secretary of State.

c. On March 26, an anti-hate bill was introduced Tn the Houpe of
Representatives ip Pennsylvania, establishing as a criminal of-
fense-the preaching of malicious.doctrines concerning race, color
or creed.

C. Municipal, County-or other Local Unite
No newspaper clippings received.
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SUBJCT" Badkgrifhd- Statement of Civil Rights in the
District of Columbia, prepared by ilton Stewart
arnd Rachel 3ady.

The vil' rights problems. which are unique to the District of
Columbia stem fro 'two roots. First', the fact that the nation's capital
is not self-governing, 61t4, its citizens do not vote nor are they repre-
sented in Congress. .3econ-d, in its race relations practices, WIashington
is almost a southern city; Negro citizens live in a segregated society,
and do not have equal access to various public services and facilities.
The civil rights situation here is of special importance to the Commit-"
tee for several reasons. As the nation's capital ?ashington is now a
symbol of a failure in democracy. The fact that Washington's one "in-
dustry" is the federal government mPeans that the policies of.the execu-
tive branch are uniquely.crucial in setting the pattern for the whole
community. Because it is a. border city in which the patterns of the
North and South meet, what finally emerges in Washington will be of major
significance in any attempt to rebuild the structure of group relations
throughout the nation.

It is too obvious to require elaboration that the District of.
Columbia is the federal government's show case, both for Americans and
for the representatives of the other countries of the uIorld.

Absence of Self-Government in the District

The ..situation:

The Constitution provides Congress with exclusive legislative
powers in the District. Congress has complete control over the District
government, and may institute any form of local government At thinks best.
It cannot allow participation in Presidential elections or voting repre-
sentation in Congress, however, For this an arnend ent "of the Constitution
is necessary.

From 1801 to 1871 Congress delegated some of its governing powers
to a municipal government elected by popular vote, From 1871 to 1874 the
District was governed as aterritory 'with an appointed governor and an
elected legislative assembly. Congress hg the porer to repeal or annul
any laws passed by the assembly. Al1 legislatie ' powers were reassumed
by Congress :in 187 whe0 the present commission form of government was es-
tablished. At the timae Negroes constituted one-fourth ofteh population
and some have held that it is "reasonably certain" that this influence
the disenfranchisement.
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The District is now administered as a municipal erperation
with limited powers. Three Commissoners are appointed by the Presi-
dent as officers of the corporation. Various boards and commissions,
created by Congress, manage-certain -municipal affaii' s.' The Commission-
ers and some of these agencies have very limited power to 'ke regula-'
tions. Certain agencies arecompletely under the jurisdiction of the
Commissioners; others have varyindegrees of independence.,

Other District affairs are adinistered by federal agencies,
such as the National Capital Paik-and' PlanningCommission and the Na-
tional Capital Parks, and still others are contracted for from federal
agencies. A recently prepared report by Legislative Reference Service
describes the situation:

The large number of District and' Federal
agencies, the multiplicity of independent or
quasi-independent.boards, conmisslons, or
other units, the lack of centralized control
or administrative responsibility for District
affairs, -- all result in a complex, confused
situation which is difficult to classify..

Congress exercises such powers with respect tO the District as
it has not conferred on these other agencies. At.timne0 it also 1 s-.
lates on inatters within the ordinance-making 'powers of the Commissioners.
Consequently congressional comittees, such as the Distri;Lct and appro-
priations committees in both houses, have great influence in District aC-
fairs. The chairmen of these cormittees have frequently risen to senior-
ity through repeated return to Congriess by the "solid South."

-Local opinion abotit District government is effective only inso-
far as it can influence Congress, tie Commissioners, and the board mem-
bers of the other administrative agencies, through neighborhood organIza-
tions and publicity.

Efforts to secure self -goverdnent:

Hany local organizations are intensely interested in securing
self government and the suffrage for the District. The Central Suffrage
Conference was organized both as a regular membership grpup and as a co-
ordinating agency for theefforts of1 1cal groups affiliated lith it,
The Legislative Council, also serveslal organizations as a clearing
house on information abbut all legislation affecting the District.

A 1946 Election Day poll on local self government and repre-
sentation in Congress resulted In majority in favor of both (7 to 3
oh the former, 6 to 1 on the latter).

Recently the Senate District Committee voted to set up a charter
commission of eleven local residents to report in a year on a recommended
type of local government.
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Civil rti-hts- of --NtgrOes

Congress has not' enacted special legislation" protecting civil
rights in the District. In one o twoareas it has enacted-legislation
whichassumes or provides for segregation. 'District practice has developed
out ol" the "border area" culture, congressional and organized local pres-
sures, and administrative decisions made by themnicipal government.
Areas in which the civil rights of Negroes are violated in the District
are education, employment, housing, welfare, health, recreation and pub-
lic accommodation. In 1940 Negroes constituted 28.2 percent of the.
District population. Of the native white' population approximately 34
percent' ereo"6'in th8 istrict, 33 percent in the -South.and 33 per-
cent in other areas. Of the native non-ihiie -population. (preponderantly
Negro) approimately 40'percent were borndin the Districts-56 percent
in the South, and 4 percent'in other areas.

Education:"

The organic' 'act of 1906 and its amendments under which the pub-
lic schools operate 'assume segregation of the school system in various
organizational provisions. (See.attachments) The superintendent of
schools heads a dual system, with the program of ":schools for 'Negro chil-
dren carried on under the':"upervision of a' Negro assistant superintend-.
ent, completely distinct "frofii the program of the schools for'white chil-
dren. '(The legislation providing for's Negro assistant superintendent
was enacted at the instance of Negro leaders who felt that their schools
were suffering from "white 'interference".)

This segregation of education has 'worked directly'to the detri-
ment of Negro children in 'the Distrit. The Social Sury of the Concil
of Social Agencies (a study o'f social problems''inashigton) tates:

Not only are Negro school facilities uniformly

inferior to those of white schools but the history
of segregated schools indieates that ihequalitie
between th two systems ie inevitable kindes sch'
an arrangements . Without taking ito cnsidratio
the socio-psychological effects on those persons
laboring under an artificially created situation,
the colored schools bear the bruit of deficiencies
in school planning, financing and other ineitie
which are inherent 'in a dual orgah3.zati6."

Legislation requires that appropriations be allocated Negro
schools in proportion to teir enrolment, but this has not always
been the case. For example:

In 1927-28 i egro student
the school enrollment and r
of the funds.

In 1936-37 Negro student
received only 21.8 percent.
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In 1940 Negro students were-32.4 percent, and
received only 18 percent of 1941 funds.

This situation exists in spite of the fact that the social and
educational needs of the Negro population, ith its overweight of under-
privileged families, are greater than are the needs of the more favor-
ably situated white students... Negro schools are inferior to white schools
in building facilities, equipment, and recreational provisions.

Negro grade schools are conveniently located -in various Negro
neighborhoods, but the high schools are all grouped within a few blocks
of each other. Consequently many high school students have to travel
long distances to get to their segregated school, sometimes passing sev-
eral white high schools on their way,

Some Negro opinion favors the segregated school system on the
ground that it provides jobs for Negro teachers who might otherwise be
discriminated against in public school employment, A change might be
opposed by many Negroes unless it guaranteed &qual employment-rights.

The National Training School for Girls (a reform school) is
the only institution or facility in the District in which segregation
.has a definite statutory basis* The legislation setting up the schools
assumes a segregated system, but it does not explicity provide for it.
The schools, however, set the pattern for segregation in other areas.
They have especially influenced the pattern in the universities. George
Washington University admits no Negro students, and American University
admits them to evening courses but not to the liberal arts courses during
the day. Catholic University has recently begun to admit Negroes. The
presidentt of one of the universities told a Social Survey interviewer
that Negroes were not admitted to his school because of the precedent es-
tablished in the public school system.

The..presence of Howard University in "ashingtoa, originally in-
tended for both Negro and white students but now predominantly Negro,
alleviates the problei.'of college education for Negroes but:also makes
possible continuiand. 6.of the segregated system.:

Employment:SApprbxmately.ohe-third of the employment opportunities in
ashington are ieth the federal government. The policies and prac-

tices of government agencies in employing Negroes are, therefore,
very important. Peisonnel practices of government agencies vary con-
siderably depending on the discretion and leadership of top administra-
tors, and .the'ih'plemertation of their'policies at lower levels. A re-
cent articleon The Nationfs Capital advises:

* "Contrast the personnel practice of the Department
of the Interior uader Harold L'. Ickes, or OPA under
Leon Hendersonind Chester Bowles, with the racialism
of the tradition-bound Department of 3tate, or with
the.paternalistic Department of Agriculture -- and you
will find'thaVa large area of administrativee discretion
actually exists." -. '
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In many government offices employment and advancement of Negroes is
sharply limited. They are usually found in the least skilled and lower
paying jobs, and there isstill s6me segre ation in'service facilities.
In the decade before the war somb Negroes entered public service-as ad-
visers on Negro affairs and contributed to opening up federal employment.
The Department of Interior led the wiay in equalizing treatment of its
employees. The biggest strides, however, were made dueing the war. .Em-
ployment of Negroes in clerical jobs was fostered by war agencies. 1 ith
the temporary agencies now dissolving and the old agencies retrenching,
Negroes, new in public service'and lacking tenure, are threatened with
the' loss of much of their wartime gain.

In general there is a sraall proportion of-Negroes in the muni-
cipal service, and most of them are confined to unskilled and menial jobs.
The Police Department and the Fire Service are exceptions to this, as is
the school system with its segregated staff. There is one Negro munici-
pal court judge.

In private employment., includin- the public utilities, Negroes
have always had the poorest paid and loaot, skilled jobs. There wore
gains during war years, because of the aripowor shortage, but they were
in the traditional kinds of jobs, riot in now fields. The biggest wartime
drivo for Negro hiring was on the Cap:ital Transit's discriminatory hiring
policy. It failed.

Housing:

Originally, the Negro population was fairly widely distributed,
but the trends have been toward greater concentration and shrinkage of
Negro neighborhoods. Most of these neighborhoods are overcrowded and
substandard... The principal slum area of the District houses about 15
percent of -the whole population, but nearly 30 percent of the Negro pop-.
ulation. Certain sections of the Southwest with 90 percent or more con-
centration of Negroes have slum characteristics. Southeast sections with
the highest rate of crowding are occupied by low income Negro families.
Northeast Negro neighborhoods are largely occupied by middle class fam-
ilies. The district with the greatest number of Negroes in proportion
to white residents (97 percent) is the area from New York Avenue to
Florida, and from 7th Street to New Jersey Avenue.

Although housing conditions are bad for District residents in
general, they are much worse for Negroes. In 1940 Negroes constituted
28.2 percent of the population and occupied 22.8 percent of the dwell-
ings, and needed repair and plumbing statistics show these to have been
in much the worst condition.

The processes of concentration and shrinkage of Negro neighbor-
hoods have developed from poor cit.,r development plans and the use of re-
strictive covenants and other discriminatory devices to keep Negroes out
of white residential areas. In eliminating substandard areas, such as
the alley dwellings, Negro houses have been condemned but no provisions
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made for housing the displaced persons... Plans made. 4-ytheNgtional Capital
Park and.2lanning Commiss go. f '. highways,. parks.gd -public; buildings are

:aqsoi displ-acig andithreatn g'.:to displace I egrd 'neighborhoos;the Penta-
gon..a±ea, for example, .was A o time aihgro.district,

:.Restri ct.'ye. covenants c e into fashion after.the Supreme Court;
invalidated racial zoning in,1917 With'the growth of Washington, they
have been: extended to.keep. Negroes forced out, of condemned neighborhoods
from moving into white aregs.;* ,New la andhinanyof the old white neigh-
borhoods-are now covenanted.- *.t'some cases Jevps,.. Syrians...Armenians, and
others, suspected of being, "SemitiQ" .-ar6 bingincluded in 'the covenants.

Negroes are discouraged from moving into white neighborhoods,
even those .not covered by covenants, by mortgage companies and banks.
They have a policy not to make -loans for such purposes. Real estate
agents have 'a 'code of ethis" which prohibits. dealing With such clients.
.Titlecompanies will sometimes refushto clear purchases by Negroes in
white areas, or else they report them to the Real Estate Board. This
Board is a powerful pressure group in the District closely affiliated with
mort-gage and loan people, and with the Board of Trade. The Federal Hous-
ing Authority's underwriters manual for 1938 included the *statement that
changing neighborhoods are.bad risks ahd this also operated to hinder
Negroes from getting loans, FHA and GI loans are all made by local banks

. .which.follow the.policy of viewing Negroes as poor risks. There are no
Negro building and loan associations in the District, and only two banks
and one title company.

The National Capital Park and Planning Commission and the Real
Estate Board have complementing policies which affect District housing
for Negroes adversely.

The National Capital Housing Authority has done 4 fair amount
.cf building for Negroes. All public housing projects, houevef, are seg-
regated since the policy is to follo.u the "community pattern"

welfare:

' Public and private agency .services are available to Negroes
as well as to white residents, although the need for foster homes' is'.
more critical for Negro.,children than, for.;wl-ite. Institutional care
(transient homes, homes for the aged, for unmarried mothers, correctional
institutions, social -ettlements, etc.) for Negroes is not equal to that
for whites and is on a -egregated baa.where it does exist. The Sdcial
Sui~ivey concludes: .

"Private philanthropy has never provided adequate in-
stitutional resources for Negroes, while publicly fi-
nanced institutions which .. ould available to.11legroes
have'.not 'been promoted effective ely to date in moqt,areas
of need." . . ..&.

Lany welfare agencies have Negroes.on their boards.and on their
staffs, although the latter are used almost exclusively with Negro cases.
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The number to date does not correspond with.the proportion of Negroes
served.

Health:

The greatest inequality is evident in Negro and white resident
health levels, Negro life expectancy is aproximatelyr eleven years less
that white; Negro mortality is 150 percent higher than the rate for
whites. These facts-are true partly because the economicc level of Ne-
groes is lower than whites; partly because of the segregation and dis-
crimination against Negroes in the District s hospitals and public health
facilities. The i.?trcpolitan Health Survey of the District, made in 1946,
points to many specific inequalities in the treatment of Negroes, A high
maternal mortality rate among Negroes is du to inadequate.medical care
of unmarried Negro mothers, Five of the nine general hospitals in
the District do not admit Negro in-patients. They do provide segregated
clinics, although the George Washington University Hospital admits Ne-
groes to its .clinic only for birTh control advice. Negro doctors cannot
practice at any hospital except Freedmen's and two small private hos-
pitals for Negroes. The Gallinger Municipal Hospital has 70 percent Ne-
gro patients, but no Negro doctors may attend them there.

Recreation:

The segregation policy has resulted in a poverty of community
and commercial recreation services for Negroes in the District. The
situation has gotten worse instead of better in recent years with the
creation by Congress in 1942 of the District Board of Recreation. It,
is composed of one representative each from the Board of Commissioners
and the Board of Educcation, the superintendent of the National Capital
Parks, and one citizens' representative, at present, a Negro housewife.
Tne Board has exe cised its adm.cinistrative discretion to segregate all
the major play areas in the District on a racial basis, In cases where
Negroes and white residents ha.d been playing together harmoniously in
unsupervised areas segregation was introduced and enforced by the Board
when it assumed jurisdiction, An old pattern of public recreation with-
out regard to raceis disappearing. One Social surveyy informant said:

"1White and colored boys and men played baseball to-
gether on the vacant lots and on park areas south of the
White House, -All of us swam in.the Potomac and Rock
Creek. As late as 1906 colored citizens attended any
downtown theatre."1

Under the segregation policy, seven out of twenty-six public rec-
reation facilities are available to Negroes. These areas are geograph-
ically determined and Negroes living outside of the seven areas allotted
them do not have access to any. The same is true of white children
living in areas with Negro playgrounds,

The Board of Recreation reiterated its segregation policy in June,
1945, when it passed a motion restricting the use of parks to racial groups.
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The Social Survey-documents.one result:

"An interesting incident growing out of this
ruling; was that of the Rose Park tennis courts
at 27th and ? Streets, N.',.., where, until the
superintendent of recreation forbade white cit-
izens its use, whites and Begroes played on the:
courts together. After this action vias taken
white residents petitioned the board to change
the ruling as it was an unnecessary hardship for
them to have to -o to distant courts. They pe-
titioned in vain,"

Recreation areas under the jurisdiction of the Department of
-Interior for the federal government are operated on a non-segrega-
tion basis. .Concessionaires within these areas are obliged-to ob-
serve this policy, (The restaurants on federal property at the Zoo
and the airport do not, however, serve'Negroes.) Some of these fed-
eral areas, such as the Hans Point swimming pool, are under local
jurisdiction and-discrimination occurs, The federal government wap
reported by the Social Survey to be considering withdrawing some of
these areas from local jurisdiction,,

School recreation facilities follow the same segregated pat-
tern that exists in the whole school system, and interracial compe-
tition in any field is the rare exception.

The local branch of the Amateur Athletic Union does not allow
competition between.Negroes and whites. For example, no Negro, is allowed
to enter the Golden Gloves tournaments in Washington although Negroes do
compete in the national tournaments. The Social Survey indicates the
lengths to which this policy goes:

"So effectively does the segregated policy of the
local A-.U operate that it even bars Negro aspirants
for honors in marble rames., The iame of marbles has
become a national pastime, and any American boy within
the age.limits may aspire to honors in keeping with
his ability. In ashinrton,-however, elimination tourna-
ments for Negro and white youths are conducted on a
parallel basis until two city-wide champions have been
determined, . Then, without any further ado, the white
boy ic autom-atically selected as the local representa-
tive in the national championship. Yet, Negro youths
representing other communities have won national
championships,"

A few amateur competitions on an interracial basis have been held suc-
.cessfully by some local groups.

Prbfessionalathletimsare not locally segregated. Mixed baseball
and football tear:1s have played before nixed audiences.

4--
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Public.accommodation:..

Discrimination'in public 'accommodation is a focal point of-
Negro resentment. Commercial recreation is rigidly segregated ex-
cept for most.professional sports events. The one legitimate theatre
is open to whites only, and all of the downtownn and white neighbor-
hood movies are open only to vhites,. The Negro -theatres are third-
rate houses since the lack of competition assures them of patronage.

Most sports events are open to Negroe, but the Ice Show is
not. Bowling alleys, and other commercial sports spots arev 'ope'n to
whites only.

Negroes may eat in Gbvernment cafeterias, the Union Station
restaurant and the YUCA cafeteria, and can eat standing up in some
ten cent stores (but not at the counter with seats). -ut the over-
whelming majority of other restaurants in dov)ntown areas are closed
to them, as are the hotels. There is also discrimination against Ne-
groes in certain department stores.

Negroes may ride without discrimination on the District buses.
and streetcars, although they cannot be hired to work on them. 'Vir-
ginia buses operating in the District "segregate" their passengers.

Summary:.

The Social Survey concludes that there is insecurity among both
white and Hegro residents in their relations with each other. The main
areas of Negro resentment are their lack of representation on policy-
making boards. (such as the .Commissioners, National CapitalHousing,
Real Estate,-and 'the Boxing Commission); discrimination in plades df'
public accommodation; and the discriminatory employment policies of cer-
tain public; 'service organizations and the public utilities. The Sur-
vey concludes:

.Through the lack of association-or'personal re-
lationships between the White and Negro sections of
the community, the socialoorganization i's permitted
to remain divided and'as a consequence is different
for'each section of the community. This process has
the end result of making the two 'parts of the com-
munity uninformed, fearful, distrustful, and sus-
picious of each other. Such a 'situation is the
breeding ground of racial illwill, misunderstand-
ing and hate. As long as it is permitted to continue,
tension between groups continues to mount'."

Efforts to insure civil rights

There is little information available on the effect of the
non-discriminatory policies in hiring and 'service facilities of fed-
eral government agencies in other areas of Y7ashington life. .Its

,'
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effect on individual attitudes ha-s probably been significant but it
has not yet appreciably modified existing patterns, In.fact, it has
far to go in becoming unquestioned practice within the government agen-
cies themselves.

Periodically Congress has-considered a civil rights law providing
for non-discrimination in public accommodation, with-no success. The
Daw.son and Powell bills are currently under consideration in the House.

In the municipal government the police and the courts are acting
constructively. Negroes are employed by the police in comparatively
good proportion, and District police training courses include some ma-
terial on race relations and the handling of civil disturbances. No
discrimination has been noted in the courts,

There are more than fifty private organizations in the District
concerned .;ith unequal treatment of Negro residents, although many of
them are only indirectly concerned and many others are only headquarters
units for national organizations. There has been little cooperation-or
coordination among these groups. The Committee for Racial Democracy,
attempting to act in a coordinating capacity, has concentrated on the
discriminatory policy of the National Theatre.

Many of these organizations and individuals feel that a primary
step in guaranteeing civil rights in the District is to achieve self-
government. WVashington residents might then have the interest, the
responsibility, and the opportunity to correct wrongs which now exist.

The Social Survey of the Council of Social Agencies, quoted from
extensively above, is a study of social problems in the community made
by a technical staff. On the basis of it, a series of recommendations
were made by citizens' committees. The recomendations in the race re-
lations field are that segregation be ended in all areas of life, in-
cluding housing, health, employment, education, recreation, and welfare.
Specific legislative proposals cover the prohibition of restrictive cov-
enants, permanent prohibitions against segregation and discrimination in
the titles of all publicly owined or financed projects or land, a fair
employment practices act for the District, a civil rights law covering
public accommodati.on, and self-government for the District. The local
response to thesq recommendatiois is controversial. Most of the civic
associations.,whit are voluntary neighborhood organizations, oppose them.

The Nati 1 Committee on Segregation in the Nation's Capital is
trying on a na al scale to do what local efforts have failed to ac-
complish in ch- ng the District pattern, A thorough study is being
made by a tecl1 1 staff on segregation and discrimination in the Dis-
trict, and how why it operates in specific areas. This detailed in-
formation is de ned to produce, not only recommendations, but practsteps in their lementation.
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District of Columbia .Code
"The Organization of Agencies Providing Governmental Ser-

vices to the District of Columbia", Legislative Reference study)
Library of Congress.
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APPENDIX.

Sections of the Code for the .Disrict of Colunbia which
Assume (but do not explicit or er) Segregation.

§31-109--7/Squel0 -~is
8 31109(7'il Asistant subt de D S Of schoos-uis

(D.C. Code) .

Thereshall be two first assistant super.intendents of schools, .one white
first assistant superintendent for the white schwIs" whopunder .the direction
of the superintendent of schools, shall have general supervision over the white
schools; and one colored first.assistant.superintendent for the o'olored schools
who,.under .the direction of the superintenderit of schools, shal ave sole charge
of -all employees, classes, and, schools in-ihi ch colored children. ate. taught..The
firsti.assistant superiptendent shall .perform such other' duties ab maybe prescribed
by the superintendent of schools,. (June..4, 1924, 43 Stat. 374, ch. 250, B 12.)

Compiler s Note

Title 7, B 7 and 8 of the 1929 code consisting of0' 3 of the act'of Juhe'I
20, 1906, 34 Stats 317, ch, 3446, in part, have been largely superseded by the
above section, Said sections 7 and 8 of the 1929 Code are set out here as a note
so as .to.makeavailable those portions that have not been superseded., They read
as follows:

7 Assistant superintendents of white and colored schools--Apointm'ent--
duties of assistant superintendent of white schools,.--,;The. board, upon the written
recommendation of the superintendent.of schcols,.shall also.appoint one white
assistant superintehdbnt for the white schools and one colored assistant superin-
tendent for the colored schools. The white.assistant superintendent, under the
direction of the superintendent of schpols,. shall have .general superyisi n over
the~white schoolssalnd is specificially charged, under the direction.of.the
superintendert,. with the unifiication, as far as,may be practicable, of the
educational work of.-the white schools and of all. acade4ic and scientific subect'-
in the-McKinley ManualTrainingSchool and Business High.S.chool , (Jube 20, '1 06;-9
34 State 317, ch, 3446, 9 3.)

8. Colored assistant superintendent --Duties--The colored assistant superin
tendent, under the direction of the superintendent of schools, shall have sole
charge of all teachers, classes,*and schools 'in which'oIored children are taught.
And heis specifically charged, under the direction of the superintendent, with
the unification, so far as.may be practicable, of the educational work of.the
colored high schools,.and .of all the academic and scientific subjects-of.the
Armstrong Manual. Training School..Aga he.also shell.be'charged specifically y..
under the direction of the superintendent, with thuiiftication of the educational
work o7f thedinterm0ediate grades f thercolored scoo~., (June 20, 1906, 34 Stat.
317, cht 3446, 3.). . ..

31-115' 71 _Pinc_ ais 'f1cols -- uies
*(D.C,. Code).

Principals of normal, high, and manIual training schols 'shall each have
entire control of his school, both executive and educational, subject only in
authority to the superintendent of schools for the white schools and to the
colored.first. assistant superintendent forte. colored, schools, to.,whom in each case

r

~
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he shall be directly responsible. (June 20, 1906, 34 Stat. 320, che 3446, S 7;
June 4, 1924, 43 Stat. 370, ch. 25Q,.art3.).

Compilef"i;se

Act 6f Juhe 4, 1924s does not amendact of June 20, 1906, ,but places various
teachers and principals in salary classes0

Word "first" inserted by compiler on.athority of 031-109.

5 31-602 /7:3/ 'Chef examiners -. Anointment-Compensation.
(Dc,. Code).

There shall be appointed by the Board of .Education, on the recommendation
of the superintendent of schools, a chief examiner for the board of examiners for
white schools: Provided, That an assistant superintendent'in the colored schools
shall be designated by'the superintendent of schools as chief examiner for' the
board of examiners for the colored schools: Provided further, That, except as
herein otherwise provided, all members of the respective boards of examiners
shall serve without additional compensation. (Juine 20, 1906, 34 Stat. 319, ch.
3446, § 6; June 4, 1924, 43 Stat. 374, ch. 250, § 14.)

Amendment

Although the 1924 act purports to amend the act of 1906, no provisions
similar to this section were contained in the earlier act.

9 31-_1Q99/2-,24./.Board of Education m -otand angy idoations
(DC Code) for colored school.s--Acounting,

The Board of Education is authorized to receive any donations or contribu-
tions that may be made for the benefit of the schools for colored children by
persons disposed to aid in the elevation of the colored population in the
District, and to apply the same in such manner as in their opinion shall be best
calculated to effect the object of the donors; the board of education to account
for all funds so received. (R.S., D.C., 0 283; June 20, 1906, 34 Stat 316, ch.
3446, a 2.)

9 31-1110 /212L . Education of colored children.
(DJC. Code)

It shall be the duty of the Board of Education to provide suitable and
convenient houses or rooms for holding schools for colored children, to employ
and examn'.e teachers therefor, and to appropriate a proportion of the schools funds
to be determined upon number of white and colored children, between the ages of
6 and 17 years, to the payment of teachers' wages, to the building or renting of
schoolrooms, and other necessary expenses pertaining to said schools, to exercise
a general supervision over them, to establish proper discipline, and to endeavor
to promote a thorough, equitable and practical education of colored children in
the District of Columbia. (R.So, D0C. § 281;. June 11, 1878, 20 Stat. 107, ch.

180, § 6.; June 20, 1906, 34 Statr, 316, ch0 3446, 9 2)

Amendments

Act of 1878 abolished the board of school trustees and transferred the powers
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and duties to the Commissioners of the: District9 .
Act of 1906 gavecontrol of the public, schools of the Districh t4 The board

of education appointed by Supreme (now. District) Court Judges, 9 .

La.]. /7252.191 .,lacment of Childrenin school
(DCoCode).

Any white resident shall be privileged to place his or her child or ward at
any one of the schoOld provided for the education of vhite children in the District
of Columbia he or she may think proper to select, with the consent of the Board of
Education; and any colors resident shal.have the same rights.with respect to
colored schools. (RcS., D.Co 282 Jure 11,.1878, 20Stht; 107, ch, 180, 6;
June 20, 1906, 34 Stat., 316. ch. 3446, § 2)

Amendments

* Act of June.11, 1878, abolished the board of school trustees and transferred
the powers and.duties to the Commissioners of the District0

Act of June 20, 1906,,gave control of the public schools of the District to
the board of education appointed by Supreme (now District) Court Judges,,

8 3'1-.3j12 72-1/ Proor nate e.mount of school mones to be set
(DcC, Code) atrtfr clored schools

It shall be the duty of the proper authorities of the District to set apart
each year from the whole fund received.from all sources by such authorities
applicable to purposes of p dlicr education in the District of Columbia, such a
proportio~nate part of all mOneys received or expended fo school or educational
purposes, includi2g the coat cf sites, buiildings, improv:ements, furniture and
books, and all other expeniitutes on account of schools, as the colored children
between the ages of 6 and .7 years bear to the whole n.Umber of children, white
and colored., between the same ages, for the purpose of establishing and sustain-
ing public schools s for the education of colored children; and such proportion
shall be ascertained by the ast report censu of the population made prior to
such appcrtionmeint, and sall br regulated at all ties thereby (RoSo, D Co, 
306; June 11, 1878, 20 Stat, 10?, ch, 180, 9 6; June 20, 1906, 34 Stat 0 316, ch.
3446 4 2z)

Aaend -ents

Act of June '18 1878, abolished the board of -chool trustees and transferred
the powers and duties to the Commissioners of tho D~stricts

Ac;t of June 20, 1906, gave control of the public schools of the District
to the board of educati-n appointed by Supreme (now District) Court Judges,

2 31-11) 3'J 2 Fa cilities for educating colored children to be
(DCO God-) 2oided,

It is the duty of the Board of Education to provide suitable rooms and
teachers for such a number of schools in the District of Columbia as, in its
opinion, will best accommodate the colored children Li the District of Columbia0
(R.S, , 9 310; June 11, 1878, 20 Stat 0 , 107, ch, 180. 9 6; June 20, 1906, 34

Act of June 11, 1878, abolished the board of school trustees and transferred
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the powers and duties to the Commissioners of theDistrict,
Act of' June 2(, 1906, gave control of the. publiosehools of the district to

the Board of Education appointed by Supreme (now District) Court Judges.

Section of the Code for the District of Columbia'
which Orders Segregation

Title 32 hanter 9-.-NATTONAL TRAIN ING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

8 2- 06 10~ 2  Ctol ver..imates.-Se=gation of whitend
colored.

The Board of Public 7;elfare shall have the same power and authority over
such girls during the period of their commitment to the school, or while they are
being conducted to or from said school, as they possess over such girls within the
limits of the District of Colc;mbia, When the buildi ngs authorized to be con-
structed shall be in readiness to receive girls committed to said school, it shall
not be lawful to keep white and colored girlS on the same reservations undbr the

control of the Board o- Pu.blic i elfare as the legal successor to the board of
trustees of' said school (Feb0 28, 1923, 42 Stat0 2.358, che 148, 3 1; Mar, 16, 1926,
44 Stat, 208, ch 58,)

.Amendrent

The act of 1926 soubstituted Bcard of Public Uelfare as successor to the
trustees of the National Training S.hoolo
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

Members of the President's Committee
on Civil Rights

Robert K. Carr

SUBJECT: Digest of Organization Mail Prepared by
Herbert Kaufman and Joseph Murtha of the Staff

1. Attached is a digest of the letters received from organi-
zations in reply to a request for specific information by the
President's Committee on Civil Rights. A copy of the letter solicit-
ing the information is also attached.

2. This digest is intended to reflect only the opinions ex-
pressed in mail received by the Committee. It has been provided for
the sole purpose of acquainting members of the Committee with the
character of the information furnished to date by the organizations
active or interested in the field, It is not a thorough canvass of
prevailing professional opinion because:

a. No attempt was made to evaluate or prorate the respond-
ing organizations. Consequently, some of the local ones which
replied in detail were given as much attention as national agencies
which often seem to rely on reputation or to assume an opportunity
to testify at hearings.

b. Neither programs nor recommendations have been evaluated;
they are summarized as presented.

c. Many organizations acknowledged receipt of the Committee's
request but postponed their replies until a later date.

d. A number of organizations failed even to acknowledge
the request for information.

3. Quotations were selected for the accuracy with which they
portray the substance of each individual letter. Their length and
position do not indicate any priority or evaluation of the relative
significance of any one letter vis-a-vis the other.

Attachments

awl

'low's Z --
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1..PROGR4MS A D TOECTS CONDUCTED BY ORGANIZATIONS :

A. Ethnic Organizations
1. Institute..of Ethnic Affairs .

The. Institute.conducts a program intended to stimulate' the interest of
theAmerican people in the civilrights of.,the.off-shore possessions of
The.Unit'ed Statesb It id alleged that the naval administration there
h'as ignored the civil rights of the native; peoples.

2. Japanese American Citizens League,
Anti-Distrimination Committee .

"Our program..of activity in the civil rights field is concentrated on
those persons .of Japanese ancestry in the United States, although we
have expanded our field increasingly.t..include those of other minority
groups.... With the endingof. the.iar and theoutstanding record of
Japanese-American troops in action.overseas most of our civil liberties
have been restored to us. 'The outstanding remaining problem has to do
with the, alien land laW.".

3. National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
"The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People was
founded in 1909, for the purpose of defending the rights of Negroes
throughout the country against mob violence and brutal-lynchings.
Since then, we have expanded our work to also include 'health, travel,
education, the franchise, employment and police brutality. In many
instances these matters have been handled successfully on local and
state wide,*bases. At other' times we have had to take them to the Su-
prqme Court. Fr6m 1915 to the present time we have been to the Court
on twenty-three occasions and have been successful in twenty-two of
these cases."

B. Sectarian Organizations
1. Methodist church,7Women's Division of Christian Service of the Board

of Missions and Church Extension
As part of a larger program of furthering the ideals of a Christian
wbrld, the organization "seeks ways of removing ...discriminations...
and...the removal of so called 'Jim Crow' laws that violate the basic
human rights as embodied in the Constitution of the United States."
It makes recommendations on the'national, state and local levels for
programs to..be conducted by theMethodist Churches, ranging from civil
rights to course in courtship and marriage.

2. National.Conference' of.,Christians andJewS ' ..

The-Conf6renchdoes not engage in ' anyotivities...to promote the passage
of fegisation. Itcbnducts a progr'am'in the field;uof education gener-

1iyandbroadly defi . ..

3. National Council of Jewish Women , .
As.an organization,:iLt -is not involVed 'directly in takingl.action against
specific. vigations of 'civil rights. 14owever,-"Throu gheducational and
legislative, pro.gams, we*support federal and statemeasures designed to
bring about..'uller civil rights'for al epe.. lthv concen-
titdoura.gfforts largely in-trying to secure the passage of FEPC

* legislation both nationally and in the states."
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4. Presbyterian Church in the United States,.Board.of Christian Education
As part of a broad program ranging from the family to international re-
lations, the organization has in its platform planks supporting civil
liberties and civil rights. Of special interest to the President's .
,C6mmitte on Civil Rights 4s 'a special study undertaken by the Pr -
terian Department of Social Action and Education last fall on racial
and cultural minority groups. While the study is to .,e clsiveq,
will stress Negro-white and Christian-Jewish.relati6ns. >.

5. United Council of Church Women
The Council conducts a Christian Social Relations Program w1'ioih- *s -
sentialif educational. In the area of civil rights., most of their
efforts have been toward the.education of public opinion and toward the
support of constructive social legislation..

6. YWCA; National'Board,-Public Affairs Committee .
The general'pirpose of the organization includes uph6ldihn"th freedoms
guaranteed by the Constitution, and elimination of the poll taxc 'white
primaries, lynching and mob violence. Since May, 1943, the National
Board has been working for the establishment of a permanent FEPC. It
operates through an educational prograric'.onducted by Leadership Groups-
and conventions.

C. Profe'ssional Organizations
1. American Bar Association'

"Our function as set by the House :of' Delegates of the American Bar
'Associaitiod iis:
a. "to investigate substantial violations or threatened violations of

th6'Bill of Rights'whether by.legislative or.adriinistrative act-
ion and to-make public ourconclusions;

b. "to take such steps as we deem proper in defence.of such rights
-which.otheiwise might go undefended and to appear as amicus curi

.in which vital issues of civil i'erty are .deemed to be invol"ed;-

C. ""to'dissiminate information generally concerning" ur constitutional
liberties 'so that violations may b.e either recognizeda nd pte
vented. ,.' *

d. "..our Cimmittee...intervened on the..successul.,al eit unpopular,
side in the Hague case,"Gobitis cagg.,and..the Esquire case and
various proceedings not so well known."

2'. American Librar- kesociation ".Commi ae on ,I.te$14ctual Freedom
The general purpb'se ofthea organizatoi:s U. .to recolmmend.such
steps as may be necessary to safeguard the.rights of library users in
accordance with the Bill of Rights of the United States and the-'Lib ra-
ry's.Bill of Rights as adopted by ty10 il." .

"Up to the present time, 'its work ha-s regely bee to stah4 ready to'
help-o utany/ public librarywhos.e.cliga-tele-'at'"'pt oo' orbits
pebe1tidn-of bQoks " This service..h ot b9en.vdry widely used, and

s osh i to ebrin bt-att empting t meo ak Lut y~ s mo f dfpoli cy u onu cen-
sorship to bring b~forenl-the .meian.L rg.; p oga nponi
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3. National Medical Society
"We are primarily interested in preserving and promoting the healihg
arts which are suppressed, and the practitioners thereof persecuted, by.
organized medicine... ge have made numerous reports and* findings where-'
transgression of civil rights were and still are being inflicted upon
practitioners who do not conform to the dictates and policies of the

-itedial trust" . ..

D. Labor Organizations
1. Jewish Labor Committee

The Organization describes its purpose as "...educational activities in.
the trade union movement, directed against .racial or religious bigotry'
in American life...We have the approval and endorsement of the leaders
of. the American Federation of Labor and the Congress of Industrial Or-
ganizations."

The Jewish Labor Committee operates at national, state and local levels
through the -media of literature, posters, films, radio, speakers bu-
reaus, schools, and institutions for combating prejudice in unions,
national conventions, community groups, other operating agencies, and
legislative activities, etc.

2. League for Industrial Democracy
The League provides, "education in behalf of increasing democracy in our
economic, political and cultural life." (However, "we are not speciali-
zing in civil liberties.")

."Among other things, the Student League for.Industrial Democracy is en-
deavoring to fight discrimination through their chapters in the col-

leges of the country..."

The League is also "'tooperating with various 'grups who are tryingto
maintain labor's rights and to eliminate racial discrimination.

3. National Women's Trade Uniqn League of America...
"The National League has a section in its legislative prograniicivil
political rights'. We cooperate with local and;national unions, and
other organizations on civil liberty violations."'Some of our most re-
cent calls have come from unions in Southern stater'Wt'

4. Workers Dfense League : . ... * . .

The League whichdescribes -itself:a. The.Nov p rt ian..ete6se Agency of
the Labor Movement", has a staff of lawyers analyzing, "inadequate laws
to-covet' adfiittedaviolation..of fundamen41,%Lvily,iberties, inadequate
or.impropek'ithVestigativeProbedure.s.-for-support.or 4pupplement of the
evidence'pf6dded, conflict of interest between.vi.rvaous.divisions of the
Department o JHstice,'or.:inadequate presentation of the evidence to the
Grand Jury or Court." * - : an .

The League's -bwn investigators ."havex.repeat.edly produced evidence for the
use of the Department of Justice..."

E. Business, Trade aiddIndustrial Organizatioia ..,
1. National Association of Manufacturers

"...I am pleased to advise that the NAM has consistently taken the
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position that it is opposed to any arbitrary..,iscriminatiorI.: employ-
ment based on sex, race, co.oo religious beif or m rh non-
mekbershipin any1abbr bb]forahza oon",.n.

F. Veterans" Organizations .

1.' Americhh Legion
'The National constitution of the American Legion requires the. Organiza-
tion "...to see that the provisions of the Bill of Rights of the Con-
stitution are protected, observed and enforced, Zand.....to.combat the
autocracy of the classes and the masses." Three.resolutions carrying out
this policy have been adopted by National conventions 'over:the years."

2.1 American Veterans 6Amiitte e'
"In order "to achieve' a more democratic and prosperous America and a more
stable world, the organization has sponsored a program including the fol-
lowing activities:
a. "...conferences with .other organizations on the problems of minority

veterans 8naN ~tiohal level..." .the p e o r

b. *...raceiations cAinic at Berkeley, California, assistance to
the victims o the Columbia, Tennessee.rots, pl~qoment, of minority
veterans in employment normally closed to them..."

c. refusal to tolerate "any segregation basedn.rrace, creed; or color.
We have implemented this constitutional provision increasingly by
insisting that 'our chapters in the South. have no color lines. :We
have successfully built up chapters in many Southern cities.*.."

d. several special projects such as the raising of fundsfor Isaac
-Woodward,'blinded Negro veteran, and a number of studies .on, minority
veterans."

3. American Veideans of World War II
With regard to civil tights, "the organization adopted a resolution to
the effect that, "....we....denounce any and .all acts, by whomever done,
...,which deny or. tend:otb deny freedom,.equalrights and justice to al
citizens, ith gard *to ace, or colors creedor affiliation."

G. Community Service 07 anitaotions .

1. Association of the'Junior LAgues of America
The-Association is more interested in social welfare than in civil.right
It has a' National coordinatop..Qf 164, individualJ nii r agues... Hoever
its constituent or 4 tio ns have undertaken some speciall projectsre-
lating to the field of civil rights. For exampl ..

The Junior .Leagu ap6nsoryda fiv-week coeex n t he. q.tudies of race
relAtion in its-..domunity; the ewuw a.League devoted its entire.
1946 program to the four freedoms; the League in .aabama is making -ten-
tative plans for setting up an institution to be run in cooperation with
the National Conference of Christians. aA4. Jews.;,anothq, League. is -paying
-a salaif'6f a Negro social worker, at the. YpA;. anistkll .another is:work-
ing on the problem of achieving the direct primary in its state.

2. Council Against Intolerance in, Amri g' "... . . .a .
The Council is,...,an organization to. coMbat ejhdice in.Ambrica,'..,
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ft7hrough rallies, celebrations and other public ceremonies, it calls

attention to American ideals, to American heroes, to American traditions
-- and publicizes the danger to National unity, of..intolerance within our

border..../_7t conducts an educational program which, through teachers,
administrators, and others 'in educational work,'reaches .the young people
of America."

The Council maintains a collection of film strips and:photograph exhi-
bits.to illustrate stories about.all groups in the Nation and touggest
what to do about discrimination. It has also distributed a number of
publications against discrimination and promoting unity.'

3. The Council of Social Agencies of the District of Coludbia.4dicinity
"....The Council of Social Agencies....undertook the sponsorship of a
comprehensive-study of social problems, needs and facilities in-post-
war Washington in an effort to find a basis for -intelligent .planning
for their community's health. and welfare." 1

"To date, the following parts of the survey have been reported: public
welfare, religious relations., labor-management relations, race relations,
vocational adjustment,-care of the aged, redreation-and corrections."

4. League for Fair Play
The League has undertaken, ".....initiation of community programs for the
schools and-the adult community of the type known as the Strong Plan.
These programs cover the entire range of democratic.:living, including
civil rights."

The League maintains, "....the lecture'bureau service which provides
speakers to. copaunity.organipations on a wide range of subjects, many
of which have a bearnon:dvil--rights. .

The Press ' .

1. The Ndtibn
A member ofithe staff is piannihg to writeaft artic. ..on'the President's
Committee on Civil Rights-which will- contain.criticism .nd analysis of
the Committee's .work. ' ..

I. Organizations Interested in the Protection of Civil Liberties"
1. American Civil.Liberties Union

"We have takhior assisted in dozens of cases in.the.Supreme Court in-
volving civil rights 'With the exception of four cases in the last ten
years, the..courts havenaoustained the views we presented. The exceptions
were: (1) the evacuation on racial:grounds of the Japanese population
from-thie Pacific coast in war-time;' (2) the refusal to review a convic-
tion under the 1940 sedition act making mere utterances a crime; (3) the
denial of a license to .practice law,.to a conscientious* objector in
Illinois, and (4) the recent decision uph'ldiiig the use of public moneys

. for private school purposes. Two of these cases invq~ve federal juris-
diction, the .other two state.

"Generally speaking, we feel that the expansions of federal protection
in the last fifteen years have aided the protection of civil rights."

2. The'AmericanAt w Tnstitute. - .. "'

This organizatiton,:hich oprduti projectss for the improvement of law
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and,administrhtion",.appointed a committee-"to ascertain 'owV far the
Representatives of the world would unite in a Statement of Essential..
Human Rights." The committee worked for two years and submitted &;re-
port which was widely circulated"and copies of which.were given t'o the
United Nations.

3. Committee for Amnesty.
"The amnesty which our.committee seeks would not only free men still:4m-
prisoned under the Selective Service ket bit.also restore to them andto
itibe others already released the civil rights which they lost upon their
convicti-op in most states.'

4. Friends, of 'Democracy.
"..,(W)e are primarily -concerned with-th6- documentation and- eXposing of
anti-democratic activities. We have specialized in those individuals

:-who are propagating an ideology mote consistent with .ascism." :

5. General Federation of Women's Clubs
"The Fedetation's'most-active program in the field of civil-rights-is
support of the Equal Rights Amendment..."

6.. The International League for the Rights of Man
This organization is "....primarily concerned with the protection and,ad-
vance of international civil liberties, and, as.an organization, has
very little to do with Civil Liberties in theU.S...We feel that our
position.on national civil liberties is very adequately covered by or-
ganzations like the American Civil.Liberties Uniop."

7. National Commission for the Defense of Democracy through Education
"...(O)ur Commission is very much interested in protecting the civil
rights of members of the teaching profession. We are also very much
concerned with the better observance of civil rights of all citizens
because of the effect.on education for tolerance. We have madda number
of investigations of cases where teachers' civil ,rights hav4'.:biteig:
nored and have had some success in securing bettrconditions.

"At present,:We.are promoting a program of intercuitur'al educat-ion in
.7-our public schools." "':.,

8. National SetVice Board for Religious Objectora-2
"The National'Service Board for lUigious Objectors works with all prob-
lems of the conscientious obj6t'or. We try tQ inform the conscientious
objector of his rights..and privileges-undearithp law, We assist with
appeal cases'where such are ,necessary, present thecases to National
Service and Training: Act to secure the proper,trial, and give' hat assist.
ance we can in parole and release frod prison.".

9. National Urban League - ..
Materials o program and recommendations of:the Leagu have already
.digestedand submitted to the Committee and will not bel 'Ticluded in

report. . .. -:. .

10. Southern Conference for Human Welfare

been
this

"SinOc the tlie-of th. formation of b .Wonfrplpoe 1938, the protec-
tion and extension of civl righs in th o enon'-edof our

-Ar
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principal-interests. This has been reflected in our bi-ennial conven-
. tions, in our published progrPams, in our.journal *iThe Soxther: Patriot"

and, perhaps most signifidanItly,.in repeated campaigns by our members, in
various Southern states and communities, in calling public attention to

: specific violations of civil rights and in conducting constructive cam-
* paigns for legal measures for:their protection.

"Our major interests and campaigns, at the.e present time, in this connec-
tion, are:

(1) Passage of'federalrdnd state legi§Jl4aion to outlaw, and impose
severe penalties ikponIlynching.
(2) Abolitio.i o~f' the poll-tax
(3) Closeederal. supervision of primary and other state election pro.-
cedures.
(4) Passage of legislation:like the FEPC. .;

"On the general basis ofithe above, our activity takes several forms:
(1) The National Committee to Abolish the Poll Tax is now i.n affilia-
ted movement of the Conference.
.(2) State Committees in seven Southern states, and local &hapters in
several .others, cdnduct'public interpretationn programs for passage
of civil rights legislation, strong. enforcement of legislation on the
books, and citizen vigilance against potential violations of civil
rights.
(3) Our Conrernce and all:of its local: units cooperate closely with
all organizations dedicated to the protection of civil rights...."

10. Southerrg "egional- Gouncil
"As a liberal agency in the field of' race relations, w.are.pledged to
work for equal ju ice-and equal opportupities.for all...;As..a non-politi-
cal agency, our workis naturally more.apng .th'elin '6f '-iestigation,
popular education and indirect pressure thd.a og te line 'of direct
political action. 'Weinv*estigate.racial d 't1,rbhces. lyhchings, and
other civil rights mitt'er' in so Carmas pur.,resourzes permit, and we take
whatever steps we can to help obtain justice. For' example, we made a
rather-._ honough investigation.of the .Columbia, Tennessee, affair last yea
and published a 'repd9t'Whichts-zegnepIfy regarded as .the best report
that was m4e o" that 'di turbance.,,.We .gaveamore detailed confidential
report t e 4S. DepArtment of.;Justice iwe have been told that it

.was: of.. con?46abl help to them-.. ,

-"We: get.P c alrfrpm:.Negr wo 11ve hey have been
wronge ,p.an. we hdith he .as.best.y.w .ca

."One of o,r maor interests -at .present i.s the. Mild of :law enforcement
and is shumrif ' 4iohs A'pts, an.particu a 1 the relation of the
policeot. Negr6es. "W6-'ncourage the use of Nd ro police in Southern
cities....Weark.*a6 curretly:working on:a. Enl for training police
in human.relatibas... - - :.

"Two years ago the Council made a study of th' so-called- separate-but-
equal' transport~tioifac4.1ities in A4tlantA...Of course, we found what
we already kn ', that theVenare.gros 'sequia1ties in fibilities and ser-
vi ces, but pqrhap "itwas worth while .to document it.
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11.. War, Resipteps League
"Our. activity.in.civil rights matters is generally limit ted td p problems
of, conscientipus.bjectors. During the.war, we dealt with the'ne.ed for

. legal.and,.procedural advice under the Selective Service Act, both. by
counseling individuals and by referral to lawyers and advisory agencies.
Among the latter, we helped to initiate the Metropolitan Board for Con-
scientious .Object...(New.York) and the .Legal Sevipe for Conscientious
Objectors (Washington)....

"Although the War Resisters League did not participate in the administra-
tion of the Civilian Public Service Camps, to which men with IV-E classi-
fications.were-.asstgned.,.wte..have aken .a keen interest. in their treat-
ment and the problems which arose...The War Resisters Leaguehas made
frequent representations to .the.,administrat ve authorities protesting the
inequities of Civilian Public Service.

"Conscientious.Objectors who w o.e to*prison e nL~ted support in their
applications for parole as well as in regard to.'difficulties encountered
within thepripoplsystem....

"Our long-range program includes steadfast opposition to all conscriptior.
which., :aside.from itsrelation to war and militarism, we consider an in-
tolerable infringement of the rights of the individual. The right of
conscientious objection.must be recognized, and,his cah only be done by
providing for total exemption of all objectors.."

J. Miscellaneous
1. Citizens Commitqe-fpr.the Job. Security of Brohk Internal Revenue Burebu

. EMployees. . . . : ' , ..
Organized to bring.."an eqid.to the, iscriminatopy. aptic followed in
this government .agency.,'t14is cognittee has a program .c lling for.pro-

. tectionof jp .gainp. oNegro workers., removaTof the.,ead..of the.0ffice
:* (M~. Erpt Campbel 4 ) for 4 scpination.in seledt4Qps rom c -service

register ard.protecip. of- wage.scales.and ve erans t igh

2,.. Dade-County Civil.Rights.Council *, . .. *..

The Council !1....s composed of represeptativgs ..vaous givic,.reli-
gious, fraternal, .yeteran, .labor.and comnmu.i yorgnizf.hs.. 3n the Dade
County, Florida area." It was incorporated;.1in. 9efo.tie.purposes:

"(1) The defense and protection of civil rights as grated by the
.Constitution.of.the .United States and.4raendments:. thereto..
"(2) The development and projection of a, broad rang const active ed-
ucational program working towards... the prevention of 'prejud ce,

:;.discrimination-andoccurronce of,.incidents -in whiph civil and/or
human rights areJ.jnvaded. : . lrd

"Action ;already taken...ha. nqlu.e petitioning by,.reltionFlorida
state officials to institute impaQdiate action to revoke th4 ,charter of
the Ku Klux Klan in Florida and protesting the recent cari.lation of a
scheduled football game between the University of Miami aid Penn State

. College *because of thV incl gn 1of.Neqgroes on PennState's.roater."

3. 3aThe;National :qovot1 f.or a Permanent FEPC..
"The National.;QoPil .for a Pe manent FEPC was established four years
ago for the purpose of promoting enactment of a federal law'f or a Perman-
ent Fair Employment Practices Commission, continuing in peace time the
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the wartime policy of insuring fair employment without discriminatioh
because of race, religion, color, national origin, or ancestry. The
Council has been assisted in this effort by affiliated and cooperating
organizations whose membership, after allowing for duplication, totals
approximately 60 million persons...

"The National Council for a Permanent FEPC has had a legal committee at
work for months on a thorough re-draft of S.101 of the 79th Congress...
The National Council has reason to believe that such a bill with minor
changes will be introduced in the Senate with impressive bi-partisan
sponsorship, and that hearings may be had thereon without delay."
(Letter is dated February 28).

II. RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Areas for Investigation

1. American Civil Liberties Union
A letter of February 26, indicated the following areas as requiring in-
gestigation: what possibilities exist -

"...to abolish the poll tax in federal elections in the seven southern
states requiring payment of the tax as a condition of voting.
"...to establish a federal fair employment commission similar to that
set up during the war.
"...to make lynching a federal crime subject to action by U.S. authori-
ties where state officials fail to act.
"...to prohibit racial segregation in interstate busee, trains, and
airplanes.
"...to provide equal pay for equal work for women engaged in industries
in interstate commerce.
"..to repeal the Oriental Exclusion Act of 1924 which has already beer
modified to exempt Chinese, Filipinos and East Indians.
"...to provide for a vote by the people of Puerto Rico on their future
political status in relation to the United States.
"...to establish a commission to investigate claims for damages by
American Citizens of Japanese extraction evacuated during the war from
the west coast.
"...to provide civil rather than naval government for the native people
of Pacific islands under U.S. control."

A letter of April 10, added the following subjects for study:

"...A program to break up bottle-necks and monopolies in communications
field.
"...Repeal of Discriminatory provisions in the naturalization and immi-
gration laws. The United States is the only country which has racial
barriers in its naturalization laws.
"..Commitments to and releases from mental institutions...A beginning

has been made to study the means by which persons may lose their liberty
by commitment to mental institutions. Laws vary from state to state and
many of them do not even provide the elementary right of a fair hearing.'

2. American Council on Race Relations
"One of the most crucial topics which it seems to me would fall direct-
ly into the province of your Committee is the analysis of the civil
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icivil:rights provisions ih the State constitution and statutestoget-
her with the court 'decisions bearing upon these constitutional provis-
ions and statutes...I take itfor-granted...that the President's Commit-
tes will make an ,analysis of the Federal constitutional statutory pro-
visions, together with the court decisions bearing upon them.

"IA second major contribution which I believe the President's Committee
-could make is t6' analyze federal administrative practices bearing upon
civil rights, especially'with reference to race relations and minority
problems.

"A third feature of your Committee's activities might well be to follow
up the suggestions contained in the Final Report of the Fair Employment
PracticesCommittee, dated June 28, 1946, in'vhigh that Committee-recomfi-
mended to the President the adoption affair ep'oyment practice legisla-
tion by the Congress which would guarantee equal'job opportunity to all
workers without discrimination because of race,' color, religious belief,
or national origin; and in which that Committee further recommended that
the federal government take steps not only to promulgate its fair em-
ployment practice policy more widely but to enforce it as well; and be
-instructed to include statistics on the handicaps which minority-group
workers encounter in view. of the incomplete reporting on employment and
unemployment by race and by sex within industries and occupations.

"Another subject matter which your Committee might well take into ac-
count is the denial of civil-rights and the discrimination against

'minority groups in the important field of housing. Here again, it might
be well to start with the policies of the federal government itself.
This particularly refers to the existence of directives and manuals
published'by federal agencies which have in the past supported such
discrimination. Similar scrutiny is needed regarding the efforts that
the federal government is making through its lending and insurance func-
tions and other forms of stibsidy to guard public funds against discrim-
inatory use in housing, .. .

"What applies to housing applies.to.other'publics'ervices or other forms
of public: ,aid, such as health, education and welfare.' In these fields,
too, federal funds Are used...

"I assume...that your Committee will investigate the safeguarding of
civil rights of minorities in respect to acts of violence, terror, in-
timidation,.the use of the franchise, freedom to move:, to*acquire and
to enjoy the rights of citizenship irrespective of race,.creed or
national origin, and the equal, protection of thei la*6-

.... I.would like to suggest that thePresident Committee concern it-
self .with the problem of mass communication and th6 moldin-g of public
opinion...The instrumentalities through which personal attitudes and
public opinion are molded--aside from the school and the.:church--are
principally the mass media of communication, such as the films, the
radio, the press 'and popular literature. .

"...I am sure you will wish, as a major part of your undertaking, to in-
quire into the extent to whicn he manner in which existing laws,



3, Chicago Coduicil:Against Racial and Religious" Di',criminatiori'
"I do not believe too much.investigationis needed at. this time.
made a pretty good study. .

Myrda

4 . The Chicago-Defender'
"Areas for Study - 17 Southern states, the Distr ict'of Cobipth and one
or two Northern states where restrictive cod nts 'are inVtfrce...There
are, we feel, six fields in which. discriminatory. practiced exist that
should be investigated:

(1) jobs: .
(2). ,education -(quota system, segregated schools, etc.)"
(3) politics -(poll 'tak, and other methods of.denial of ballot)
(4) .public services -(travel, hotels,'places ,of amusement')
'(5) 'restrictive covenants
(6)'civil liberties -(illegal arrests "peonage)

"We feel that any program.for strengthening civil rights legislation
must logically take into account ways and means'of enforcement."

5. Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts
"We believe that the two most critical-issues in the field*6f'civil
rights today are the drive against labor arid the drive against thd Com-
munists." In addition, the organization 're'commxend:s,:udy .f the House
Committee to Investigate Un-American Activitie's 'denial, of citizenship,
the Church-State.issue', 'police brutality'and Sections 51 and 52 of thE
United States -Code . " ' ',

6. Civil Rights Congress
"The recent .all-out-attack on the civil rights of labor should not fail
.tWhkeeive~-the fullest study by your Committee.")

7. Committee for, the. Nation's Health -'
P Thfe civil rights of.. :. 'h sicians, and institaiiAons have been testric-
ted by' actions of state'ox countyy medical societies.
this group of .infringements upon ci4iL. rights should
the President's Committee. .

We believe that
be investigiled by

".'.A'tyical instance,{s the expulsion of a physiqian.from a.county';
medical society because this physician has beco assithor

J'i~
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whether federal state or local 1,have been enforced and to make known
the facts with respect to non-enforcement and. malenf ordment to the
detriment of minorities.".

2. American. Veterans Committee
"An investigation shouldibe made -of 'the employment opportunities, educa-
tional facilities, political franchise-, housing facilities, and govern-
mental services available to this minorityg'roup (the Negro). This
study should not be confined to.-the Soith' alone, but should include the

.; highly industrialized sae of the North.!

By telegram, the AVC" added, "We particularly irge a thorough review of
the Washington scene. Distrimination and'segregation in hotels, schoc
in employment, in cultural areas as practiced in the District of Colum-
bia...encourage the entire country in practices 'which are dangerous to
our democratic system."
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render professional service to .a .group clinic or a V61unthfy health
insuince plan, which is disliked or disapproved by the:%ajbrity of the
medical society. This act of discipline or expulsion is based on econ-
omic grounds having nothing to do with the physicians:per$.6nal or pro-
fessional cormpet.ence,...This deprivaition is a -serious one fdr any physi-
cian. ]Dfthe case of. surgeons.and some other -specialists', 'it practical-

ly amounts.to the destruction of all or most of the physician's practice.

i'The obverse of this picture is .also important. The -rights of patients
- or potential patients - to make their own arrangements for medical
care are interfered.with by such medical- society action."

8. Corone+t Magazine . ..* *.

'The letter cites anarticle in the.May .issue of Coronet in-which Author
Ch'arles Harris; explainss that theSupreme:Court does not have the juris.
dictional right to overrule any State law with the jurisdiction in that
State, an4 since known corrupt practices%.exist within. that'.8tate- and in
some-ases "the State-'.refuses to take-action., the Supreme G6urt should
have the right to step in to guarantee and protect the individual free-
dom and liberty of its citizens."

9. Friends of Demqcracy ' .. ' . ' .

n...What to us is by.far the most important.consideration in"the field
of civil li erties /is7the necessity. for bringing about A proper balance
between all mediums of expression so that the te can ever be a' stifling
of expression merely on the basis that one large segment of our citizen-
ry may be falsely convinced that a:particular viewpoint is false, or
'smearing.' We.feel that this is.the area in which your Committee can
make its greatest immediate strides...Immediately this calls for thor-
ough studies of the present day use-of radio for propaganda purposes and
the use of mass circulation of the:printed word without providing for a
balance of viewpoints.t.

10. Institute of Ethnic Affairs
"It would seem desirable that conditions.-in Guam and Samoa which negate
the civil rights guarantees of.Ehe C6nsitution might be investigated
by the Committee. Collection-of available data and testimony 6f various
informa,' 4 ualified individuals would. net such information. A survey by
staff miebrs of the Committee might be.conducted on the islands with
considera..1e success and many revelations."

11. Japanese-American Citizens League, Anti-Discrimination Committee, Inc.
"We believe that the Committee should explore the .en rei.field of civil
and minority rights...Nothing has ever been done before by the Federal
Government in this field and with rising race and economic' tensions we
believe that your Committee can be most useful in preventing possible
situations wherein the rights of minorities may be~violated.::The field
of federal legislation is one which should. be studied thoroughly, we
believe, with a view 1o' strengthening our federal civil rights statutes
to protect minority peoples in those areas in which legal enforcement is
weak."

12. The League for.Fair Play ' .
.'ne rcomendthat the.Comitee recognising-that1egislationis fully

effeCttive only when it has the backing of public opinion, should study
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the type of program which will best lead to the creation of a body of
informed. and active public opinion'in supporting the maintehan g'ffo
civil rights through legislation and..otherwise....We.urge the Committee
to study the public mental health approach on which we'are now concn-
trating. This involves a campaign in the field of public mental health
similar to those in the field of public physical..health....Propaganda
analysis, we have found, is one of them ; ffective means.. of inform-
ing people.'how.'thesermental plagu62ate ,diqsemjnated.".

13. Methodist Church, Women's Division of. ChrLstian:.Se.rvice of the Boa d
of Missions and Church Extension
The organization recommends for investigation "segregation in housing,
transportation, -hot es, .amusement and .other.pub ic .se.rvices."

14. National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
"The Committee should study educational, health and recreational facil-
itiesvailable throughout the South to determine whether there are
adecfujte facilities for all people and should stuy the discrimination
which Negroes are experiencing -in *these facilities'which personally are
most inadequate for all, both Negroes and Wh tes,

."'We also suggest that the Committee study the problem of discrimination
with regard to governmental employment. .

."Certainly this Committee shOuld study the extent of segregatisi in
public and quasi-publiq housing. It should further study the'question
of facilities in.government-financed housing available to Negroes
particularly. It is further suggested that,if it studies FHA ahd GI
loans for the purpose of buying property, it will find that those loans
are being refused to.Negroes, Jews and Japanese, where the property in
questions covered by, restrictive covenants of one sort or. anther.

"It is also suggested that it study the problem of discrimination And
segregation in the armed forces and in the national guard units.'

15. National Committee for the Defense of Deiocrao-ythrough Education
"We recommend that your Committee give careful-consideration toi (1)
needed legal protection for the teaching proepi9n against-inf.ringe-

. ,fent of their. citizenship :ights; (2) a study ,of-means whereby-the
schools may create a better appreciation of,,Amex'cah civil rights and
a more complete implementation of them among.a41 of our future citizens
in the schools."

16. National Medical Society - .
"We propose...an investigation of the medical practice acts throughout
the varioup..atates and particularly in those states which restrain and
suppress members -of the healing arts outside the fold of organized
medicine from practicing their profession and exercising their civil
rights."

17 . ational:Service. Boardfor Religious Objectirs
"We recommend that'some study be made of thA attitude and conduct of
local boards as they administered under the Selectivi'Service and Train-
ing Act. It would also be good to look into the field of the

1'

y
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motives and influences affecting the FBI and its investigation of con-
.Acientious. objectors." - -. ..

18. National Urban League d .. of h e u.. *e
Materials on program and:recommendations of the League have already been
digested and submitted to the:Committes and will not be included in
this report.'

19. Southern Conference for 'Human Welfare
"We believe that the flood of anti-labor legislation being introduced
in the State, as Well d.'&Ae Feder4ltg trb should be:Eclosely ex-
amined as to: (1) its constitutionalityl(..() its origin.and the.finan-

. cial sources of its back es; (3) its probable results in terms of civil
strife.".:Iv- -. *

20. Southern. Regional Couhell.., Inc . '; . . .
PI hope.you will explore the possibility-,of.astisfacto*',bddi;1 sta-
tute on lynching...

!'Police brutality is so common in: the South that many people thiiik it
is a necessary part oflaw;..enforcement. :Cdild'Federal lawdl-heh)'the
situation? Could the FBI be asked to broaden its police training
courses to cover-the relations of the police to minority groups?...

"Under existing legislation and judicial interpretation there seems to
.be relatively little that the Department of Juistice cah do to punish
violations of civil rights...Could the :Feddral'-laws be strengthened with
or without an amendment to the Constitution"?

.. "Is there any way in which they (hate- organizations) can be controlled
or made so'expensive that they can not become popular?"*

21. Tuskegee Institute
"I am sure the field of education from the elementaff through: the col-
lege level in the South will prove a fruitful-area'tAtrd'ffdr members
of your Committee."

United Office and Professional Workers of America
"It is our recommendation that th6 Pre sidnts'Committhe ehoVld ake an
exhaustive study of violation of civil righs, particularly in'th6
South but also throughout the country, 'particularly as evidenced-ln the
attacks on minority groups and organized labbr.-. You. should hold hear-
ings in all communities and invite alL interested parties to testify
and make public your findings."

23. War -ResistersLeague : . . ..

.Employment.rights.of conddientious objectors 'should 'be carefuly in-
lrestigated6 .. .

"There are conditions in the Federal prisons which might well merit
scrutiny from the civil rights points of view."

SUMARY-STATEET OF AREAS REQUIRING INVSTIGATION',

The foflowinrsimaf l.istath~e pikipaltigieslreco'mmended'by various
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organizations for investigation by the President's Committee on Civil Rights
They are arranged in roughly the order of incidence of recommendations, i.e.
those suggested most frequently appear at the head of the list.

1. Relationship of Federal to state and..local power in civil rights cases,
with an eye to expanding federal power to4prevent or punish discrimina-
tion or-violence. This type of recommendation generally includes spe-
cific comment on the need for studying houing, public and private em-
ployment, education, transportation, health, suffrage and elections,
public accommodations, legal proceedings, and the -effectiveness of en-
forcement of constitutional .and statutory Provisions for civil rights
in these areas. . ...

2. Current-Federal, state and local laws, administrative: regulations,
orders and practices, and court decisionsaf.fecting q vil rights.

.. 3. Acts of violence: police brutality, lynching, etc.,.

4. Attitudes that cause violence.

5. Investigation of race relations and the status of civil rights in Wash-
ington, D. C.

6. Discrimination in the armed forces.

7. Investigation of anti-labor and anti-communist legislation and activi-
ties with a view towards protecting the civil rights of these minori-
ties.

8.: Denial of citizenship on the basis of race-,or color.

. 9. Denia oficivil or political rights t6 peoples in the territories, pos-
sessions or dependencies of the United.States. ..

10. Denial of citizenship .on the basis of race or c6lor.

11. Means .of attacking prejudice, such as the "mental health approach" (see
. recommendations -of the League for Fair, Play)or.the use,.of:schools to

create a better appreciation of civil rights.

12. Infringement of the civil rights of Conscienti'9.s.bject6Fs,'including
the attitudes and conduct of local bea rd4and the FBI in administering
the Selqctiysextide~-and Training Act..

13. Infringament.,of civil eight qof doctors by medical societies.; Refers
to allegeddjsariminati6n against phys cians. affiliated with various

. void ry. health thsurahiesystens -and against practitionerz.fz the
hedling .rt.g oUtside the"field of organized medicine.

14. Infringement of.the civil fit"s ofmepbrs.of.the teaching.profession.

15. ~Investigation .of Feder Pisons.

adtie I.gpvAdothermi y peAsoe in the DepartV nt ro' justice
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17. Study'of the increasing violations of the principle ox'. separation of
church and state. ..

-18. .Violations of the civil rights of library users.

B. _Action.to be taken by the President's .Conmittee on Civil: Rights
1. American Jewish Conrmittee

In a personal interview, Mr.,Marcus Cohn, of this Organiation,. sugges-
ted that the President's Committee secure'publicity_41 along the way
to build up public interest prior to the issUarice.of. their.report.
TIME and LIFE, for example, might be requested to feature stories on the
Committee's activities.

2. American Library Assdeiation, Committee on Intercultural Freedom
i... My one suggestion to your Codmittee is -that .you promote more gener-
al discussion df our Constitutional Bill of Rights and urge people to
examine their state and local laws for infringements of their civil
rights."

3. American*Veterans :Committee
"...The Committee should concentrate on two :phases of action the feder-
al government can take: first, it should carefully appraise what legis-
lation is needed; secondly...,it should ascertain what federal executive
measures are necessary to implement a policy of noridiscrimination.

* Perhaps,a Minorities? Bill of Rights could first be issued by the Com-
mittee, and then an action-program for the'Legislative and Executive
branches could be drafted.".

4. Bureau of Advertising
"The real effectiveness of your program will-rest on the .degree to
which you can get it into the hands of local communities. The ways in
which this is done, through groups and maybe even schoolp,.colleges and
churches, are well known to you. The importance of getting it through
at that level, however, an4 getting it talked about is of greatest
moment." r

5. Chicago Council Against Racial and Religious Discrimination
"What is needed-is specific. recommendations for the:-Qogress t6 adopt.
Personally, I am inclined to favor a b eairor -.divis'ion. pgy Antercul-
tural relations'lii :some governmental department...Tnis woul not segre-
gate this area of.concern from other govdrnkintaedepartqpits, bIut
would help point up a."'trong. ucat iinl and enforqqqert program."

6. Citizens.Cmmittee' for the Job Security of Bronx Internal Revenue
.Employees' ' :* , .. :- .- : . ..

"The Citizens'Comittee fr thd Job Svedlrity of:BrozxE Ixternal Revenue
Employees calls 'upohniyour Committee td'Fecominend. that,4n ,Executive Or-
der be issued immediately establishing a'Faiir Employment., ',actices
Committee 'in the -GoVernment service."

7. Civil Liberties Union of Massaghusetts
."We feel that a statement by the'Presiditit'th Co4nd#eepCivil Rights
would help to clarify.and.make less arbitrary the bases of whli*h citi-
zenship is granted... .
"We hope that the President's Committee on Civ.i1!.Rig ts,,would under-
take an educational campaign, with suggestions and literature for state
and local committees and law-enforcement agencies, for the protection

r

4
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of racial,.religidus- and political minorities.

8. Givi1 Rights Congress . .
"We assume that the Committee will make recommendation. for utlawing
the Klan and similar fascist organizations, for facilitating prosecu-
tion and effective punishment of membets'of lynch mobs) for'ab6ishing

. the poll tax and establishing a peacetime fair eimploymht practices
committee; for outlawing anti-semitism and for strengthening the pres-
.ent civil rights statutes."

9, Committee for Amnesty
"The restoration of civil rights to. conscientious" bbject6or .vWould re-
quire neither federal nor state legislation, but'could be effected
simply by a proclamation by President Truman. We hope that the Presi-
dent's Committeeon Civil Rights will recommend such an amnesty proclan.

.ation."-'

10. Coronet Magazine
"It occurred to us that here is a possibility to do something about
this problem by working together. We would like to spread the word
about this piece n1 article by Cnarles Harris on Civil Ribhts in the
May issue of Coronegas far and wide as possible, and we felt that,
with your finger on the pulse of the problem, you would advise us on
promoting this pertinent piece.".

11. General Federation of Women's Clubs
"...I feel that we need the.help of the Presidentf.s Committee on Civil
Rights to help secure passage of this simple Amendment, which will be
the first step in removing legal discriminations in many states against
women."

12. Japanese-American Citizens League, Anti-Discrimination Committee, Inc.
"...Model civil rights bills for the several states shbkuld be drafted
and every attempt made to have them passed by the vari6ii legislatures.'

13. League for Fair Play
We recommend,."orientation of civilians in this field paralleling the
best orientationwitk of the armed forces."

14. Methodist Church, Women's'.Division of.Christian Service of the Board
of Mission and Church Extensip.
"Can your Committee do such prac ical things as thefddllowing:
.1(1) re'commend' the extension of some kind:of.:Civil Service program that

will mean a compulsory training requirement id basic human rela-
tiond for all policemen andlaw enforcement officers, bus drivers

.*and operators of public cQnveyances of all types?
"(2) a similar requirement for teachersain all public schools, making

clearly defined study of an.entire intercultural and'inteiracial
relations in the context of human relations, a basis for employ-
ment?

"(3).a. "give us d clear and simple interpretation of 'civil.rghts' as
they relate to.the Stpte,and the United'States;

. -* by what possible measure can . -'Jim Crow'. "bili be deemed 'con-
stitutionalr under'the:Bill QfRights of ihe Uni-ted States?

"(4) ... A Commte like yourg.:ran.map..out a program that a11 groups
can unite on -*Jews, Protestants, Catholics and other groups."
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15. National Association for the Advancemeht of'olored People
"The Congress;under its power to control.interstate commerce may by
statute declare the practices of segregation.in any form on interstate
carriers invalid...I think that We shouldd suggest that the Committee
sponsor such legislation and urge the administration to support the same,"

"...If it (the Committee) is to get.more than an academic picture of the
problem ailing from the denial of* civil rights to individuals in the
United States should go en masse to a.place like Greenville, South Caro-
lina where..the recent lynching of a Negro' occurred, to see what it can
findout from, the attitude of the vkribus people in the community toward
atrocities such as this and to see whether or not they will be able to
from such testimony make some determination as to causes -andcrlyasons
for this type of violence."

"It should:.further hold hearings in our larger cities in the North...as
well.as several rural areas in the South sq.that it can get a feel of
the corrosive effect of racism on the whole community."

"With regard to methods I think it should have its own paid staff which
will investigate and find out from first hand the actual situations as
they exist in regard to.the denial of--civil rights,".

"It should recommend certainly the unrestricted usage of .qualified Ne-
groes and members of other minority groups in active positions in the
Department of Justice and FBI."

16. National Community Relations Advisory C6uncil-
"...Resolved that the' National Community Relations Advisory Council ur-
ges the speedy enactment-of legislation prohibiting the practice of
such discrimination in employment and providing the establishment of-a
federal commission with power to issue orders enforceable in the courts."

17. National Council for a'Permanent FEPC
"We recommend: .

.(1) that your ComaiA.tee-.obta7 froml-.ources, botb governmental
-and private agencies, all available up-toQ-at inifomationon the
extent and character of discrimination .ii employment..and. such esti-
mates.as to th& cost in-dollars and in domestic international
strength.and health as mby be obtained. ,... .

(2) hat.your Committee hold hearings in Washington and the major
cities for the purpose of receiving testimony regarding denial of
civil.rights,..particuhrly .discrimination.in employment,:with oppor-
tunity -for .such organizations as the .National Council .and coopera-
ting organizations to present facts ahd recommendationsi.
(3) that you make findings and recommendations as to denial.-of civil
rig t including discrimination in employment, the recommendations
to set fprth positive, practical acts that can be taken to insure
full exercise of civil rights by all in the field of employment and
elsewhere.
(4) that you rate the various types of injusti e now prevalent in

S the field. ..
finallyal, instead of generalizing conclusions and recommendations,
that your Committee specifically and in the strongest terms, endorse
the federal bill for a permanent FEPC and urge upon the President and
Congress its enactment at the earliest possible date."
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18. Southern Conference for Human Welfare
"We believe that your Committee's investigations should be as concrete
and as local as possible. Field representatives should confer with
those whose civil rights have been violated, with local representatives
-of organiz4tions which have defended or sought .to defend them; and with
civil authorities whose 4uty it is to protedt.t hem."

"We also hope that your Committee will:make available- to the peoples of
the United States...news, views, and graphic material Which will be use-
ful in doing,.6. .preventive e dcational job in.this whole-sarea."

"Your Committee cd-:play a vitally important part,vve are confident, in
the launching of '&uch an educational and action program."

19. Southern.Reional Council, Inc.
"I am convinc&i that there is a'great need.for a system of free or in-
expensive legal service for the poor or ignorant who legally or illegal-
ly,.frequently get deprived of their personal or property rights...it is
probable that strong recommendations on this subject from your Committee
might move the American Bar Association-and*.the State Bar Associations,
to take voluntary action toward.rertedying the. situation."

."It (the Committee) might well consider the advisability of holding a
series of regional hearings."

"If the Supreme Court does not throw out the South Carolina and Georgia
white primary..arrangements...I hope it is not too far fetched to suggest
a Federal amendment saying that no political party which offers candi-
dates for state and national offices shall-make race, creed or color a
condition of party membership."

20. United Public Workers.of America
".t 4hat a central hiring register be established immediately for the re-

cruiting of- temporary workers.
h...tat there be created immediately by executive order a fair employ-

ment practices committepor government hiring.
"...that Warerviceworkers who take.and pass the coming Civil Service
examinations for permanent jobs be given prefd'rence.over all applicants
from the outside eoTppt -for.yeterans."

21. .Natiohat Urban neauie *au

Materials on&prdgram and recommendations of the g.ue have already been
digested and submitted to t e''dommittee and wil'Ihot ,be included in this
* report.

22. WAr Resisters LeaLgue.
"We believe that military conscription must be opposed if the adequate
preservation of ciyij.. iberties is' to be insured..
"A immediate amnesty should be-granted to all violators of the Selective
Service Training and.Service Act *of 1940. .

We re concerned about military prisoners, especially those who violate
regulatiohs'for:reasonsof conscience, .We would also urge amelioration
of the p4tuation whereby'a dishonorable discharge, once given, can not be

i 
i
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23. Workers Defense League
The League recommends:

:(a) "public hearings.through6ut-the c60ntiry o::determipe the extent, and
.,manner in which pepsons'a re being deprived.of their civil liber-

..ties.
(b):inmediate*changes'in the existing law.to-make.theacts prohibited

prima facie evidence of"the intent -rathek' than..recuiring 'the posi-
tive proof of wilful intent to 'viblate the law. .

-..(c) "strengthening of the Civil Rights Section of the Department of
Justice by increasing its legal staff and giving it its own staff
of investigators... . --

(d) "the assighing'of special prosecutors -in all civil liberties cases
regardless of the supposed enthusiasm of the local U.S. Attorney.

(e) "givingthe Civil Rights Section the right.and duty to investigate
and'report upon general situations where the violation of basic
rights is suspected, independent of specific complaints or viola-
tions of specific sections of the law.". .-

(f) "removing the responsibility for upholding civil rights from the De-
partment of Justide and placing it in an-independent agency of
Government.

(g) "endorsement of such elementary pending legislation as the-anti-poll
tax, anti-lynching and fair employment practices bills."

PRIMARY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FEDERAL ACTION
1. The passage of:

(a) Anti-poll tax legislation
(b) Anti-lynching legislation (with a general strengthening of Sec-

tions 51 and 52)
(c) FEPC law (supplement by an executive order setting up an FEPC for

the Federal service)
.(d) Legislation forbidding segregation in interstate commerce

2. National and local p~lblic hearings
3. The promotion of an educational campaign to encourage more general dis-

.cussionofcivil rights in the.State.and Nation.as a whole.

. SECONDARY RECOMMENDATIONS ..

1. Administrative and.Lediitiv Action .
a. Change existing 1&w to-make *acts prohibited primad!Xacipeevidence

of intent whn *omitted rather"tthan requiring positivy.proof of
wilft'lness. '

b. Strengthen the Civil Rights"S'edt i6WIOP;the:D apartment of., Justice by
increasing its legal staff and giving it its own investigators.

c. Recommed the assignment of special p. g! actors: in: 4aL.- ciyil. right s
cases regardlessi f *the !isiipp6sdd enthu8i'a" of theTAtony

II

d eGiventhe Civil Right s SSectioniowei to..ihvestigate and -reportwhere
violation of the law is suspected.

e. Place responsibility for the defense of civil rights in an independ-

epit agency of government rather than in the Departnof Jqstice.
f.Give the Supreme Court poWdei-t& overrule ay:State lawvwhere civil

rightps ar'inv6ved. ' :5. :
go Dafatmodel civil rights statutes :or.:States.
h. Establish compulsorf'training euirements in basic. hman relations

tor-la 4i forbceignt 6fficers,'bus driVersy teachars,etc.
Oppospassage of thdi'litary cdnscription act.:..:.

* , Est iih ,bureau*of irit&ecultural relations in one of.I-the.Govern-
ment departments. .:6-.
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2. Possessions and Territories
a. Establish civil government for*Pacific island possessions.
b. Give self-determination to Puerto Rico.
c. Establish popular election by Virgin islands of their Goverhor

and resident commissioner
d. Give freedom to our colonial dependencies.

3. Labor
a. "Promote democracy in trad4 unibns by provjdingiadinistrativb relief

for members aggrieved by autocratic practices in tleir unions."
b. Uphold the right of unions to call on individuals to go on strike.

4. Violations of Rights
a. Establish a Commission to investigate claimss for damages by American

citizens of Japanese extraction evacuated from.the west coast during
the war.

b. Preserve the rights of minor political groups, including communists.
c. Outlaw the KKK and similar groups.
d. Issue Presidential proclamation giving amnesty to conscientious ob-

jectors.
e. Give legal aid to people deprived of civil rights because they can

not afford counsel.

5. Citizenship -

a. Remove all racial bars to citizenship.
b. Issue a statement clarifying bases for' citizenship.

6. Education and Communication
a. Establish a.program to break up bottlenecks:.and monopolies in the

communications field.
b. Send out organizational questionnaires on eivil rights.

C. Hearings
1. Organizations Urging Hearings

Bureau ofAdvertising
Chicago Council against Racial and Religious Discrimination
The Chicago Defender: .
Civil Rights Congress
Institute of Ethnic Affairs
National Associatibn .for the Advancement of Colored People
The Nation
National Council for a Permanent FEPC
National Conference of Christians and Jews
Southern Regional Council -

2. Organizations Requesting Opportunity to -Appear
Workers Defense League
National Home and Property Owners Foundation
J6panese-American CitizensLeague,, Anti-Discr:LmLnation Committee
League for Fair Play
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III. OTHER COMUNICATIONS
A. Organizations which Deferred Recommendations

1. Afro-American Newspapers
2., Americans United for World government
3. Anti-Defamation LeAgue '*of' tB"nai' B 'rith
4. Committee to Abolish'DiscridinAti6h ..
5. Council for Inter-American Cooperation
6. Council on African Affairs
7. *Illinois Interracial Commission
8. Jewish War Veterans of the United States
9...National Urban League;

10. ..United Automobile W6rkers-CIO
11. United Service for New Americans
12. YWCA, National Board, Public Affairs Committee

B. Organizations Making rno Specific Recommendations

I.'

't~i

1. American Cancer Society
2. .American..Institute of Public Opinion
3. American Jewish Congress
4. Aerican Law Institute
5. American Red Cross
6. Associated,-Negro Press
7. Chamber of Commerce of the United States
8. *Chicago Civil Liberties Committee
9. *Citizens Council for Democracy

10. Council of Social Agencies of the.District of Columbia & Vicinity
11. *Council on Veterans' Affairs
12. Federation of American Scientists
13. *Fisk University Social Science Institute
14. International League for the Rights of-Man
15. Jewish Labor :Committee
16. League of Women Voters
17. League for Industrial Democracy
18. Marine Corps Fathers Association
19. The Nation
20. World Mission Crusade of the National:Baptist Cdtvention:.
21. *New Harlem Tenant's.League
22. National Association df Manhufacturers * .
23. National Association of Real Estate Boarca
24. National Catholic Welfare Conference .

25. *National Conference of Christians arid Jews. .
26. National:0ouncil of Jewish fomer "
27. National Women's Trade Union League of America
28. National Opinion Research Center o-
29. *National Home and-Property Owners Foundation
30. New Republic
31. Post-War World Council ,.
32. Rockefeller Foundation., .

33. Russel Sage Foundation
34. General Education-Board
35.,. ,Paul.Branch,. NAACP *
36. Time Magazine

*These organizations specifically requested such things as: to be put on mailing
lists, that Committee members appear at gatherings, intervention in specific
cases, etc.

...........

"Woolf
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37. United Council of Church Women
38. World Fellowship, Inc.

STATISTICAL SUMARY

Letters sent by President's Committee
on Civil Rights 190

Total replies received 103
No answers 87

Of 103 letters received:

Replies deferred 12

No information nor recom-
mendations 38

Total letters briefed 53

103

I
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Members of the President's Committee on Civil Rights

FROM: Robert K. Carr

SUBJECT: Use of Federal Grants-ih-Aid as a Device for Preventing
Discrimination in the Providing of Public Services - a
Statement by V. 0, Key.

The followingia a statement by Professor V. 0. Key of the Department
of Political Science at the Johns Hopkins University. Professor Key is
perhaps the foremost authority in the country on the federal grant-in-aid
program. He was asked to prepare this statement by the staff, It is a
wise, careful analysis of sqme of the difficulties that would be encountered
in attempting to got at discrimination through the device of the grant-in-
aid,

"1. Your Comittee may need to have explained to it the general nature
of the federal grant system before it can consider the system in relation
to their problem. Perhaps about all that they need to know for that pur-
pose is that in a variety of governmental activities, federal funds are
made available to state governments for the accomplishment of specific pur-
poses. Usually, these funds must be matched with moneys from state and
local sources, and a federal administrative agency has the responsibility
of seeing that the state authority spends the grants and the state match-
ing money in accordance with the conditions of federal legislation. The
nature of these conditions differs, of course,. ±fom adtivity to activity.
The Federal Aid Highway Act of 1921, for example, provided that funds would
be made available to 'expedite the completion of a system of interstate
roads.' The Agricultural Extension Act provided for grants for 'practical
instruction' to farmers. The Social Security Act provided funds for assist-
ance to the 'needy aged.' The Vocational Education Act made funds available
for training 'to fit for useful employment.' In the application of these
and other acts the problem of federal administration is to make sure that
funds are utilized by the states for the purpose and in the manner specified
by statute and regulation, and not otherwise.

"2. It may be relevant for your Committee to keep in mind something
about the nature and evolution of the conditions attached to existing feder-
al grants. Generally, these conditions have not been forced upon the states
by the federal government. In the development of the grant legislation
there was substantial support from state governmental agencies and groups
of citizens within the states for the accomplishment of the policy ulti-
.mately laid down in the federal statute. Groups of citizens and officials
within the states sought congressional financial support, but they also
sought the support of Congress in the achievement of a policy in which they
were interested. In the application of these laws there has, of course,
been friction between federal administrators and state administrators but,
by arnd large, this friction has been with 'backward' states, and the efforts
of federal authorities to maintain the standards of a program in such states
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have been applauded by officials of the other states. State officials often
regard their federal colleagues as friends who can help them when they get
into political difficulties in their own localities. The point of all this
is that the federal grant system has not been used as a means of coercion.

113. Another characteristic of the workings of the federal grant sys-
tem may have some relevance to the thinking of your Committee. That
characteristic is that in dealing with state authorities, federal agencies
have in general followed a policy of gradualism in bringing about changes
in state administration and state policy. They have, of course, usually
abided by the letter of the federal statute, but the letter is ordinarily
vague. They have tended to look to the long pull to raise the level of
performance of state administration and have not expected to remake the
world in a day. My own inclination is to suspect that the problems with
which you are dealing will yield only to the same type of treatment and
that this will color any kind of recommendation that you make on the subject.
The attachment of anti-discrimination clauses to federal aid statutes will
not bring quick change.

"4. From what has been said, it is clearly possible to attach anti-
discrimination clauses to legislation providing for federal grants to states.
The expediency of so doing, however, is a matter about which I am not able
to make up my mind. Presumably the Committee is interested in bringing
about some actual change in the state of affairs, and not in making qui-
xotic gestures. It is difficult enough to alleviate discrimination by direct
action. When you attempt to minimise discrimination by acting upon the
states you add to the ordinary difficulty the resistance that is justified
in the name of states' rights. It may be that the threat of federal action
is more efficacious than the action itself. At any rate, the fundamental
question you have is this matter of the results that may be expected to flow
from a policy, rather than the particular techniques by which the policy
against discrimination will be attached to existing federal legislation.

"5. Another general problem that may be well to call to your attention
is that of obtaining legislative enactment. Your Committee is doubtless
keenly aware of the difficulty of obtaining congressional action on almost
any sort of anti-discrimination bill, It will be useful for them to keep
in mind that, if such conditions are attached to federal grants, it is
necessary also to obtain state legislative action acquiescing in the federal
policy. In some areas this consent might bo a little difficult to obtain.

"6. You will want to point out to your Committee that the problems
that could be reached through federal grants-in-aid are limited to those
state activities aided by the federal government. In some of these activi-
ties, such as highway construction, I do not suppose that any real question
of discrimination arises. If you have the staff, it might be useful for
you to attempt to collect data on the degree of discrimination by state de-
partments in the administration of functions presently federally aided.

"7. If the federal aid device appeals to your Committee, you will want
to give some attention to the problem of administration from the federal side.
At the preseht time, there is no single agency for the federal government
concerned in general with relations with the states. Separate agencies
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handle these federal-state relations arising from each federal aid statute.
It is safe to predict that under present arrangements an anti-discrimination
policy would be administered quite unevenly by the different federal offices
and bureaus. I am not suggesting that all federal grants should be handled
by a single federal bureau, but there may be some intermediate arrangement
that could be devised for whatever policy you arrive at, if any. For ex-
ample, an obligation might be imposed upon the President td make an annual
report tb Congress on the progress achieved in removing discrimination. He
would, in turn, have to call on each agency to maintain appropriate records
and report to him,

18. Another problem is whether you attack this matter by a general
statute applying to all activities federally aided, or by a series of speci-
fic statutes each amending existing legislation in a particular field. The
Hatch Act contains a provision applying to all federally aided programs that
is designed to limit partisan activity by state employees whose salaries
come in part from federal funds. This is, in so far as I know, the only
across-the-board statute on federal aid-programs. Attack by a single statute
would not involve the same legislative difficulties that would arise if a
series of bills were introduced to amend each federal aid act. However, a
general statute could express only the most general kind of policy. It
may be that quite as much could be accomplished in this way as by specific
amendments in which conditions and requirements could be tailored to the
peculiar characteristics of each added function,

"9. The preceding remarks suggest that it will by no means be easy to
formulate standards of non-discrimination. Would you propose, for example,
that federal funds for vocational education be divided among schools for
Negroes and whites in the same proportion that these two groups were in the
population of a state? A statement of this kind might superficially look
like non-discrimination, but on the other hand it might actually be dis-
crimination against whites rather than blacks, or vice versa. You could
make a similar proposition with respect to the agricultural extension ser-
vice, but I am not sure that it would remove discrimination. State bureau-
cracies, like any other, are quite difficult to push around, It was neces-
sary, for example, to establish a new organization to serve poor white
farmers because of the traditions of the extension service. The point that
I am trying to make is, that when you deal in concrete cases, the possibili-
ties of eliminating discrimination through modification of policies of
existing agencies bocome narrower than they may appear at first blush.

11lO. Another matter that you need to keep in mind is that of finance.
In some activities I suspect that the reduction of discrimination would
result in an absolute reduction of the level of service to the dominant
group of a community. The fiscal resources are just not adequate to bring
up the level of governmental service to all groups to that enjoyed by the
dominant group. Quite apart from the fact that such a leveling down would
create a terrific political reaction, when you talk of raising the level
of services you become involved in the whole problem of federal-state fiscal
relations. It might be that if your Committee had the time, it could make
analyses of specific federal programs and it could formulate definite proposals
for additional grants to raise the standard of federally aided services to

I

.. .
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depressed groups. Your terms of reference may not be that broad. I am at
any rate doubtful of the desirability of earmarking grants for, say, voca-
tional schools for Negroes. But in any activity funds conditioned upon
removal of inequalities in a governmental service would redound to the ad-
vantage of those groups with which you are concerned, Furthermore, the
statement of a policy in such generalized terms might be wiser from a stra-
tegic standpoint than the statement of a policy in terms of the interest of
a particular religious or racial group.

"ll. It might be all to the good to have some formal federal statutory
anti-discrimination policy applicable to federal grants, but your Committee
ought not to be led to believe that such a statutory policy will necessarily
produce results. The enforcement of such a policy will inevitably bring
headaches and unless impelling pressures exist most administrators will be
quite satisfied with a pro forma adherence to a stated policy of this kind.
The nature of the federal policy will depend in large measure on the general
political.orientation of the party in power.
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TO:

FROM:

i.'ay 13, 1947

Members of The President's Committee on Civil Rights

Robert K. Carr

SUBJECT: Racial Discrimination in organized baseball..

The following news itema from the Washington Post, Friday, May 9, 1947
is self-explanatory:

"FRICK HEADS OFF STRIKE ON ROBINSON
By Stanley Woodward

Copyright by New York Tribune, Inc.

New York, Hay 8.--A National League players' strike, instigated
by some of the St. Louis Cardinals, against the presence in the
league of Jackie Robinson, Brooklyn's Negro first baseman, has been
averted temporarily and perhaps permanently quashed.

In recent days Ford Frick, president of the National League, and
Sam Breadon, president of the St. Louis Club, have been conferring
with St. Louis players in the Hotel New Yorker.

Breadon flew east when he heard of the projected strike. The
story that he came to consult with Eddie Dyer, manager, about the
lowly state of the St. Louis Club was fictitious. He came on a much
more serious errand..

The strike plan, formulated by certain St. Louis players, was in-
stigated by a member of the Brooklyn Dodgers who has since recanted.
The original plan was for a St. Louis Club strike on the occasion of
the first game in Brooklyn May 6.

Subsequently the St..Louis players conceived the idea of a general
strike within the National League on a certain date. That is what
Frick and Breadon have been comoating in the past few days.

It is understood that Frick addressed the players, in effect, as
follows:

If you do this you will be suspended from the league.
You will find that the friends you think you have in the
press box will not support you, that you will be outcasts.
I do not care if half the league strikes. Those who do
it will encounter quick retribution. All will be suspended
and I don't care if it wrecks the National League for five
years. This is the United States of America.and one citizen
has as much right to play as another,.

The National League will go down the line with Robinson
whatever the consequences. You will findif you go through
with your intention that you have been guilty of complete
madness. ".

.1
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Members of The President's Committee on
Civil Rights

FROM: Robert K. Carr

SUBJECT: Digest of Personal Communications prepared
by John L. Vandegrift

Attached is a digest prepared from letters received
from outstanding individuals in the field of civil rights.
These letters were received in reply to a request from
the Executive Secretary for information, opinions and
recommendations on this broad field. A copy of the
soliciting letter is also attached.

The letters cited are but a small portion of the
opinions solicited. As more replies are forthcoming
they will be presented to the Committee.

The purpose of this digest is to place before the
Committee the most noteworthy portions of the letters
received so that the members may become acquainted
with the general character of the replies. quotations
have been selected to this end and do not, either by
their priority in the digest or by their length, seek
to evaluate any one letter vis-a-vis the others,

Attachments (2)

TIM,"
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THE PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RIGHTS

1712 G Street NW., Room 208, Washington 25, D. C.

CHARLES E. WILSON, ROBERT K. CARR,
CHAIRMAN EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

/OHN S. DICKEY.
VICE CHAIRMAN February 26, 1947

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, fr.,
VICE CHAIRMAN

MRS. SADIE T. ALEXANDER
/A.lIES B. CAREY
.11ORRIS L. ERNST
RABBI ROLAND B. GITTELSOHN
FRANK P. GRAHAM
MOSTT RE 1. FRANCIS J. HAAS
CHARLES LUCKMAN
FRANCIS P. MATTHEWS
RT. REV. HENRY KNOX SHERRILL
BORIS SHISHKIN
MRS. M. E. TILLY
CHANNING H. TOBIAS

The secretariat of the President's Committee on Civil Rights has
now been organized and offices have been established at the address given
above. The Committee hopes to make rapid progress with its studies and
would like to report to the President at an early date. At present, the
major work is being done by subcommittees. One of these is conducting a
study of existing laws for the protection of civil rights, and is con-
sidering the desirability of strengthening this legislation. Another sub-
committee is concerned with the economic, social and educational aspects
of the civil rights problem in America, and hopes to be able to recommend
a program of action in this direction. A third subcommittee is examining
the nature and work of private organizations which are in any way related
to the civil rights problem.

I am taking the liberty of writing you at this early stage in the
Committee's work to seek your cooperation. The Committee looks upon you
as an individual who has devoted a great deal of time and thought to the
problem of civil rights, and, accordingly it would be interested in hearing
from you with respect to such matters as the following:

(a) What recommendations do you have to offer the Committee concerning
the areas it should study, or the methods it should employ in making
its investigations?

(b) Do you have any reports or specific findings that you would like
to bring to the Committee's attention?

At a later date we may well wish to call upon you for additional
help or suggestions. No decision has yet been made concerning public
hearings. It is quite possible that the Committee will decide at a later
date to hold such hearings and to give interested persons and organiza-
tions an opportunity to appear. I will be glad to notify you of such a
decision when made, if you so desire.

Sincerely yours,

Robert K. Carr
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DIGEST OF PTErRSONTAL COMIMJNICATIONSRECEIVED
BY THE PRESIDENTS COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RIGHTS

Edward L. Bernays,
Public Relations Counsel, New York City, N. Y.

nIt seems to me that fear induced by the unstabiliz-
ed conditions of civil rights among certain groups of
the population plays a part in group fears, which may
affect the economic situation adversely. In other
words, individuals who suffer from civil disabilities
are apt to be an unstabilizing factor in the market
place.

I should think that emphasis on this idea in any
educational work you would undertake would enlist for
your point of view the support of that very important
sector of the population, the business group. The
methods of studying this aspect of the civil rights
situation may well be to inquire of key business or-
ganizations, just what false rumors they have been
exposed to in the past few years that might act as
a deterrent to sales. I think you might find that
most rumors are spread by the psychologically insecure
groups of the population and these are the groups
who have civil disabilities."

Chester Bowles,
Essex, Conn.

"Unfortunately for the respect for American
democracy throughout the world, the Russians have
done a better job than we in the whole field of racial
equality. This, in turn, means to tens and tens of
millions of people that the Russian brand of 'democracy'
has a more basic appeal than our own. Of course this
hits us in the area where we should be strongest and,
as I see it, it points up one of the major respon-
sibilities of the Committee on Civil Rights...AAmerica
will continue to work at a considerable disadvantage
in the whole field of international relations as long
as racial segregation is accepted in a wide area of
our country, including the Federal government.

-1-
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"I hope that the Committee will spell out what-
ever legislation is needed to eliminate the white
primary, the poll tax and, as rapidly as possible,
the inequality of treatment in education and health.
I believe the Committee should also strongly recommend
the repeal of the Japanese and Chinese Exclusion Act,..
Our record in the whole field of racial relations is
a miserably bad record, and as it stands it represents
a real danger to the prestige of our nation in world
affairs and as a moral force in the United Nations."

Langston Hu-hes,
Visiting Professor of Creative Writing, Atlanta University,
Atlanta, Georgia.

"Certainly one thing which amazes me here in the
South is the lack of decent traveling accommodations
in so far as Negro citizens are concerned, and I am
continually surprised at the discourteous and un-
civilized treatment which Negro travelers are accorded
at terminals and on trains and buses in this section
of our country. The whole situation seems to me en-
tirely absurd, antiquated, and stupid, and I see no
reason why it should exist in its present state in
a supposedly democratic and civilized part of the
world. I very much hope your committee is taking
up this matter of civil rights in relation to travel
in those states of our country where Jim-Crow laws
exist and where the provision for equal treatment
is entirely disregarded."

Harold L. Ickes,
Washington, D. C.

"The only suggestion that I have concerning the
methods that the Committee might use is a negative
one. Just avoid the methods used by the Dies
Committee, and, of course, I am sure that you will.

"As to the areas of civil rights with which the
Committee should concern itself, I am convinced that
one of the most fertile fields for investigation
would be that of race relations and race discrimination.
It seems to me that we can no longer hold up our heads
as a Democracy if vie continue to permit the kind of
discrimination against Negroes, Jews and a dozen other
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minorities which now exist..in this country I .
suggest that the..Commi.tt6e exaine very carefully
the feasibility..of.additional Federal.legislation
to curb these evils. Another area in .whichithe
President's- Committee might do effective work con-
cerns the problem oi: hat should be. done with
parties or movements with ideol6gies foreign to
this couihtry or that Ae sponsored.by,.foreign.
governments. I mpy say, in this connection, that
I think that the rash o eent bills -to.outlaw
the communists political would only result in
harm.....

"I tl.know of no reports orspecific findings that
I should like to bring-tb the Committee.'s attention
except that I might point out that no serious
friction developed in the Interior Department"1uhch
rooms when I ordered the _&d of racial segregation
there."

Alfred McClung Lee,
Chairman of the Department of Sociology-and..
Anthropology, Wayne University, Detroit,.Michigd.n. .

'"In answer-ti:ypu, questions, I would especially
like to call yopuriiattention to these problemareas:

1. De-velopments-arpe taking place in the fields
.of church ahd :tatmhb require most urgently the
4att6itfon o:f::people interdsted in the maintenance
of freeda of:..conscience-and.religion. As many.
writers have pointed out recently,- including.certain
justices of the United States Supreme Court, the
separation of church and state is gradually..being..
whittled away by incidents,*by.legislatibn, andty-
judicial pronouncements. Bishop Bromley Oxnam of
the Mlethodis.t:hurch and other outstanding religious
leaders have been this 'anger clearly, and are devoting
considerable time to the reatio of sentiment.
concerning it.

2. The principles underlying the relationships be-
tween press and radioh&ve not boen:thoroughly thought
out. As a result, as I indicated in surveys I-pre-
pared for the Federal Communications Commission, and
as other investigators indicated, there is a strong

I
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tendency toward the development of local press-
radio monopolies in city after city in the United
States. This tendency, regardless of intent, has
the effect of dissipating fundamental American
rights of free speech and free expression in print,
and such tendencies endanger our democratic processes.

3; .Accurote -statistics.:upon trends in the daily
newspaper field .indicate that small:dailies are in
jeopardy because of. many factors including the
availability-of newsprint. They also:indicate that
many conditions.of:operation in:the.newspaper field
artificially:rmake.for the elimination of competition.
As a.result,.fewer and..fewer Amerioan.cities offer
any daily newspaper or.any newspaper competition.
_since democracy can scarcely-'survive without a com-
petition of ideas,.this.is a matter of .-grave national
importance"I

...'.'If it is.appropriate, I would also be glad to
furnish you with a..bibliography of my reports and
articles and books on the last.two items mentioned."

Herbert H. Lehman,:.
NewYorkCty,. Y.

"I appreciate the 'invitation very much, indeed. I
feel however.that it.is notneceasary for me to make
suggestions to this very excellent Committee,. as I
am eure .that they..will.fully .and consolentiouply cover
the entire.field of -civil rights., If.there is any
way of which I can be of assistance to you later, I
hope thatt you.will not.hesitate to call on me."

Henry.R . .Luce,..
7ime,,...ac..,7,ew York, N.Y.

As.to the.subject of civil rights, 4it is so
vast and fundmaental that one can either speak of
it in a sentence or an .encyclopedia. For the moment
I shall spare you the triteness of a one sentence
opinion, and:.I shall obviously also have to deny
myself the pleasure -of writing- on the' subject at any
length.
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a'Later on, as your committee sifts this. great
moral and practical subject, I should be glad to
consider any particular .hase.of-your zresearcgh
you-oare to-bring to myeatttion. -And, of course,
I shll also follow the press reports of the
committee's actions with the greatest titerest."

Carey icIWilliatas,
. aigeles, Calif'ornia. .*.

"I think that in certain areas.directly bearing.
upon fedetal rights, such, for ample, as the right
of free movement, the right."to vote in federal
elections without-fear or.-intimidation o.vexatious
,restrictions, thr.tight of-free a3d4.equal access to
-fe dera1 programs and.tb federally.sponsored services,
the right to a fair 'trial, the matter of, the. selection
of juries, the equal enforcement of the law. etc.,
that your committee should.make.detailed, fist-hand,
thorough-goin*-investigations in the South and lse-
-where, .I would recommend, for etample,.that some
attention be.devotbd to these gamerissues'as -they in-
volte Ame'icans of' 1-exicari descent in the fifty or
so southernmost.edunties in Texas, parts of New
Mexiboand Arizon, Colorado, and Califorhia. MIch
of-the material already exists: in the records of
the LaFollette and. Tolan. investigations; in the.,reports
of the NLRB and the War Labor Board, and.o.thed ,agencies,
both public and private. I would suggest thatthe
committee sift all of the complaints which the
Department of Justice has received of recent years
bearing on alleged violationsof civil right'. What
percentage of these complaints were inve.stigated.anid
-viith what results It seems to me, also, that.the,
'six lynchings reported in 1946 should be investigated
and-that the obvious failure of law enforcement'
agencies to conduct successful prosecutions in these
cases should receive special attention.,

" nOn-the score of recommendations, I would like to
suggest-that the committee give careful consideration
.to the'following proposals: -(a:) forthe enactment of
a new federal civil rights:.act,'broadly:conceiVed,
enforced by modern administrative teohniqiuqs; (b) to
the possibility of enforcing the Second-Section of the
Fourteenth~.mentent by reducing th .representation-
of those states that discriminate in the exercise of
the franchise; and (c) to the.amendmient of existing

-A;'

/
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f federal statutes so a.s to mak'f it a f elony f'or two
or mote persons.to conspire to violate the'.civil
rights of a citizen of'the United States, whether
the conspiracyi :carriedout uider color of a state
law or other.wis.e 

,

. "The burden of everything that I have written about
racial minorities is simply this: .that it has been
the failure of the federal government to act, or its
omission to act, that has made possible the existing
pattern of discrimination in the United St'ates today.
I entertainment. the slightest doubt that "the present
Supreme Court -would uphold -a new feder 63lil rights
act;,nbrhave I the slightest; doubts about the, -ability
of the f federal ,government toenforce suchan..act. I
am convinced on the .basis-oflatterday.research into
.the origin,.meaning-,.and purpose-of the :Fourteenth
amendment that suchdecisions':as Ple'ssy .Y..Terguson
would today be overruled;.but, without waiting for this
to happen, I think a new .federaj. civil rights aqt
should be enacted. By the.failurie of the federal
government to .ac, I mean the--filure toimplement the
-Civil War amendments by appropriate legislation,-
legislation vhich, wasobviously contemplated when the
amendments were adopted'as a. reading of'the final
section .in .each will clearly.demonqtrate.41

T . CGilli s Nutter, .
Attorney:.at Law,
Charleston, West.Virginia.

"In.the 1945 session of the 'dest Virginia Legis-
lature, among other bills introduced,:were the Fair
Employment Bill and the Civil Rights Bill, both of
high died in the committees to-which they-were re-
ferred., We have had -to ma e a fight over a period
of 'years to get a Negro on the State Board of.Education.
The Advisory Council to the State Board of Education
was established by the 1919 session.of the legislature.,
Later this Advisory Counciljwas 'superseded by...the
Negro State Board of Education, with no increased
power. At the 1947 session 6f. the l4gislature the
State Board of Education was.reorganized with ten
members constituting the Board and provided that,-at
least, one of" whom should 'b a member "of the Negro
race. This will take.effect*90 days fromits passage.

:v~" ',,,2~

t

I.

ii
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The Negro*State Board of ducation.was,.bollshed
by that bill

"As to your Inquiry indicated. by (a) and (b)
in your letter, I wish to reply as follows:

I reponmend that the'area' of Charleston,
Beckley, Bluefield aadheeling should-be
studied.. Think specialattentionshotld
be given.to the Blueiield.area..as thee
seems.to.be.:more discrimination there than
in any other place"in the state. I believe
that President H, L. Diokasqn df Bluefield
State.Oollege -could be*of ssistance, to you
in your:1nvestigation of.. jip h luefieldarea.

(b) My observations above as to the F.EI..
Civil Rights and Educational Bills ay be
regarded as specific.findings.that'I
should..1ike-to bring..to the,,Committeds
attention."

G. Bromley Onam
Bishopof the Me boistChu0 , the ew.York Area 'New
York City, N. Y.......

I'I dQthink some attention Wioul be given the'
qiuestion.of attacking an indiidua1sreputation by
members. O-congressional-co*nit.tee s.who seek to use
Comdittee'hearings for u terior ends. I am thinking
o1 Senator MokellarIs attack upon David Lillenthal.
I thinX.,ftoo, o.:the'activitt .ofrtheLormer Dies
Comittep. and,o17 the action o..some..employees of'its
suo-cessor herewnhern.-thSe ereti.Z'y o1 the Conmittee, in
respoi to a n-inquiry, will iduopmthe .inquirer .that
an individual is a..dingrQi radIcal,!-or is Co:nmu is-

tica.117.-oxl',-!.-'1a-1ckSI 'p'patri t:, -,s h allW.
the 'infdrmatpnj:he 'ay vO*e' 6. eithArJhearsay or
prpopaghn.d. .Nevertheess tl.gta'pemenstd.goed oit on
the" ltterhag .ot a.cohere'sdional.9ommittee' and i's
abigng..This may appear a small matter, but it is
certainly one that ought to be considered by.a
Committee dealing with civil rights.'

/
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Charles H, Thompson,
Dean of the Graduate School, Hoar d University,
Washington, D. C.

I might state also, that n em ery.happy to
note that onebf'..the studies you are bw conducting
has to do 'with existing..1swd for the protection of
civil rights"and .;he depirabidity of strengthening
the legislature... . .

'1 :think this.s a very iiiportant study, particularly
in those states. whre civil right. legislation is ig-
nored. Itviould be very interesting to:me to know...
why such legislation cannot be made ,effettive,- I
had in mind such states as Illinois ahd parts of
Pennsylvania, etc. where even separate schools are
maintained in spitb of':he law to the contrary,

"I would like'to call to your attention the Journal
of Negro Education which has included a nuihber df'
studies in .certain aspects of this field, particularly
the 1935 bummer issue,"

W. 3. Wal-ls,
Bishop presiding, Second Episcopal Distriot.,A.E.
Zion Church, Chicago, Illinois

tkeorx instance; I.'find that in the city of. Washington
here existthemost persistent segregaEtiox and

discrimination against.peoples of' color.. It is
getting difficult to.find a white taxi driver at the
Union Station who will take colored persons willingly
in his.'car; and.they persist in ignoring them while
cruising about the streets...I recently.had one to ask
-me.out 'of'.his car at the-Union Station.

VWIn- .the dihing room there is a determination to set
people of' color up against the kitchen invariably,,
and a down right refusa& to .permit them to ,use booths.
You already khow about the.theatre and the bathing
pool situation and....the segregation .in the wash rooms
and of the departments. It is alsi'terrifically
sad that in downtown lunch rooms, hotel dining rooms,
department stores, lunch counters and any other kind
of place, will not serve a man of color in.the Capitol
City of the nation...

4.

4,-

i
4-
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"It is well to clean up Germany and Japan. It
is also well to clean up America and especially.
America's Capitol City. I can share with President
Hutchins' thinking thoroughly in the following; '...
World state demands a world community, a world
community demands a world revolution, moral, in-
tellectual and spiritual. World government is not
a gadget which in one easy motion will preserve
mahkind. It can live and last only as it
institutionalizes the brotherhood of man.f'
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May 19, 1947

LW10ORidNDUM

TO: The President's Committee on Civil Rights

FROM: Robert K. Carr

SUBJECT: "The Civil Rights of Japanese Americans,"
prepared by Milton D., Stewart and Rachel Sady

(This is the first of a series of staff memoranda on the
civil rights problems of the various minority groups)

The Japanese Americans are a comparatively small
minority group in the United States, In many ways dis-
crimination against them has been patterned after dis-
crimination against other minority groups, Their case
does, however, have unique features of particular interest
to the Committee0 Because Japan was our enemy during the
war, a series of wartime restrictions and violations of
their civil rights unparalled in the history of our country
was visited upon the Americans of .Japanese descent, Wrongs
stemming from their wartime treatment and from the natural-
iz'ation laws discriminating.against Japanese present serious
civil rights problems today0

The P e 1940

In 1940 126,947 perscns of Japanese descent .were
living in.the United States0  The great bulk of these,
approximately.110,000, were living in California and the
costal areas of Uashington, Oregon arid Arizonao There were
small groups in other parts of the country, particularly in
Colorado and New York, Hawaii's large Japanese American
population and Ailaska's few individuals are not treated here,
since their special-status as residents of dependent areas
introduces 'other problems.

af

One-third of the mainland Japanese American population
are Issei', Japanese immigrants.whb came to America largely
between 1890 and.-1924,. T.no-thirds are their children and
grand-children - the Nisei and Sansele Although the Issei
cannot become citizens of the United States, their children,
born in tho United States, are citizens, The population trend
(see accompanying table) will continue to show a decline in
the number, of:aliens and an increase in the number of citizens
since Japanese immigration to this country has been banned
since 1924P,

Some of the Japanese immigrants settled in the coastal
valleys; laying the foundation for their later reputations



THE CHANGING OF JAPANESE POPULATION IN TE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES,
HAWAII AND ALASKA, 1900 - 1940.

(U.S. Census)

CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES TERRITORY OF HAWAII . TERRITORY OF ALASKA
Year Total Alien Citizen Total Alien Citizen Total Alien Citizen

1900 2,326 24,057 269 61,111.................279 ............

1910 72,157 67,655 14,502 79,675 59,796 19,S89 913 995  19

1920 111,010 81,339 29,672 109,274 60,618 18,659 312 270 42

1930 139,934 70,477 68,357 139,631 4,146 91185 279 205 73

194o 126,947 47,305 79,642 157,905 37,353 120,552 263 114 149#

*No breakdown into alien Pnd citizen groups was made in 1900 in Hpwai± or Alaska,

#In Alaska the census enumeration was made in 1939 instead of in 1940.

From "Wartime Exile", WRA Reocrt.

zTl
0

... .......
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as agricultural wizards, Others flocked to the cities Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Oakland, Sacramento, Portland and.
Seattleo They started work as railroad section hands, domes-
tics, and harvesters in the orchards and fields Some
acquired land, entered wholesale or retail marketing of farm
products; in the cities others started small businesses or
entered professions to er ice their-communities. In 1940
approximately 29 percent-of the Japanese.Ame-iQani*wor'king-.
population were engaged in agricultural.and.fishery work;12
percent in clerical afnd sales work, 11 percent.in professional,
technical and managerial work and 10 percent in servicevwork0

The Japanese Ametibans were assimilated into'American
lifein' v arming .degrees, and the trend was toward more
complete integration Those in the northern coastal cities
were better assimilated than those in the..southern Califorrnia
valleys Japanesecommunities differed in many other ways
from locality.to locality'and between generations. They:
shared certainfeatures however: common useby the Issei and
not so common use by the Nisei of the Japanese language,
respect for age and family ties, a taste for Japanese foods,
a few other old.country customs; and, for the Issei much more
than the Nisei .thefeeling 'of being a minority group' which
must 'take care of itself in a hostile milieu0  To do this
almost every community formed Japanese associations to
protect its -members. These associations served as inter-
mediaries with the rest of the country and as social service
agencies for their people (Japanese were conspicuously ab-
sent from the relief rolls before theswar, partly because the
Issei feared deportation as indigent-aliens if they applied),I They also functioned as economic and.4gricultuial coordinators,
as chambers of commerce, and in general provided leadership
for the group .

Of the population later evacuated from the Coast *
approximately 55 percent recorded themselves as Buddhists;
29 percent as Protestant and 2 .percent as :Catholic. Most of
the others gave no religious preference, and a few stated
membership in popular 'Shinto cults (distinctfrom State
Shinto involving worship of the Emperor)., and in Seicho No
lye, a sect with Christiarn Science elements in its teachings.

Status of the Group;

The status in this country of persons of Japanese
descent in the light of United States law and United States
public opinion raises numerous civil rights problems The

4 first Japanese who came to -this country were not discriminated
against in law or in fact. From 1638 to 1884 Japan had a
strict prohibition against emigration, and only a few of her
nationals reached Americas The scattered Japanese who applied
for naturalization were granted it,, This .was true even after
the 1790 naturalization act had' been amnended after the Civil
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War, so that "free white persons" and Negroes could become
citizens. There were 80 Japanese ih'California when, in
response to pleas from Hawaiian sugar planters for labor,
mass emhigration was permitted from Japan, These were mostly
of the educated and upper classes and public sentiment toward
them was good, The majority of the immigrants came in after
1895, following the trail blazed by the more venturesome
They helped pioneer the .!est Coast and were welcomed-by the
white landowners as cheap labors The Issei were ambitious.to
get out of this category,. however, andwhdin they suc.eed.ed
ther.e were serioas'repercussiorisG "California farmers .resented
having their harvest hands suddenly 1et0me cordpeting-farm.
operators." The Japanese soon became the buttdOf .t.he.same
kind of organized anti-Asiatic dipaigns which had already
achieved the Chinese exclusion legislation*

In 1908 the Gentlemen's Agreement placed the'respon-
sibility for limiting Japanese immigration to the.United
States-on the Japanese government This did not satisfy
the Upst Coast racists who wanted total exclusion 'adopted on
,the initiative of this country During the first-World War
these people.were relatively inactive-since .the.United States
wasatwar and Japan was an ally0  Immediately after ,the war,
however, theo campaignn was taken up with renewed vigor and-
.with ultimate success,

The.Supreme Court in 1922, sitting on a case testing
the right of an Issei to become aGitizen of the United
Sta tes, interpreted the naturalization-laws to exclude.
J&apanese iamiigran s from citizenship, A:rider was attached
to th Immigration'Bill of 1924, denyidig admission to the
UnitedStates of all immigrants ineligible to citizenship
This applied t6 the Japanese, as well as to Mongolians,
P'olynesians, and the rates indigenous-to the-Western
Hemisphere0  The Gehtlemens :AgreementwaI annulled and Jap-
anese imniration stopped.

The disadvantages for the Issei inbeing "ineligible
for c itizenship"'have-been serious., .-Theonly exceptions to
this ineligibility are Issei veterans of the World War who
topk advantage of legislation permitting all alien veterans
to become naturaized citizens ..Springing from ineligibility
for cititenshi'p ere .the state licensing :prohibitions.and,,.'
alien land laws The Civil Rights -Statute of California
prot'ctsonly citizens, Atti-'Japanese-public-opinion and
pressure affected the Issei it countless ways Itfore-
stalied gi'eatei integration into American life and forced
them 'ack irio their own -communities for economic and social
satisfactions, Where prejudice had not yielded to legal
discrimination there was always the possibility that it would,
A WRA report described the .S*ituati6nl

"The Issei have never been permitted to forget that
they're not Ame loan citizens and are not eligible
to become American citizens. Reminders face them
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at every turn--in the law courtss, at city hall
license windows, 'in real estate offices, and at the

.. polls0

I.Each new discriminatory lawor wave of discrim-
naiqpn in the three Coastal: Statesf orced them

to.halt and -review the paradox* They had to
reconsider their involuntary dilemna between
protecting "their legal status in .apan and making
secure;their American.home and-the -country of
their children E4very timethat their American
roots we.r e threatened, their legal insecurity in
the United.States was'drivenhome to them afresho

..Their sense of being a minority group was sharpened."
.(Impounded. People 2 p. 8)

The California alien land laws served as the pattern
for other western states, The first of these laws enacted
in 1913, made it. illegal fbr aliens ineligible for citizen-
ship to buy agricultural land or'to lease it for a period
exceeding thr.e.years, In 1920 this law was tightened by
entirely..prohibiting leasing, the holding..of stock in any
organization owning or leasing land, and'the'appointment of
aliens as guardians of minor children owning le., In 1923
sharecropping was prohibited, These laws werenot retroactive,
Their constitutionality was affirmed by the Supreme Court
in the case of Terrance vso Thompson, They were not rigidly
enforced, however, partly became it was often to the advan-
tage of white Californians to lease or sell land to Tapanese
and partly because of loopholes in the laws' Amendments pro-
posed to make the laws 'more stringent did not succeed in

*passing. until the second World Ware.

In. spite of legal and rionlegal discrimination, Issei
stayed in the United States,. Until.'apah invaded Manchuria
-there was some hope that the quota system of immigration
would be extended to Japan and other equalizing steps be
taken, The chief hope, however, lay in the 'citizenship of
their children, The great majority of these children were
educated in American schools, frequently with supplementary
schooling in the Japanese. language-outside the public school.
Under. 12 percent were sent to*Japan for all or part of their
education, for .sentimental or economic reasons. The parents
hoped that the Nisei would serve as a bridge of understanding
between them and the rest of the country.

Although the Nisei were not subject to those legal
discriminations to.which their parents were they were not
free. from the pressure of public opinion. The WRA historian
described what happened:-,'

"***toward the end of the twenties and up to 1931,
when Japan invaded Manchuria, favorable consideration
was being given the matter of extending the quota to
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Japan. It was in this period that the anti-Jap-
anese forces of the I'Test Coast developed their
thesis on the subject of Japanese language schools
and the evils of dual citizenshipv..Itwas in this
period that the'Nisei,.or..citizengeneration of Jap-
anese Americans, began' to come'of age. It is true
that not many of them were yet of an age to vote,
but the fact that. some were. beginning to vote and that
there would be more with each passing year pointed
to the fact that the Japanese.minority was develop-
ing a voice and voting power 'and hence'would not
make such a convenient political..football in the years
to come. Unable to deprive'the American born children
of the Japaneseiiimigrants of .their citizenship with-
out first changing the Constitution of' the United
States, the racists made every attempt to discredit
the citizenship of the Nis.ei. It must.be said that
they were remarkably succe.ssful.in undermining public
and official confidence in the loyalty of the Nisei
to the country of' their bi.rth. .The.raqist arguments
were highly articulated .and widely publicized, and
the voice of the racists was much more penetrating
than the voice of the people of' good will Who were
in a position to refute those.arguments, It is
improbable that the fulnes 'of their success was
realized even by the racists themselves -- until the
United States entered World War ItL."

Evacuation.

"In tense times such as these, ,a strange psychology
grips us.. We are oppressed and fearful and appre-
hensive, If we can't get at the immediate cause of
our difficulties we are likely to 'vent out our
dammed-up energy on a scapegoat. .That scapegoat
may be someone whose views are cozntraryto our own.
It may be someone who speaks with a' foreign acdent,
or it may be a labor union which stands up for what
it believes to be its rights***'

Attorney General Francis Biddle made this statement
a month or. so before Pearl Harbor. He followed these words
with a pledge to protect to the limits of his ability the
civil rights of all groups, When war came, he and others
tried to avert the danger of scapegoating. The West Coast
Japanese Americans cooperated with American officials in
every way, both before and during evacuation, The Attorney
General of California said shortly before evacuation was
ordered that there had been no sabotage of any kind in that
state, There were no charges against'Japanese Americans of
disloyalty, espionage, or sabotage' Nevertheless the
scapegoating psychology prevailed. There was no pro ff of
disloyalty or subversive activities at the time evacuation
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was ordered, and none has appeared subsequently. The rumors
about Hawaiian Japanese assisting the enemy and sabotaging
iAmerican forces during 'the bombing of Pear 1 Harbor have
been declared false by FBI officials.and the Hono'lulu police.
These are negative indications of loyalty0 The outstanding
record of the Japanese American combat team in.Europe, and
of the Nisei in.intelligence work in the Pacific, bears
positive and spectacular testimony.to the loyalty that was
called into question0 .,

In the period immediately-following-:the entrance of
this.country into war with2Japan-there was comparatively
little action specially directed against.the Japanese
Americans. The Issei, as enemy aliens, were subject to
certain Department of Justice regulations and their funds
were frozen, 'Aside from that both Issei and Nisei were
treated on an individual rather than a mass basis, The
Federal Bureau of Investigation picked'up individuals on
suspicion of subversion and many were put in internment camps
but the majority of the group was untouched0 Gradually, how-
ever, mass treatment.began to be substituted for individual,
At first there was talk of evacuating only the aliens, but
later of evacuating the whole group regardless of citizenship
Those groups who hadl0ng wanted to drive the Japanese out
seized upon the ,international. situation as a justification
They were joined by honest people completely ignorant of the
real. nature of. the Japanese Americans in their midst. Those
advocating wholesale evacuation, for whatever real reason,
most often rationalizedit by saying that it was difficult
to MAl the disloyal from the loyal, Some .of them hpld that
the whole group was in danger at the hands of the west coast
residents, and was in need of protective custody*

Pressure from West Coast congressmen and the
recommendation of the Commending General of the West Coast
Defense.Command for evacuation of the.Japanese Americans
resulted in the issuance 6f Executive Order 9066 by the
President in February, 1942, This gave the Secretary of
War and the military commanders,the authority.to prescribe
military areas from which any person or group could be
excluded, With this authorization evacuation on a voluntary
basis began, The resulting confusion and objections of the
inland states to receiving the uprooted Japanese Americans
led to the compulsory evacuation'programi Persons of Jap-
anese descent, including institutionalized adults and the
occupants.of an orphan asylum, were moved to temporary
assembly centers, converted fair grounds and race tracks and
from then to relocation centers, camps of tar paper barracks
located in isolated parts of the country.

Evacuation confirmed and increased the Issei feeling
of insecurity in the United States4 Being citizens of Japan,
they were dependent on Japan, This dependency was increased
by the everpresent possibility of complete rejection by the
United Statns - deportation9 A Nisei explained that "The
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old people are going to find it.hard to believe that there is
any future for them in this country as long as the newspapers
spread lies about them.?"

Evacuation was much more of a shock to the Nisei, and
their conception of the meaning of their citizenship. After
Pearl Harbor they had considered the possibility of evacuatior.
of their alien parents, but not seriously of themselves.
Their evacuation, detention, and continued exclusion from
the 'est Coast even after they w"ere allowed out of the centers
disillusioned many of them, The statement before a House
Naval Affairs Committee widely attributed to the Commanding
General who ordered evacuation was frequently and bitterly
quoted:

"A Jap's a Jap. It makes no difference whether he
is an American citizen or not. I don't want any of
them,.., They are a dangerous element, whether loyal

* or not, It makes no difference whether he is an
American citizeno Theoretically, he is still a
Japanese and you can't change him...by giving him
a piece of paper..c"

This estimation of their citizenship seemed to the
Nisei to be the prevailing opinion. The taunt was often
made by the evacuees in the military guarded centers, "If
anyone, any Nisei,'thinks he's an American I dare him to try
to walk out of this prison." Scme Nisei who had never been
nor thought much about Japan began to think of going there.
One explained:

"I know that there are people who say that this
country is going to become more democratic and that
minority groups are going to be treated better in
the future I can't see much improvement during my

. life0  The Negroes have been in this country for
generations, and look how they are treated..0 Maybe
things are going to get better in this country for
minority groups in a couple of hundred years, But
I haven't got that long to wait. 0 "

Ruriors spread in the centers that the Nisei's citizen-
ship would be abrogated, and that all would be deported to
Japan,

The whole period of relocation center occupancy was
one of extreme social duress and uncertainly for the
evacuated people0 Relocation except to the western states
from which they has been evacuated was permitted, or rather
urged, not long after the centers were established. Many,
mostly Nisei, left to take-up their lives in strange
communities The majority., however, were confused and dis-
illusionedo Having lost their livelihood, and fearful of how
they would be 'treated, they preferred to stain the relocatio,
centers under government supervision where they at least were
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.assured of a roof and three .meals.a.dayo . They did not leave
until the West.Coast was reopened.to them, the war was won,
an.d VRA determined to closethe centers..

The People -1947

The wartime experience' 'f th Japun se Americans
has.changed the prewar scene0  Thir exact distribution
will hot be known until the '19 c0 census, but the neral
picture is already clear0 . The most important development
is the settlement of over a third of the evacuees *in the
Midwest and East, Chicago has become an important center
with from 15 thousand to 2Q thousand ,persons of Jaranese
descent, Los Angles9 with its 26'thousand is the only
larger community, There are also pockets of Japanese
Americans in such Midwestern cities.asCleveland, Detroit,

..Cincinnatis.Milwaukee, and also.ia some;Eastern cities.
Closer to the.Ue st Coast,.*Sa.1t Lake City and Denver are im-
portant centers, servicing'the rural Japanese settled in
surrounding areas. The old comninities on the T.'est Coast
hav'e been reestablished, Out there have been changes.

Evacuation destroyed.the economic structure of these
prewar communities, They tended before.evacuation' to be
self-contained, with Japanese business6s.employing.Japanese,
Japanese trade and.professional people serving'Japanese and
Japanese-owned farms, Now,*'with old businesses gone and
the 'old clientele dispersed,.many.depend upon more general
sources 'ofeemployment...' In the new Middlewesterpnomurninities
employment is in established 0aucasian firms0 Improved
public sentiment,.the result of the Nisei war.redor4.and
contact with the:res.ettlers. has opened more emiployment
opportunities to.Nisein They are able to fingd*work for which
they had been trained oftener'than was true.prio usly., when
the West Coast pattern forced* technically and 'p:testionally
trained people to become green 'grocers and domesticso On
theo.ther hand, oai the West Coast. apapese are appearing
c4.thea .1ief :ols 1 or the first time. .

.. Japanese Amerin buinjessnen ifn.manycities have
.assuM.ed a ieWr.ole.of service to Negroes,.with whom they

pften $harethe porer. residential districtst In Los Angles,
where Little Tokyojbecame Bronzeville during the war and is
4ow a combination,.some Japanese have gone back to ,old
businesses with.Negropatronage' Iti Washington, D Co,
nineteen grocery stores have.been opened by Japanese.Americans
in Negro.,neighborhoods. j

No. othe problem'has caused so much difficulty to
readjustiig evacuees as housing Starting with nothing at
a time when housing.is one of the nation's most serious
problems, the Japanese Americans have also had.to meet
racial discrimination in finding a place to live Ih some
western cities real' estate dealers refuse to show property

* I

* I

1-

I'
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to them outside of segregated areas This has usually been
effective, but as a last resort there have been restrictive-
covenants applying to persons of Oriental descent0  However,
the group has not been as much discriminated against in this
regard as other minority groups.,

communities
The old Japanese associations of the prewar/have not

reappeared, perhaps because of fear that they would be
suspect as.. they were after Pearl* Harbor, On the other hand,
the Japanese American Citizens League has emeIrgedwith new
prestige due to its-program of tackling the problems facing
evacuees in adjusting to the postwar steneo

"Legalization of Racism"

During and immediately before the war the natural-
ization laws were changed to allow the naturalization of the
Chinese and peoples .indigenous to the western hemisphere.
The Japanese, among others, are still ineligible for citizen-
ship, JSenator Langer and Hawaiian.Delegate FArrington have
introduced bills in this Congress t6 remove racial restriicz,
tions.on naturalizationo7 Ineligibility for citizenship
carries the. same and.additional penalties as before evacu',-
ation, .Citizenship is required for voting and other
participation.in the political life of the country, Citizen-
ship is required for most public employment, Citizenship
is required for licenses to practice in many fields All
states require attorneys to be citizens, 25 states physicians,
18 state teachers, 17 states funeral directors, 9 states
barbers, and so oi In Calif6rnia, legislation was enacted
during the war to prohibit aliens ineligible for citizenship
the privilege of commercial fishing, This bars approximately
200 people from their former occupations, A case testing the
constitutionally of the law is pending before the
California Supreme Courto

After evacuation the amendments tightening the alien
land laws in California, which had been unsuccessfully
offered throughout the 1930's, were enacted into law, These
amendments provided 'that: both the interest in land of the
landlord or owner and the interest of the alient shall revert
to the state where the alien land law has been violated;
violation. of the law is a criminal offense (heretofore only
conspiracies.to violate had been.criminal); and give the at-
torney general and district attorneys the right to use
criminal, civil ahd injunctive 'processes against an owner or
lessor of land where the owner or lessor transferred an
-interest in his property to another with the knowledge that
an ineligible'alien will be allowGd to use it, Money has
been appropriated for the enforcement of the law, and by
March, 1947, 75 violation charges had been entered in the
California courts The, Califcrnia Supreme Court has upheld
the constitutionality of the new laws, Since a large
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proportion of the Japanese Americans have been and remain
dependent upon agriculture for their livelihood, the alien
land laws result in serious discrimination against the Jap-
anese Americans, including the Nisei as well as the Issei
since, as the San Francisco Chronicle phrased it , they:

"Put in jeopardy all parties to any transaction in
and upon which a single noncitizen Japanese might
turn over a spadeful of earth or pluck a strawberry
to his own benefit.?*

O.0ther.states imposing restrictions or prohibitions on
.aliens'.ineligible to citizenship in holding real estate are
Arizona, Idaho* Kansas, Louisiania, Montan-a,*-New.Mexico,
.and Oregon Minnesota, Missouri, -and 'ashington have
similiar.restrictions on-persons who have.not.declared
:their intentionof .becoming citizens.*.

The abrogation.of trade treaties between Japan and
the.United States in 1940 created a'situation wherein alien
.Japanese may not.have the.right, heretofore protected by
treaty; to lease property for commercial. or. even
residential purposes.,3 A lawsuit is in progress- testing
this,,,

Deportation proceedings against several hundred treaty
merchants have been started by the Department of Justice,
Because the aliens are ineligible for citizenship, the
Department has no discretion in staying deportationf of
hardship cases, Several bills have-been introduced in
Congress about these cases, .and no action.has been taken
on the deportation.orders in deferenb-eto them,

Most of these legal discriminations affect the Nisei
indirectly, although the alien-'land laws affect them
directly0  Many Nisei, however-, feel that the: greatest
violations of their.civil rights were their war-time
evacuation and the 'Supreme Court's decision that it was
constitutional. (Kor.ematsu. vs. the United States .323
U.S. 214,'944). .Justice Murphy' With Roberts and Jackson
dissenting, termed this decision the."legalizatio of
.racism,," A lawyer, calling evacuation "our worst wartime
mistake"- describes-the implications of the decision:

"The. original program of relocation.was.ahinjustice,
in no way required or justified by the circumstances
of the War :But the Suprema Court, in -three extraor-

*The transcript of thetestimony by Mike Masaoka before the
Committee May 1 includes'specific instances-of how the
Niseir as*well as.the IsseX are discriminated against by
qalifornia's land laws.

wow,
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dinary decisions, has upheld ,its main features as
constitutional. This fact .converts a piece of war-
time folly into a national policy -- .a permanent
part of the law -- a doctrine enlarging the powdr of
the inilitary in relation to civil authority.. It
is having a sinister impact on the minority problem
in every part of the country. It is giving aid to
reactionary politicians who use social division and
racial prejudice as their tools. The precedent is
being used to encourage attacks on the civil rights
of both citizens and aliens. As Mr. Justice Jackson
has said, the principle of these decisions 'lies
about like a loaded weapon ready for the. hand-of any
authority that can bring forward a plausible :claim of
an urgent need.' All in all, the case of the Jap-
anese-Americans is the worst blow our liberties have
sustained in many years. Unless repudiated, it may
support devasting and unforeseen social and political
conflicts." (Eugene V. Rostow, "Our Worst Wartime
Mistake," Harper's Magazine, September, 1945)

According to Konvitz, author of "The Alien and the
Asiatic in America Law", the evacuation program with its
subsequent judicial review, was the first federal measure
of racial discrimination applicable to citizens. in our
country. It was the first instance in which the applicability
of a deprivation or restraint imposed by.the federal govern-
ment depended solely upon the citizens' race or ancestry.

The meaning of the Supreme Court decision to the
Nisei is reflected in the letter to the Committee from a
Japanese-American Citizens'-League spokesman:

"The language of the Supreme Court justices
leaves grave'doubts as to the .inviolability of our
civil rights, not only for those of us-who are of
Japanese .ancestry but also ftr every citizen. There-
fore, it seems to us that we need to know i.;rin advance,
in order that-we may act accordingly, whether-our
presumed safeguards are merely fiction or actual
bulwarks of our system of gdvernment...

"We ask, therefore, that this Committee re-examine
the record and provide another opportunity for the
Supreme Court of the-United States to rule on the
constitutionality of the 'military exclusion orders'
of 1942."

Conclusion

The. Japanese .Americans share, with other minority
groups, problems imposed by discrimination in variotts areas
of life, particularly in housing and employment on the west
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coast. In addition, they suffer from the following
particular violations of their civil rights which can be
called the "legalization of racism":

1. The Supreme Court decision that evacuation was
constitutional This is not merely a matter of
history for the Japanese Americanso It is a
potential threat to them, as well as to all
other minority groups*

2o The discriminatory naturalization laws barring
Japanese immigrants, as well as most other Asiatic
immigrants, from citizenship. Related to this
are the immigration laws prohibiting the
immigration of aliens ineligible to citizenship.

34 Penalties resulting from "ineligibility for
citizenship",,

Alien land laws in some states0 (These
affect the Nisei as well as the Issei in
California where the laws and their
interpretation have become more stringent)

No suffrage,

Limitations on employment to the extent
that licenses are given only to citizens
to practice in various fields.

Limitations on public employment.

Prohibition of commercial fishing in
California.

Rights heretofore guaranteed by treaty
with Japan now questionable. (Right to
lease commercial or residential property;
residence in the United States of the
treaty merchants)o

Sources:
War Relocation Authority Final Reports:
Wartime Exile
A Story of Human Conservation
Impounded Pople
Resettlement Study0
The Case for the Nisei, Brief of the Japanese-Amnericans
Citizens' League
"Our Worst Wartime Mistake", by Eugene V. Rostow, Harper's

Magazine, September, 1945
Konvits, Milton, "The Alien and the Asiatio in American

Law"
Letter from Mike Masaoka, April 23, 19470
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Members of the President's Committee on Civil Rights

FROM: Robert K. Carr

SUBJECT: "Civil Rights Problems of Mexican Americans"
Prepared by Milton D. Stewart and Herbert Kaufman

THE MEXICAN AMERICANS AND THE MEXICANS

I

The Mexican Americans and Mexican aliens in this country have
sometimes been referred to as "the forgotten people" despite the fact
that they constitute the fourth largest minority of the population. As
if to demonstrate the nature of their position, precise information re-
garding their numbers is nowhere available:

No one can state, even with a pretense of statistical
accuracy, the number of Mexicans residing within the
United States. For years the counts made by the two
governments, of movement back and forth across the
border, have been in violent disagreement and complete
reconciliation of these figures has never been achieved. 1.

Recent estimates have placed the figure in the vicinity of two
million, though some observers believe that it may be as high as three
and a half million. The United States Census of 1940 classifies indivi-
duals only on the basis of where theyor one or both of their parents
were borh. By that definition there were 1,076,653 persons of Mexican
ancestry living in this country, of whom 699,220 were native born of
foreign or mixed ancestry and 377,433 were foreign born. All of the na-

j tive born, of'course, are citizens of this country; only 13.8% of the
foreign born have been naturalized, Some Mexicans or Mexican Americans
cah be found in each of the 48 states, but a total of 838,738, or more
than 76%, lived in Texas and California alone. (These figures do not
include those persons of Mexican origin who are second generation Ameri-
cans or of older native stock. The total given above may be corrected by
comparing the 1940 totals with those of 1930, when the Census distinguished
Mexicans as non-white and therefore, tabulated all of them regardless of
how~hr back their roots in this country extended. There are probably
200,000 persons of Mexican descent who are not accounted for in current
figures. Their problems are the same as those of more recent immigrants,
for in those areas where they are most numerous the rule obtains that
"once a Mexican, always a Mexican."

Carey McWilliams, Brothers under the Skin, Little, Brown and Company
(1943), p. 115
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Most of what is said below about the civil rights problems of
Mexican Americans applies also to other Latin American groups in the
United States. Father Birch estimated, in his testimony before the Coma-
mittee, that 90 percent of the Latin American minority were Mexican or
of Mexican extraction.

II

The great influx of Mexican immigrants began at the turn of the
century. In 1900, it was estimated that there were only 100,000 in this
country. By 1920, the figure was up to more than 731,000, and by 1930,
it had passed the 1,200,000 mark. They came for two primary reasons, the
first economic, the second political.

The greater part of the Mexican immigrants have come
here for economic reasons, attracted largely by the
promises of labor agents who contract with large employers
of labor to furnish the necessary thands.t 1.

Many of them were driven across the Rio Grande ahead
of revolutionary armies. Many crossed the river volun-
tarily to escape the peonage under which they had
suffered so long in Mexico. 2.

With each successive wave of immigration, as the Mexicans were
employed in greater numbers in the cotton fields, mines, railroads, or-
chards and beet fields, hostility toward them grew. At first, the argu-
ment was advanced that they provided unfair economic competition. As their
number increased, the contention shifted to racial grounds - they were
alleged to be "a racially undesirable element." In the early twenties,
sentiment against them had crystallized sufficiently to result in legis-
lative proposals that Mexicans be excluded as rigidly as Orientals.

No legislation aimed specifically at the Mexicans was enacted.
But a rider was attached to the Immigration Act of 1924, denying admis-
sion to the United States to all immigrants ineligible for citizenship.
Races indigenous to the Western hemisphere were included in this category.
There was a conflict of authorities as to whether this provision applied
to Mexicans. Whatever the legal intent, exclusion was the effect:

With the creation of the Border Patrol, the strict
enforcement of the immigration lewe, and by tacit
agreement on the part of both countries, all further
Mexican immigration virtually ceased in 1929.3

Partly as a result of the motives which brought Mexicans over
the border and partly because of the introduction of legal barriers to

1Linna Bresette, "Mexicans in the United States," National Catholic Welfare
Conference, p. 6

2Pauline R. Kibbe, Latin Americans in Texas, University of New Mexico Press
(1946), p. 36

3 MfWilliamsp o.cit, p. 121
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their immigration, many of them are in this country illegally.

During World War II's acute shortage of labor regulations re-
stricting immigration from Mexico were relaxed and many were admitted to
take jobs in agriculture. Their essentiality was recognized so long as
there was a crying need for them. But with the demobilization of the
armed forces and the return to a peacetime economy, their situation may
become acute.

There is some evidence that many Mexicans came to this country
expecting to return to their native land. But studies have shown that
they are acquiring permanent homes whenever they can afford them; that
they are forming ever-increasing parts of the school population;.that they
tend more and more to immigrate with their families, etc. One authority
observed that "their experience may and usually does have the effect of
making them dissatisfied with permanent return to the lower economic level
of their country of origin."

III

Most of the Mexicans who come to the United States
work at unskilled labor. They are very much in demand
for the reason, expressed by many employers, that they
are 'not radical,' 'easily controlled by those in
authority' and 'willing to take orders.'...Lumbering,
agriculture, mining, grazing, railroad construction,
all demand his labor. They furnish the great supply
of transient labor for the perishable crops of the South-
west. Much of their work is seasonal and they drift from
one occupation to another, from state to staIe, and be-
tween seasons are often idle and unemployed.

A number of sources have produced evidence of the importance of
the Mexican Americans to the whole economy and particularly to the econo-
my of the Southwest. As a major source of cheap labor, they have been
a vital factor in the growth of cotton planting in Texas and Arizona.
They furnish many of the copper miners of Arizona and New Mexico. They
tend orchards, vineyards and other fields in California. And they are the
principal highway builders and section hands throughout the Southwest.
Farther horth, they care for a large part of the beet acreage. Father
Birch repeated an estimation that about 60,000 Spanish speaking workers
migrate to the sugar beet fields of Michigan annually.

The entrance of Mexicans into industry has been gradual, but it
is now rather pronounced. They can be found in the cotton mills, cigar
factories and garment factories in the South, where women and girls are
employed to a large extent. In the great industrial centers, they work
in steel mills, slaughter houses and meat packing houses.

The contribution of the Mexican American to the economy has not
been accompanied by working conditions commensurate with his significance.'1IlBresettes pE*it.s p. 10
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In agriculture, a few Mexican Americans own farms or are tenant farmers.
But the vast majority are employed as laborers, dependent on seasonal work.
For this reason, many of them have joined the ranks of migratory workers
who follow the crops.

They travel with the crops and the jobs. Whole families
may be seen in old and half broken-down Fords going from
the oranges to the cantaloupes, then to the grape picking,
and then to the walnuts. From the beet fields they go to
whatever work is offered them. 1

A 1940 study of a typical Texas community disclosed that wages
paid to Mexican workers are astoundingly low. The highest annual income
reported for an entire family was $800.00, and the median was less than
$375.00. The median earnings per family per week were only $6.54, and one
family in eight earned less than $3.85 per week. An earlier study in anoth-
er area revealed that in 1938 the average yearly income among Mexican mi-
grants was approximately $100.00 per year. Other investigations can be
cited, but all point to the same findings: the wages of Mexican farm labor-
ers are extremely low, and it is rare when the income of a family from all
sources exceeds, or even approaches, $1,000.00 a year.

In industry, wages are somewhat, though not substantially, higher
than they are in agricultural work. Mexican workers are subjected to dis-
criminatory wage differentials when they are given employment in other than
menial capacities at all. In many fields,their opportunities for industrial
jobs are severely restricted and there is practically no chance for promo-
tion. A single quotation will serve to indicate a condition that is typical-

The worker of Mexican descent in the oil industry is
usually employed as a laborer and assigned to work under
the direct supervision of an Anglo American foreman....
On rare occasions, Latin Americans are assigned to lend
assistance to workers in skilled classifications, such
as pipe-fitter, carpenter, or electrician. But, in these
instances, the job classification of the Latin American
is not changed, nor his rate of pay increased to the rate
paid Anglo American workers performing the same task...
Generally speaking, the conditions of Latin American
workers in the few oil refineries where they are employed
closely parallel the conditions of the Negro workers.
Both usually receive a wage several cents per hour less
than the wage paid to Anglo Americans in the same job
classification....2

In many places, both Mexicans and Negroes were denied the use of
facilities on the factory grounds, or were restricted to segregated facili-
ties. Even safety precautions and appliances provided for Anglo-Americali
workers have sometimes been denied to the minority groups.

lbid
2 Kibbe, 2. cit., p. 161
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There are no important unions which Mexican farm workers can join,
since agricultural workers do not come within the scope of the Social Securi-
ty Law and the Wage and Hour Act. Most Mexican Americans are without even
their fundamental protection. On the industrial side, there is little
specific data available. It seems clear, however, despite the nondiscrim-
inatory policies of top union officials, that local and independent unions
maintain agreements with employers to keep Mexicans in low-paid, unskilled
jobs, under the supervision of Anglo-American foremen.

In sum, despite the important role the Mexican Americans have
played (and probably will continue to play in this country) they have been
relegated to a position in which they are without most of the rights which
Anglo Americans have come to take for granted,

IV

Largely as a result of the low wages and lack of steady employment
described above, the Mexican American lives under conditions which are far
below the minimum standards of decency. Often, five or six persons live in
a single unventilated room., Box cars serve as living quarters for many of
them, while others stay in adobe huts and board shacks lacking even the most
rudimentary sanitary facilities. Sometimes, sanitary drinking water. is not
furnished, and farm laborers secure their water from irrigation ditches and
unclean cisterns. Nor is such overcrowding a phenomenon to be observed only
in the Southwest; a survey of Chicago in 1925 disclosed situations almost as
bad.

In view of the unhygienic conditions which prevail in Mexican com-
munities, and the depressed economic status which has been imposed upon them,
it is not surprising that they have become more susceptible to disease than
thepnpulation at large. Surveys have shown that a disproportionately large
number of Latin Americans suffer from vitamin deficiencies, because of the
limited diet which their inadequate budgets provide. The death rate from
tuberculosis is about seven times as great among Mexican Americans as the
rest of the population. Veneral disease is also much more common. In some
areas, the infant mortality rate from diarrhea and enteritia is as much
as ten times that of Angol-American children, and there are many more deaths
in child birth among Mexican mothers.

In addition, Mexican American communities are too poor to support
the necessary community houses, social centers and trained workers needed to
create and maintain a healthy social atmosphere. Moving picture houses and
pool halls supply the only recreation these people can afford. Even these
facilities have become a disproportionate influence because Mexicans are
sometimes barred from other recreational activities reserved for Anglo
Americans. Concomitant with these factors is an incidence of criminality
among Mexican Americans higher than their proportion of the total population.
Of course, muck of this may be explained by ignorance of the law, financial
inability of the economically depressed group to retain lawyers, and by oc-
casional discrimination in the administration of justice. Nevertheless, there
can be little doubt that the squalid environment produces a disproportionate
number of delinquents.
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In education, the same ugly pattern manifests itself. Only 58%
of the Latin American children of school age in Texas are enrolled despite
the existence on the books of a state compulsory attendance law. This is
accounted for by the deliberate efforts of some school superintendante to
keep Latin American children from using and crowding the facilities. Some
state officials try to use whatever moneys are available for education on
those already enrolled, instead of spreading it thin by encouraging the
enrollment of additional pupils. The ignorance of uneducated parents, the
need of Mexican families to put every available member to work in order to
augment their meager incomes, and the difficulties involved in arranging
for the children of migratory workers to attend school -- all of these are
educational barriers,

Latin American pupils are often forced to go to segregated schools
where the facilities are inferior to those in Anglo American institutions.
Even where segregation is not practiced (and there appears to be no definite
pattern in this type of discrimination), Mexican pupils are usually too
poor to dress like other children. They cannot afford the same kind of
food and maintain the same kind of appearance. They are offended by the
attitudes of some of their Anglo American classmates and teachers. They
are often handicapped by nutritional deficiencies. The net effect has been
to deprive them of the education which is offered to otherelements of the
population. In Texas, steps have been taken under the lead of the Depart.-
ment of Education to improve the situation by preparing teachers for the
special requirements of the state's school population. Many of the prob-
lems of Anglo Mexican relations may thus be alleviated if not resolved in
time. Nevertheless, the conditions of the educational system in the South-
west, particularly as they affect the Mexican American, are in need of
vigorous remedial measures.

Socially, the Mexican Americans are forced to undergo the same
humiliation frequently imposed upon the Negro in many places. A single
quotation sums up the prevailing attitudes:

The one-syllable answer to the question 'Are Latin
Americans refused service in public places of business
and amusement in Texas?' would have to be 'Yes.' But,
in order to be truthful and speaking for the state as
a whole, that reply must be modified by the addition
of the phrases 'some Latin Americans' are refused ser-
vice in some places of amusement' in 'some Texas
towns.' At the same time it is admitted that in some
rural and semi-rural communities, Anglo American opera-
tors of cafes, beer parlors, barbershops, and theaters
are adamant in refusing service to any and all Latin
Americans.1

Politically, this minority is almost without a voice. In some
places as a result of the activity of the so-called "White Man's Union," in
others as a result of local ordinances, they are excluded from primaries.
The poll tax effectively disfranchises a great number who cannot afford to

ITbid, p. 208
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pay even the relatively small amounts required. Finally, the Mexicans them-
selves have not been able to achieve the unity necessary to win representa-
tion of their interests. They are rarely represented in city, county,
state and school government even where they enjoy numerical superiority
to the Anglo Americans.

In many regions where Latin Americans are a substantial portion
and even a majority of th4 population, they are not called for jury duty.
As one might expect, this type of discrimination is reflected in failures
to obtain convictions even in the most flagrant violations of the law when
the offense is committed by an Anglo American against a Latin American.
Police officers have often failed to produce suspects when the complaining
or injured party is a Mexican. Finally, both Anglo and Mexican American
police officers are often paid according to the number of arrests they make;
it is almost inevitable that they should pick on the group least able to
defend itself. Adequate defense would reduce the officers incomes and
cause them serious embarrassment as well.

Another form of discriminatory exploitation is the siezure of
Mexicans' immigration papers by employers if the workers try to leave the
job before the employer is ready to permit it. Labor employment services
frequently charge Mexicans exorbitant fees for securing jobs for them, and
then actively try to force the men hired off the jobs so that they can make
another excessive commission by securing someone elae. Illegal immigrants
are sometimes permitted to work, dismissed without pay, and threatened with
deportation if they show any inclination to fight for the wages due them.
Bus drivers frequently negotiate to carry Mexican laborers at dishonest
fares. In these and other ways, the Mexican American and the Mexican alien
are subjected to exploitation, fraud and intimidation.

Restrictive covenants violate the rights of this group in many
places:

"...persons of Mexican extraction are denied the right
to own or rent real estate, except in designated sections
of town, regardless of their economic status or social
acceptability. These restrictions are imposed, not by
city ordinance, but by clauses in real estate contracts,
which ordinarily prohibit transfer of property to, or
occupation thereof by, 'Negroes, Mexicans or Chinese.1l

V
For twenty years, organizations interested in the civil rights of

Latin Americans in the United States have tried to get some federal agency,
whose jurisdiction would include the study of conditions under which this
minority lives, to make a thorough survey of the situation. They have had
no success to date. Thus, while those who speak with any authority on the
subject are almost unanimous in reporting the information outlined in this
memoranda comprehensive case studies and statistical data are lacking.
ThisiOR H iost dramatic illustration of the extent to which this group of
Americans has been overlooked by the government. A careful, all-inclusive
study of the Mexican Americans and the Mexican aliens in this country ought
probably to head a program to aid these people to achieve their full civil

1 lbid, p. 220

<-U
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rights. Such a program, in addition to doing justice to the people involved,
would do much to help our relations with Mexico and other neighbors to the
south.

More generallyfederal government action to help the Mexican Amer-
ican will parallel efforts to help the Negro, since the infringements on civil
rights for the two groups are very similar. The right to work and to earn
a living consistent with American standards need to be assured. A federal
program to this end would probably pay for itself many times over by reduc-
ing the burden on local and private relief agencies. It would cut down disease
(among Anglo Americans as well as Latin Americans, although the former often
seem to forget that disease is not stopped by social barriers.) It would re-
duce crime. A market for many products where none now exists, would be
created. And a large group would be enabled to render to the country the
full measure of its hitherto untapped capabilities. Effective action to pre-
vent the infringement of essehtial civil rights now denied or limited should
include:

1. The right to enter and obtain service in places of public ac-
commodation and recreation, including stores, theaters, etc.

2. The right to employment without discrimination because of
race or national origin, including the right to equal pay for equal work and
equal opportunities for advancement and promotion on the basis of seniority
and accomplishment.

3. The right to vote in primaries and elections.

4. The right to serve on juries.

5. The right to attend the nearest and most convenient public
schools.

6. The right to purchase, rent or sell property without special
restriction

7. The right to police protection and to equitable administration
of justice.

8. The right to enjoy all public services and benefits.
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TO: tUnbers of the President's Comm;ittee
on Civil Rights

FRTOi: Robert K. Corr, Executive Secrotary

SUBJECT: "Group Defamation and Civil Riahts"
mcmoraudum by Miltun D. Stewart, Director of
Research (.,ith the assistance of N.-IIcY Jecusler
and Rtchel Sady)

Tlis memorandum is somewhat different in character and

intent from the others which the St ff has prepared. Tne

first part of it is an analysis of proposals presented to the

Cornnittee in fbvor of group libel lavs; the second section deals

;7ith on original proposal by the St.ff for an alterntive -iay

of dealing .-ith group defamation. I tnink it is of sufficient

raerit to vcarrant the consideration of" the Committee (aspeciilly

those members who are on Subcommittee No. 3): I am also se::.'iIng

it to six or seven specialists in the field for their comme:.1tc,

I ,ould like to emphasize the tentative nature of the

proposal, and to urge members of the Committee to suggest any

modifications which seem to them to be desi.:able.
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Te h.terature ona group defamation which the Sta:ff has

examined is murky, confused and inadequate. Tuere is no classic

statement in the field which does justice to all of the socio-

legal aspects of the problem. ?nether minority group spokesmen

are for or against group libel statutes depends on whether they

believe the right to sue or prosecute those who ,libel,, their

groups will help them in their quest for tolerance. Traditional

civil libertarians bewail the evil of spreading race and religious

hatred, but fear the risk of limiting freedom of speech with any

inhibition of hate propaganda. M.ay sociologists are impatient

with this position which they claim reflects failure to recognize

an impending disaster to a free society -- the intensifications of

social cleavages and hostilities to a point where group tensions

often erupt into violence.

This memorandum is an attempt to reformulate the problem;

review the present situation, marshal the arguments for and against

group libel laws, and to propose an alternative way of handling

group defamation. Tnis last is based on an application of a broA

principle, eloquently elaborated by Harold D. Ldsswell, Professor

of Law at Y-le University.* The specific proposal made here is

the responsibility of the present writer.

* (of~ his contribution to lexsos, H.L., Froedom of the Press Today.

<4 _______
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A. Tue Cruyx of the Problm

Essenti-l1y, the proposal for laws enabling groups to

sue those who "libel" them reflects a clash of three civil

rights ("ria&its" are used here in the non-technical sense).

The first is the freedom of public expression which has tra-

ditionally been held to cover criticism of the motives, goals

and activities of all the groups in the community -- without

fear of retribution of any kind. A second civil right in-

volved here is the freedom of individuals who comprise the

audience in the communications process to form intelligent,

enlightened judgments on the basis of as many facts and

opinions as can reasonably be made available. (This civil

right is one which represents the ultimate justification for

freedom of speech). Finally, a variety of groups in a com-

munity argue that they have a civil right to be free from

defamation. Tn( key question is which of these civil rights

is to take priority over the others, when they conflict.

Protagonists of group libel laws hold that defense of the

right to defame as part of freedom of speech and press is an

unwarrantable infringement of the right of groups not to be

defamed.

The role of the second civil right--the right of the

citizen to be well informed and to make enlightened judgments--

is what is most often left unclear by those who comment on these

proposals. Yet it is this right which may well take precedence

over the other two. Tne unqualified right to freedom of speech

is supposed to result in the long run, and on the basis of a

clash of many interpretations and points of view, in the emergence
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of truth. This assumption also takes care of the require-

ments of groups that they be fairly presented and judged. If

truth emerges in the long run, then the facts and opinions

about them which are broadcast will be truthful, valid ones.

Thus, the long-standing view of democratic theorists has been

that the scrupulous maintenance of the freedom of the communi-

cator to criticize will ultimately safeguard the other two

civil rights.

B. The Argument for Anti-Defamation Laws

Those who argue for anti-dcfamation law7s say, in effect, that

"The 'merican society cannot run the risk of widespread group

defamation, We are told that in time, history, relying on a

free market place of opinion, will vindicate the reputations

of defamed minority groups. Such vindication will be bitter

indeed if it comes after the groups--and the fabric of democracy--

have been destroyed by their defamers." In support of this

point of view several factut.1 arguments may be adduced. Group

tensions in our time# for a variety of reasons, are probably

more serious and widespread than ever before. Racial and re-

ligious minority groups whose forebears had low stat's as

immigrants or slaves have reached the point where they are de-

manding full social equality for themselves and their children.

The general level of psychological tension in Amo ice, as clae-

where in the world, is high as a result of deep socio-economic

crises, that hate propaganda has a greater chance of success than

before. Vie have ever present in our minds the successful manipu-

lation of group hatreds by the Nazis to achieve the death of
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German democracy and their own rise to absolute power. This

is important because it has raised serious doubts in the minds

of those who were persuaded that mass irrationality was no

longer a serious social problem in the Vlestern world. Civil

rights, those who urge action argue, cannot flourish when

sowers of hatred are free to plant seeds of prejudice.

Then there are the obvious imperfections in American com-

munications process. Giant media of communication cover the

land. The concentration of control of the great networks of

newspapers, radio stations and movie theaters is on the increase.

There is an apparent inequality of access to the forming of public

opinion, which has resulted in the loss of faith in the possi-

bility of a free and legitimate competition of ideas* The clash

of conflicting opinions is a frustrating chimera when one of the

opinions is shouted in newspapers which reach ten million readers,

while the others must whisper to tens of hundreds through leaflets.

Finally, the wide dispersion of printing presses has made it

possible for hate mongers to operate anonymously in the crevices

of the opinion-forming mechanism. This is important because the

democratic theory of decision making postulates the right of the

citizen to make up his mind with full information about the

competence and self interest of those who try to persuade him.

These are the factors to which proponents of group 1:.bel

point, In effect they argue that we can no longer rely on im-

perfect competition of ideas to control the malicious falsehoods

of hate mongers. A new technique uf control is necessary This

control, an explicitly legal one, they propose to create on the

basis of the analagous laws which protect the indiv::.dual from libel.
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C. The Analogy of Individual Libel

The scope of the existing law of defamation of individuals

and of well identified groups (such as corporations) has been

briefly summarized as follows: (Professor Jerome Michael, Report

to the General Jewish Council)

"A civil action of libel is maintainable for the
publication of any statement that tends to expose a
person to hatred, contempt, ridicule Qr obloquy. The
plaintiff need prove merely the publication of the state-
ment by the defendant, and the fact that it refers to him.
The malice which is said to be a necessaoy element of the
action is inferred from the fact that the published state-
ment does so expose the plaintiff. The plaintiff need not
prove the statement is false, but the defendant may prove
its truth, and in almost all jurisdictions, truth is a
complete defense.

"In addition to the defense of truth, the courts have
from an early date allowed the defendant a certain freedom
in making statements that constitute comments upon matters..
of public concern, i.e. in literary criticism and the dis-
cussion of the public acts of government officials and
candidates for public office. In most states, this 'privi-
lege of fair comment' is narrowly restricted. It is simply
a freedom to comment on and draw conclusions from facts set
forth in the same publication, if those facts are true. In
a few states, the privilege is broader, and is, in effect,
a privilege to make false statements of fact on public matters
if reasonably believed to be true. In all states, however,
this privilege obtains only if the publication is made without
*actual malice*, i.e. if it was motivated by a genuine concern
about public affairs rather than by ill-will against the
plaintiff.

"Besides giving rise to civil responsibility, libels were
punishable criminally at common law, and are now so punishable
by the states. In most states, the crime is now defined by
statute, but in a few jurisdictions the common law offense
still exists. In all, the definition and *.ncidents of the
crime are based very largely on common law conceptiono. The
original justification of criminal prosecution for libel was
the tendency of defamatory publications to create a breach of
the peace by arousing the person who was defamed and the
members of his family to acts of vengeance0 An actual breach
of the peace was never a necessary element of the crime, how-
ever, and at the present time, in all but a few states, the
publication need not even tend to create such a breach.

"In both its civil and criminal aspects, the law of libel
has been concerned with statements damaging to individual repu-
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tations. However, there has been a partial adaptation
of the law to make it apply to statements about groups
of people, When the group defamed is a recognized legal
entity, such as a corporation or an unincorporated associa-
tion, the statements may give rise to both civil and
criminal liability. The same is true of a statement about
a group of individuals which is of such a nature as to
leave no doubt that the plaintiff or complainant was
included in the attack. If the group defamed consists
of an indefinite number of individuals, and the state-
ments cannot be shown to refer to any particular member
of the group, no one of them may maintain a civil action.
In such a case, there is some authority for the maintenance
of a criminal prosecution. The cases are too few, however,
to justify a prediction of what the courts would do in moce
than a few jurisdictions. The difficulty is enhanced by
the fact that in most of the ceqsas that night be cited in
support of such prosecutions, the defendant was charged
with a libel upon named individuals as well as upon all
members of the group."

Group libel usually refers to defamation of peoples be-

longing to racial, religious and nationality groups* Such state-

ments as the following are usually considered to be libelous of

groups:

"The Irish are to blame for political co:rvuption
in our large cities."

"There is proof that the Now Deal from its inception
has been naught but the political penetration of
predominately megalomaniacal Israelites."

"The priests got as many people as pos-sible killed
during the war to multiply the number of masses,"

"Above all, the objective of the Negro is to rule the
white, especially white women."

"There never has been such a thing as a Catholic
democrat, The whole history of the church proves
it to be anti-democratico."

Four group libel statutes have been adopted by states or

provinces on the North American continent, There is a law in the

province of Manitoba which provides that:

"...the publication of a libel against a r'ace or
religious crceed likely to expose persons "oel.c&ing
to the race or professing the religious creed to
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hatred, contempt or ridicule, and tending to raise
unrest or disorder among the people, shall entitle
a person belonging to the race or professing the
religious creed to sue for an injunction to prevent
the...circulation of the libel...."

Action can be brought by only one representative of the

libeled group, and can be against the owner of the publication

and the circulator of the libel, as well as the author.

In the United States, Illinois for a considerable time

has had, but rarely used, a group libel law against the exhibi-

tion of any lithograph, photoplay or drama which "portrays de-

pravity, criminality, unchastity, or lack of virtue of a class

of citizens, or any race, color, creed or religion" exposing

such citizens to "contempt, derision, or obloquy," or cojn-

tributing to breach of the peace or riots. Massachusetts, in

1942 amended its criminal libel law to cover speeches inciting

religious and racial hatred. According to the American Civil

Liberties Union, this statute has been completely unworkable.

In 1935 New Jersey adopted legislation making guilty of

misdemeanor:

"any person who shall in the presence of two or mor'e
persons, in any language, make or utter any speech,
statement or declaration, which in any way incites,
counsels, promotes, or advocates hatred, abuse,violence
or hostility against any group or groups of persons re-
siding in this state by reason of race, color, religion,
or manner of worship...."

Owners and managers of buildings where these speeches were given

were held liable, as well as the actual speakers. This statute

was aimed at the German American Bund and its anti-Semitic propa-

ganda, but a case against the Bund did not get to court until 1939

(although earlier it was used unsuccessfully against Jehovahts
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Witnesses for anti-Catholic statements). The Bundists were

convicted but appealed, with the assistance of the American

Civil Liberties Union, and the :upreme Court of New Jersey

ruled the law unconstitutional. The Court felt that it

should not be left to a jury to conclude beyond reasonable

doubt when the emotion of hatred or hostility is aroused in

the mind of the listener as a result of what a speaker has

said.

The Rhode Island legislature passed a similar bill in 1944,

but the governor vetoed it and the veto was sustained. Several

bills have been introduced in the New York legislature extending

criminal libel to groups, but they have not been reported out of

committee. The Dickstein bill introduced in Congress was designed

to give the Postmaster General power to bar from the mails any

matter intended "to cause racial or religious hatred, bigotry or

intolerance." Recent efforts have also been made to get group

libel covered by city ordinances, and a few cities have done so

although there is no record of successful prosecution.

D. Existing Laws.

Thus, experience with these experimental group libel laws

hardly warrants any enthusiasm for such statutes. On the other

hand, there is at present very little legal basis for prosecuting

those who spread hate propaganda. Individual libel laws may be,

in some cases, applicable. But the problem is so complex, and

varies so from state to state, that successful prosecutions, either

civil or criminal, are extremely dubious. In private actions the

truth of the statements is an issue in most cases. Moreover, a
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prosecutor or a plaintiff needs to establish malice or ill will

on the part of the defendant. If the result is to be a sizeable

damages award or any reasonable punishment, this is an absolute

necessity. The difficulty of establishing malice in libel cases

and overcoming the defenses of truth and free and fair comment

on public matters make the individual libel laws almost certainly

useless for prosecutions of those who libel groups.

In opposing any group libel laws the American Civil Liberties

Union argues that in extreme cases it is possible to prosecute

those who libel groups under existing "public safety" statutes.

They point to common state and local ordinances against incitement

to riot as examples. Such prosecutions might conceivably be used

in some cases. The Union says:

"Where speech and publications incite to violence
or present a 'clear and present danger' of so doing,
they can be attacked under existing laws controlling
disorderly conduct, breaches of the peace, incitements
to violence and the like."

It must be recognized that this is an extremely limited

mechanism and proponents of group libel laws argue that it is in

effect bringing a fire extinguisher into play after the house has

burned down. In his appearance before the President's Committee,

Mr. Will Maslow, of the American Jewish Congress argued:

"e are concerned with organized efforts to spread
anti-Semitism and other group hatreds, not merely because
such defamation endangers the security of a particular
minority group, but because democracy itself Is imperilled
by such attacks upon it. We learned from bitter experience
in Germany that Fascist groups begin their assault upon
democracy by exploiting latent prejudices against the Jews
and other minorities. Democrats in Europe wrung their
hands while political extremists made a mockery of free
speech.

I
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t"we can no longer solve these problems by a hackneyed
repetition of the clear and present danger rule. When the
danger becomes so clear and present that the courts see it,
it will be too late for governmental measures. Precisely
because organized defamation is for the moment quiescent
we can afford to take time to rethink the problem of how
to allow complete unfettered discussion of public issues
and at the same time prevent the wilful spread of group
libels. Now in its incipient utage, the germ can be killed
by a strong antiseptic. Later on amputation may be neces-
sary."
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E. Group Libel: Civil Suits

It is clear that no existing statutes can be relied upon

to mediate among, and adequately protect all three of the

civil rights cited above -- the right to free expression,

the right to form enlightened judgments based on the truth,

and the right of groups to be free from defamation. Those

who would go further with some kinds of laws against group

defamation are seldom clear about their goals. One series of

proposals follows the analogy of individual libel very scrupu-

lously. The purpose seems to be to protect the individual

members of a defamed group, by enabling them to sue for

damages.

Few competent students seriously propose laws permit-

ting private suits. The objections are:

1. The purposive emphasis is wrong; the goal
should be to protect the public against
dangerous lies, and only secondarily, the
members of the defamed groups.

2. Private suitors are often irresponsible; they
may imagine damage where there is none; the
threat of unjustified, expensive suits would
probably result in a serious if indirect inter-
ference with the right of free comment.

3. If every member of the defamed group be per-
mitted to bring a suit, there would be an
impossible flood of expensive court battles.

4. It would be extremely difficult, if not impossi-
ble to measure damages, either to the individual
plaintiff, or to the members of the group. There
would be no way to assess actual loss because
of the defamatory comment.

5. It is impossible, at least, that such laws would
back-fire since it is impossible to see how
racketeering members of' minority groups could
be kept from trying to cash in on such actions.
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6. Still other arguments, applicable to civil ruits
to recover damages because of group defamation
are also applicable to criminal prosecutions.
These will be considered below.

F. Group Libel: Criminal Prosecutions

A somewhat more impressive case can be made for putting pro-

secutions for group defamation in the hands of state or federal

attorneys, Here too, however, obviously impossible proposals are

advanced. There is now pending before the House of Representatives,

a bill introduced by Mr. Buckley of New York (H.R. 2848): "To

suppress the evil of anti-Semitism and the hatred of members of

any race because of race, creed or color." It is almost certainly

impossible that Congress will ever adopt this proposal. If it

should, the Supreme Court would almost certainly strike it down

as a clear violation of the First Amendment. The bill's first

section points to the evil of spreadinZ bigotry, and establishes

the policy of preventing it. As constitu'. )nal authority it

cites Congress' "powers to regulate commerce among the several

States and with foreign nations".

The succeeding sections would make it unlawful to distribute

hate propaganda. It defines the illegal material as "any book,

pamphlet, picture, paper, letter, writing, print or other publi-

cation which exposes the Jews, or any other group as a nation,

people or any substantial portion of them to hatred, contempt,

ridicule, or obloquy, or which causes or tends to cause them to

be shunned or avoided, or which has a tendency to injure them in

their occupations, employment, or other economic activities", etc...

It would be illegal to mail such material, import it from

abroad, or ship it by common carrier. It would be illegal to

receive such material "Iwith intent to sell, distribute, circulate
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or exhibit the same to others..." Punishment is provided for

any persons violating these provisions, or conspiring or acting

in concert with others to violate them. For each offense, a

fine up to $5,000 or a prison term up to five years is provided.

This is, of course, an extreme proposal. It is not actu-

ally a projection from the pattern of individual libel law. It

is an explicit limitation of freedom of expression. What it

does, is to put the propaganda of bigots in the same non-mailable

class with obscene materials, gambling and lottery offers, and

mailed communications intended to defraud. There is this to be

said for it: the difficulties of definition which attach to

more limited proposals, as well as complications of determining

truth or intent or damage "fall away." They fall away because

of the breadth of the language. That same scope makes it almost

certainly a perilous-jack-in-the-box, full of possible extensions.

A proposal more closely modelled along the lines of indi-

vidual libel laws is the following (by Professor Michael):

"No person shall knowlingly deposit or cause to be deposit-

ed in the mails, or shall knowlingly take from the mails for

the purpose of circulating or disposing thereof, or of aiding in

the circulation or disposition thereof, any malicious publica-

tion by writing, printing, picture, effigy or other representation,

which tends to expose persons designated identified or character-

ized therein by race or religion, any of whom reside in the

United States, to hatred, contempt, ridicule or obloquy, or tends

to cause such persons to be shunned or avoided or to be injured

in their business or occupation. Any publication having any such

tendency shall be deemed to be malicious if it was animated by
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ill-will against the racial or religious group referred to

therein. No person shall be convicted under this section (1)

if the publication, although malicious, was true, or (2) if the

publication, although false and made without reasonable grounds

for believing it to be true, was honestly believed by him to

be true, and was not malicious. The burden of coming forward

with evidence upon the issues of truth, belief, reasonableness

of belief, and malice shall be upon the defendant, but the

entire case shall be upon the prosecution. Any person convicted

of violating this section shall be fined not more than one thou-

sand dollars ($1,000) or imprisoned not more than one (1) year,

or both."

This bill is obviously drawn with a keen desire to guarantee

the widest possible latitude for information and comment on

controversial matters relating to religious and racial groups.

It may well be that no broader statute could be upheld under

the Constitution. Yet the limited applicability of this proposal,

and the difficulties of well-considered, effective enforcement

bring out sharply the slipperiness of the legal ground which any

group libel law must traverse. The following troublesome prob-

lems confound this and any other group libel statute, to greater

or lesser degree:

1.Fact or opinion?

One ticklish decision in this area is whether particular

statements report facts or state opinions. It is important since

the succeeding questions of 1trutht and of "inten6" can be applied

only when this determination has been made. Are these statements,

for example, factual, opinionated, or both: "The Protestant

r I - - -" --RRMM
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Churches are creating chaos in Latin America by their prosely-

tising:" "The Catholic Church supports Franco, a Fascist."

"The difference between the white and black races is proved

by the higher crime rate among Negroes." "Jehovah's Witnesses

are trying to stir up religious hatred, and are therefore

un-American." "The New Deal is the creature of the big-city

Catholics and Jews who now run it."

2. Truth, and a reasonable belief in truth

If it were held that the foregoing statements were factual

assertions, then their truth or falsity would become an issue.

If they are false, the problem shifts to whether a man who

makes them is "reasonably" convinced of their truth. If they

are true of some members of the groups discussed, but not others

are they still defamatory? Are unfavorable statements which

may be true of groups historically, but are untrue now, still

defamatory?

3. Actual defamation?

Are the foregoing statements actually defamatory of the

groups mentioned? Some might be, some might not. It would be

extremely difficult to set up clear and consistently usable

standards of what "tends to expose to comtempt, hatted, ridi-

cule, etc." Suppose a man publishes an accurate list of Jews

convicted of swindling, Irishmen convicted of draft-dodging,

Mexicans convicted of vagrancy, and Negroes convicted of rape.

Are the groups libelled,(as well as the individuals?) What of

statements like: "Hillman, Rosenman, Morgenthau, Baruch and

Lillienthal have been running the country for years and they

and their ilk must be run out of the government."
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4. Danger of self-defeating laws

Many opponents of such laws take the view that the evil

they are designed to deal with will be aggravated by the estab-

lishment of court proceedings to litigate the truth or falsity

of statements about racial or religious groups. Thus the

American Jewish Committee argued before this Committee:

"If truth or reasonable belief in truth
are permitted as defenses, and they should be,
a group libel law would give every bigot and
agitator a public forum from which he could pro-
pagate this bigotry. A prosecution for group
libel would inevitably give far wider circulation
to the libel than its original utterance."

Professor Chafee suggests that such laws may make religious

issue in a community where none existed before. Thus the New

Jersey law which led to the prosecution of Jehovah's Witnesses

made Catholicism an issue where it had not been one before. A

more general charge of irrelevance is laid against group libel

proposals by the American Civil Liberties UnionI

"The way to combat prejudice against races
and religions is in the open where intolerance and
bigotry can be attacked, exposed and destroyed by
the common sense of the overwhelming majority of the
people. The causes of prejudice lie in social and
economic conditions which demand reforms. Legal
penalties on mere expressions of racial and religi-
ous prejudice are bound to fail in the long run, just
as have all restraints on freedom of radical propa-
ganda. Penalties on acts of discrimination are
entirely justified."

5. The Danger of Extension

In addition to the general fear of extension of group libel

laws to other groups than those for whose protection they are de-

signed, a more specific one has been expressed. It is argued that

even if the legislation is narrowly drawn, members of minority

groups will seek to have it enforced beyond its proper, intended
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scope. In other words, they will try to choke off discussion

of their political policies and activities, which are fair game

for public comment. Thus some Protestants and Catholics might

try to ban or punish criticism of their recruiting activities

in one or another part of the world. Or they might charge that

attacks on their birth control or parochial school policies repre-

sent bigotry. Some Jews might try to still criticism of various

Zionist groups.

It is further argued that group libel laws will then create

more hatred for the minority groups because of their ability to

stifle legitimate public scrutiny of themselves. There might

ensue a dangerous timidity in participants in the open forum,

a reluctance to risk discussing subjects which they oughtto be

free to evaluate.
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G. An Alternative

To sum up, the constitutionality of a broad group libel or group

defamation law is dubious; the utility of a narrow group libel law is

questionable. And above all, it is a needlessly dangerous, probably round-

about self-defeating way of getting at the real dilemma: the conflict

of the three civil rights suggested at the outset. That dilemma may be

considered from another standpoint. What is the real goal of efforts

to control propagandistic attacks on religious, racial or national minori-

ties? Why is it that there is sentiment for some kind of restraining ac-

tion to expressions on these matters as against others? The answer is

that there is an implicit fear that in a time of crisis, the citizens will

not wait for the balancing process of debate to work itself out; instead

they will be led to dangerous belief and destructive anti-democratic ac"

tion because of the broad diffusion of bigotry.

The "argument for anti-defamation laws" offered above may be com-

pelling but the record of restrictive punitive action presents little

basis for confidence in its success, aside from questions of its moral

appropriateness.

In terms of the goal of action, the trouble with group libel bans

is that they try to punish where they ought to protect; they constrain

where they ought to expand. The hierachy of civil rights on which they

are based places the defamed group first. It leaves the enlightened

public opinion only indirectly and inadequately strengthened. It places

a possibly unconstitutional, and certainly unappealing limitation on

freedom of expression.

An alternative structure might place the freedom of' the citizen

to be exposed to a clash of facts and interpretations at the top of the

list. This means not limiting, by the threat of suit or the threat of

Now
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censorship, the freedom to critieize--even the freedom to defame. And

here the danger becomes clear: the danger is that in our imperfectly

competitive forum of opinion, the citizen may be exposed to a constant

stream of evil misinformation and malicious libel without the benefit

of contrary facts or opinions.

It is not enough to say that the contrary facts are available

somewhere and at some time. Subscribers to the Cross and the Flag

almost certainly do not read the Nation; those who get the Protocols

of Zion in the mail will not read the Report of the American Historical

Association, exposing it as a fraud. Because of well known facts about

the self-selection and social stratification of audiences, it is fool-

hardy to rely on any automatic opinion clash.

Why not guarantee contrary facts and opinions of those exposed

to bigotry?

A statement of this problem in the international sphere by

Assistant Secretary of State William Benton is helpful:

"But do you newsmen agree that if such countries, working
behind information walls of their own creation, fill their
citizens with consistently one-sided And consistently hostile
interpretations about other countries, while at the same time
consistently withholding facts and interpretations that might
work for mutual friendliness and understanding--do you agree
that such a policy raises for the international community
serious questions? And are not the answers to those questions
those which lead directly away from that understanding and
mutual trust which alone can provide a stable foundation for
peace?

"In the domestic area, such a policy is L:ad enough. But
when it is exported in propaganda to other countries, its
potential mischief is compounded. It becomes international
libel.

11
*

"We in the United States would of course have no complaint
if facts about us were reported in proportion to their true

I
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relation to the American scene. Tell the worst; we can
take it. VYe ourselves send the worst all over the world,
via our news agencies, along with whatever else is re-
garded as neus. But when foreign governments in control
of information, day after day, year after year, concen-
trate on the abnormal and the malignant aspects of America,
while excluding the normal and the benign then I think
those countries construct a barrier to stability and peace
that can conceivably prove insurmountable."

("The American Position on International News and International
Libel", March 19, 1947)

Concern about hate propaganda involves an additional fear; that

because of the anonymous nature of much bigotry-spawning material, the

recipient cannot properly evaluate it. Thus the infamous forged

Benjamin Franklin letter about Jews (exposed by Carl Van Doren) was

mailed as a single page of beautiful engraving on heavy bond paper to

thousands of people. There was not a iword as to who the sender was.

The democrat has enough faith in the competence of the people to come

to sound judgment that he may hot wish to consider punishing the sender,

or denying him access to the public. But the sender must come openly,

saying who he is. Then the public is free to determine his competence

to discuss these matters, as well as what self-interests may color his

views. Because the whole matter of disclosure is being considered in

detail by Subcommittee No. 3, which will shortly report on it, it will

not be dwelt on here.

What I am here proposing is that the civil rights involved be

clarified and redefined by statute as they affect mailed material ex-

pressing hostility or ridiculing racial, religious or national groups

in America.

1. The bigot has full freedom to express his bigotry, subject to:

a) Disclosure of his identity and the source of the funds
with which he publishes the mailed material;,
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b) Provision of an opportunity for reply to the minority
group which he maligns or ridicules.

2. The various groups in the community are free to defend themselves

generally against defamation (as now), and are specifically entitled

by law to reply directly to attacks upon them in published material sent

through the mails.

3. The citizen with ultimate responsibility for making good judgments,

will suffer no limitation in the source of information, even falsehoods;

here minority groups are attacked through the mails. He shall have

the right to know who attacks him or his neighbors, and what his spokes-

men or his neighbors have to say in reply.

The principle expressed here is, I believe, a sound, even a con-

ventional one. If recognized in law it would represent a "half-way

house" between the theoretically absolute freedom under the first amend-

ment, and the point at which the states (and Congress) may directly use

the police power to limit free expression. One argument for this pro-

posal might be that it could conceivably forestall the day when rampant

race hatred presented a clear and present danger. Supreme Court Justice

Roberts has stated the application of the latter doctrine to the dis-

tribution of controversial religious literature:

"No one would have the hardihood to suggest that the
principle of freedom of speech sanctions incitement to
riot or that religious liberty connotes the privilege to
exhort others to physical attack upon those belonging to
another sect. When clear and present danger of riot, disorder,
interference with traffic upon the public streets, or other-
immediate threat to public: safety peace, or.order, appears,
the power of the State to prevent or punish is obvious.
Equally obvious is it that a State may not unduly suppress
free communication of views, religious or other, under
guise of conserving desirable conditions."

This particular quotation was chosen because the final sentence

raises the implicit constitutional question about a compulsory reply

Aik
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statute. Would it "unduly suppress free comrmunication?" The Court

might or might not think so.

One of the most serious difficulties in dealing with hate propa-

ganda is the absence of a sociall hatred gauge." If there were such

a device, at a given point in the incidence of social hatreds, the right

of reply would be instituted. At a still later point, suppression would

be called into play in line with the Court's rule of "clear and present

danger." But we have no such gauge. Vle do not even have an accurate

measure of how much hate propaganda now goes through the rail. As one

indicator, I have apended a list of pamphlets and periodicals which

the Anti-Defamation League considered anti-Semitic or "doubtful with

respect to minority groups" in 1946. It must be stressed that this

is far from exhaustive; it does not include many small publications,

nor does it apparently include those defamatory of other minority

groups. The question is whether at the present time, when the minority

defense groups say hate propaganda has reached a new low, the volume

of such material would justify instituting a reply-to-bigotry procedure.

H. How It Would Work

A statute to guarantee minorities the right to reply to attacks

upon them would have to steer a difficult course between "effectiveness"

and "constitutionality". To maximize the chances for court approval,

there should be as little interference with the normal process of free

expression as possible. To serve any real purpose the law should have

enough teeth to make it more than a statement of good intentions. These

notes are intended only- to serve as provocative leads for further dis-

cussion.

1. What should be covered?
Any material tending to expose a racial, religious or
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national minority group to contempt or ridicule (parallel to the

individual libel laws) sent through the United states mail or shipped

in interstate commerce by common carrier, would be subject to this

statute. The test would be the described character of the material,

regardless of truth or falsity, fact or opinion. Leaflets, news-

papers and periodicals would be covered. Bona fide works of art would

be excluded. Other books might be excluded in view of the possibly

disproportionate burden on publishers relative to the likelihood of

injury from this source. (This presents difficulties of definition.)

Thus, occasional instances of injurious statements in standard media

would be covered as well as systematically scurrilous publications of

professional bigots.

2. When should the anti-minorit

The publisher or distribut

minority group could voluntarily submit

before he tried to mail it. If he did

the material, or any postmaster throug

minority group to whose attention it c

that it be answered.

3. When shall the reply be made

Ideally, a reply to injuri

group should be made at the same insta

as the offending content. This would,

difficulty. In the first place, it mi

interference prior to publication and

represent such a burden for newspapers

y propaganda be noted?

or of material injurious to a

t it for preparation of a reply

not do so, any person receiving

;h whose hands it passed, or any

ame, could submit it with a request

ous statements about a minority

nt, and within the same wrapper

however, introduce considerable

ght well represent an unduly harsh

distribution. It would certainly

and periodicals which might have
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5. What limitations shall there be on the nature of the reply?

The sole limitations on the nature of the reply should be

that it should contain no defamatory material and that it should be no

longer than the initial statement which it answers.
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to interrupt their schedule of regular issues. And it would require

publishers to take the risk of determining whether borderline material

was subject to reply and thus tend to create a prior restraint which

would probably be considered unduly burdensome by the courts. A com-

promise to handle the first difficulty might be to require instant re-

plies to all defamation which occur in non-periodical publications--

such as pamphlets, books, and leaflets. For publications on a regular

time schedule, the requirement would be for the reply to be carried in

the first issue after the offending item were carried.

However, in view of the prior restraint problem it would probably

be safer to make the proposal depend upon reply at the earliest possible

moment after the offending matter were mailed and after the responsible

administrative agency had ordered a reply.

4. Who shall decide whether a reply is to be required?

An advisory committee composed of one representative of each

minority group and several representatives of the general public shall

decidein the name of the Attorney General, whether a particular minority

group has the right to reply to a particular piece of offensive literature.

If it so decides, it should then designate a responsible group in the

community to prepare an appropriate reply. The advisory committee might

be free to decide against a reply because one is not warranted, desirable

or sought.
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6. Who shall bear the expense of printing and distributing the
rLY?

The reply might be paid for by the person or group which dis-

tributes the initial attack, by the Government or by the group chosen

to reply. It would probably be politically unwise for the Government

to pay for the reply. To ask the authors of the reply to pay for the

printing and circulation of it seems unfair. The objection to having

the originator of the libelous material ,ay for the reply is that the

courts might hold this to be an unjustified burden which would unduly in-

hibit freedom of expression. Nevertheless, this last seems like the most

equitable arrangement.

Upon receipt of the designated reply from the advisory com-

mittee the responsibilities of the publisher would vary with the kind of

publication which he originally produced. A newspaper would be expected

to carry the reply in its columns giving the same prominence to it as

the original attack had. If he had turned out a separate publication

the publisher would be required to publish the reply in pamphlet form pro-

vided that it did not exceed the length of the original matter. In

either case, the defamer would have the responsibility for circulating

copies of the reply to exactly the same list to which he had sent the

original piece. Each reply should carry the notation that it is re-

quired and authorized by Congress, which is committed to the principle

that the public is entitled to prompt replies to attacks on minority

groups.

7. What punishments for non-compliance?

If the publisher failed to comply with the order of the

advisory committee he would be subject to prosecution. In defense he

could attack the validity of the order. Penalties would be first a
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fine on the basis of the number of copies of the original Idaterial

which he mailed out, in more aggravated cases denial of the second

class mailing privilege, in extreme cases being barred from the mails.

The advisory committee would not conduct hearings preliminary to

its decisions, but any defendant could attack its orders in court on

his own initiative.
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I. Does the Alternative Meet the Tests?

Although a compulsory reply statute has many difficulties

of its own, it would not be subject to some of the limitations

of the conventional group libel proposals. The problem of truth

or falsity of assertions about minority groups would fall away;

a minority group would be entitled to a reply regardless of

whether it felt defamed because of the misuse of true statements

or the dissemination of false ones. Whether the injurious remarks

represented facts or opinions would likewise be irrelevant in

the considerations of the Advisory Committee. No question of

"intent" would have to be raised as a basis for granting or re-

fusing to grant the right of reply-whether the injurious materi-

als were maliciously inspired or not would not influence the

deliberations of the Advisory Committee. The chances of responsi-

ble consideration would probably be greater if it were made by

such an Advisory Committee, rather than private persons who might

bring civil suits, or local presecutors who might bring criminal

actions.

One problem which would still remain under a reply statute

would be the danger of extension. Minority groups might try to

use their reply power to discourage legitimate public criticism

of their political activities, e.g., Protestants on missionary

activity in Latin-America; Catholics on parochial school buses;

and the Jews on Zionist questions. This danger is admittedly a

real one. It is less serious than it would be under a group

libel law. First, because the Advisory Committee, composed of

responsible public-minded citizens, would presumably guard against

such extensions. Second, the Congress and the courts would always
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have the right to check the policies of the Advisory Committee.

The wisdom of "right of minorities to reply" statute is

subject to two basic questions. First, whether it would have

the desired results, and second, whether the courts would uphold

it. Whether it would actually do what it sets out to do is a

problem in politics and in social psychology. Politically, the

question is whether giving this much official attention to hate

groups would increase their status and their responsibility.

In addition, it may be far from desirable to make anti-Negroism,

anti-Semitism, "anti-Niseism," etc. "issues' on which there are

two sides. There is a certain amount of danger that a reply

statute would help to create a public opinion in which one had

to be "for" or "against" each minority group. The professional

bigots would certainly raise the cry that they are being perse-

cuted, and would try to use the reply scheme to make martyrs of

themselves.

Partial answers to these objections are that bigots claim

to be persecuted martyrs now and that since replies would go

only to people whom they now reach, there would be no enhancement

of their status or expansion of the issuee" of race and religion.

It must be noted that these are only partial answers. The most

serious question of all is whether giving both sides on an issue

like this will lead the reader to form a rational judgment. The

answer can be provided only by a series of research projects by

communications specialists. No precisely applicable studies have

been done. There is, however, a project now in progress at the

Commission on Community Inter-Relations which offers some sugges.-

tive data. The Commission was interested in learning the answers

I
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to these questions:

(1) Do anti-Semitic remarks made in public places create

anti-Semitism?

The answer according to a staged experiment was

"Yes."--14% of those who overheard an unanswered

anti-Semitic remark picked up some of the prejudice.

(In a few cases, however, the anti-Semitic remark

actually had a boomerang effect and made people

feel more favorably toward the Jews)

(2) Should people who overhear such remarks reply to them?

(On the basis of acted out playlets before audiences

of ordinary people taken off the street, the answer

is "Yes". People who heard replies to the remarks,

as well as the remarks themselves, wer4 less likely

to pick up anti-Semitic attitudes and more likely

to be shifted from passive sympathy to active de-

fense of the minority. People exposed to the experi-

ment felt, by and large, that such remarks made

in public places should be answered. More people

felt this way than did not, regardless of whether

they were hostile, friendly or indifferent to Jews).

(3) What kind of replies should be made to such remarks?

(The CCI tested the alternative impacts of calm,

rational replies as against excited, militant ones.

They also tested the relative effectiveness of

using arguments about traditional American fair

play as against arguments about individual differ-

ences in all groups. The indications were that a
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calm manner and an appeal to American princi-

ples of fair play were most effective with

strangers in a public group. In general, the

objective was to neutralize or counter the effect

the remarks might have on the bystanders rather

than persuade the person who made the remark.)

The tentativeness of these conclusions cannot be too greatly

stressed. There is a large question about whether research on

verbal communication can be applied meaningful to printed matter,

which would be involved in the first instance in the "right of

reply" proposal. It would not be too difficult to undertake research

to answer the psychological questions about the effect of having anti-

minority group material immediately answered. Here, however, it

is proper for the minority groups themselves to take the responsi-

bility for learning the most effective ways of answering attacks

upon them. All that the government would be asked to do on this

problem would be to provide them with an opportunity. From then

on they would be on their own; if they could not successfully de-

fend themselves, then they would deserve whatever consequences

ensued. This is the basis of the democratic theory of public

opinion.

The question of the constitutionality of a federal reply

statute would rest in the first instance on whether the courts

considered th4 burden of forcing persons publishing material

tending to injure minority groups to pay for replies an unwar-

ranted burden which would unduly restrain their freedom of ex-

pression.

I
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Providing for punishment for failure to publish reply

only after an order of the Advisory Committee has been issued

tends to minimize this burden. It seems unlikely that the

courts would consider the burden too great in cases of wilful

defamation (which, it would be argued, might be made subject

to much more severe penalties, along the line of group defama-

tion statutes discussed above). The danger zone is the area of

injurious statements not shown to be false or which are un-

doubtedly subject to a new burden. The ultimate question would

be whether this burden is justified by the larger purpose. A

bill drafted to accomplish this purpose would have to be tightly

worded and all possible exceptions for materials not susceptible

of this treatment (such as legitimate aesthetic criticism) should

be made.

A reply statute could almost certainly not reach all of

the defamatory material now being placed in the mail. Some of

it takes extremely fantastic forms. For example, there are

several astrologists who are anti-Semitic, anti-Catholic and

anti-Negro-they derive their hostility to these minority groups,

they claim, from the position of the stars.

The arguments in favor of reply can be summed up as follows:

It is an appropriate mechanism for a democracy; it is not subject

to many of the difficulties of conventional group libel proposals;

its chances of success are at least as good, and probably better

than, a group libel proposal. The arguments against it aret a

qualified fear of extension; the possibility that in some or

many cases it might boomerang by improving the public opinion
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position of bigots; and that its constitutionality is ques-

tionable.

It seems to the writer that the proposal has at least;.

enough merit to warrant consideration by the Committee and

analysis by experts.*

*It is important to repeat that disclosure is an essential
part of this proposal. The very least which would be necessary
would be requiring the senderts name and address on every piece
of mail which is relevant. Mr. Ernst has already, independently,
requested the Staff to look into the feasibility of this idea.
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AppenCix

INDICATORS OF EXTENT OF BIGOTRY MATERIAL IN MAILS

From, A Survey of the Anti-Semitic Scene in 1948
THE FACTS, Anti-Defamation League of
B'nai B.'rith, April 1947. pp, 34ff.

1. Pamphlcts and books:

"The Roosevelt Death Iystery", by "Er. X"
"At The Root of It All -- Anti Gentilism", by

Lyrl Clark van HyninG
"The Semitic Race", by Wil'.iam L. Blessing
"RavishinG The Women of Conquered E'urope, by

Austin J. App
"Slave-Laborin6 German Prisoners-of-War", by

Austin J. App
"Judaic-Communism;..vs. Christin-Americanism, by

Marilyn R. Allen
'Illy Country Right or WronG N y Country", by

Marilyn R. Al.en
"Palestine or Birobidjan", by G. Allison Phelps
"The Cue of Tyler Kent", by John Howland Snow
"Government by Treason," by John Howlhand Snow
"Carpetbaegers in Operation Dixie," by Joseph P.

Kaim-p
"HOW - To Be An American," by Joseph P. Kamp

2. Periodicals:

Publiot ion

AMERICA IN DANGER

AMERICA SPEAKS

BEACON LIGHT HERALD

BIBLE NEWS FLASHES

BOISE VALLEY HERALD

Location

Omaha, Neb.

Atascadero Cal.

Faribaultg kinn.

Middleton, I~aho

Circu1t"tion
Claimed

1,100

v3000

'00

Known

- - -

3,000
- * -

1,300

BROOM

CHRISTIAN VETERANS
POLITICAL COUNSEL

CLOSER-UPS

COMMONWEALTH

CONSTITUTIONALIST

San Diego, Calif. 2,000

Chicago, Ill.

Hollywood, Calif. 7,000

Bradentown, Fla. 5,000

Seattle, Wash. 2,200

~A-.# ~

AN

-w so -"
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Publication Location Circulation
Claimed Known

CROSS AND THE FLAG

DAYTON INDEPENDENT

DEFENDER

DESTINY

ECONOMIC COUNCIL
LETTER

ELEVENTH HOUR

FOORT N77S LETTER

FREEDOM NEWS

GENTILE NEWS

GREEN MOUNTAINEER

GUILDMAN

IMP'S BULLETIN

INDIVIDUALIST

INDIVIDUALIST

MALIST

MIDNIGHT CRY

MONEY

NATIONAL CHRISTIAN
JOURNAL

NATIONAL DEFENSE

NATIONAL PROGRESS

Detroit, MYich. 12,000

Dayton, Ohio 15,000

Wichita, Kans. 70-1000000

Haverhill, Mass.

New York City

Detroit, Micho,

Vancouvr, B.C.
Canada

San Antonio, Tex.

Oak Park, Ill.

New York City

Germantown, Ill.

Aberdeen, Wash.

Danville, Va.

Lincoln, Nebr.

Meriden, Conn

Cincinnati, Ohio

New York City

Oakland, Calif.

Aroadia, Calif.

Philadelphia, Pa.

18,000

8,000

2,000

5,000

m -

12,500

2,000

527

300

- - -m

6,000

- ms

3,150

350-500

NORTHLSTERN PILOT Minneapolis, Minn -4-',000

PATRIOTIC RESEARCH BUREAU
ChicaGo, Ill, - - -

PHILADELPHIA NATIONALIST

PILGRIM TORCH

Philadelphia, Pa. 350-500

Englewood, G2.,lif 500

- * -

3,000

700

- m -

t

-w so o
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Publication

PRAYER CIRCLE LETTER

RUBICON

SHO-ERS-OF BLESSING

SMITH LETTER (WEEKLY.-
NATIONALIST NEWS
SERVICE)

SMITH LETTER (MONTHLY)

Location

Wichita, Kans,

New York City

Denver, Colo.

Washington, D. C.

Detroit, Mich.

Circulation
Claimed Known

25,000 - - -

SOUTHERN OUTLOOK Clanton. Alabama 20,000 - -

STUDIO NEWS Friend, Nebr. 1,000 - -.

TALK OF THE TIMES San Diego, Calif. -- - --

THINK WEEKLY Newark, N. J. 10,000 - -

WESTERN VOICE Englewood, Colo. - -- - - -

WHITE HORSE Atlanta, Ga. 3,500 - -

WOMEN'S VOICE Chicago, Ill. - - -

X-RAY Muncie, .Ind. 1,000 - -

The following publications have carried articles which give

rise to concern regarding their attitude toward minorities in the

United States:

Publication Location Circulation
Claimed Known

AMERICAN GLASS REVIEW

ANN SU CARDWELL LETTER

APPEAL TO REASON

ARAB NEWS BULLETIN

CAROLINA WATCHMAN

CHRISTIAN BEACON

COLUMBUS TRIBUNE

COVENANT VOICE

Pittsburgh, Pa.

New York City

Becket, Mass,

Washington, D. C.

Greenville, S. C.

Collingswood, N. J.

Columbus, Gao

Chicago, Ill*

less than
200

2,000

-- '-

5,100

5,000

Fj



Publication

FUNDAMENTALIST

GAELIC AMERICAN

GEORGIA FARMERS MARKE
BULLETIN

INDEPENDENT WRITER

MILITANT TRUTH

NATIONAL FORECAST

NATIONAL REPUBLIC

PATRIOT (MASS.)

PROGRESSIVE LABOR

STATESMAN

TABLET

TALK OF THE TIMES

TODAYIS UORLD

VOICE CF THE PEOPLE

Location Circulation
Claimed Known

Ft. Worth, Texas

New York City

T Covington, Ga.

Somerville, N. J.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Washington, D. C.

Washington, D. C.

Melrose, Mass.

Knoxville, Tenn.

Hapeville, Ga,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

San Diego, Calif.

St. Louis, Mo.

Sioux City, Iowa

65,000

200,000

45,000

28,000

99,004

60,00o00

500

20,000

>~ I
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Members of the President's Committee on Civil Rights

FRCM: Robert K. Carr
Executive Secretary

SUBJECT: "Civil Rights of American Indians" prepared by
Milton Stewart and Rachel Sady

The 400,000 American Indians who live in the United States
share with other minority groups problems arising from discriminatory
public attitudes. Indians are also singled out, however, for particu-
lar infringements upon their civil rights. These infringements stem
from laws and action directed against Indians, and from a misunderstand-
ing of their legal status. The status of Indians today is more easily
understood with some knowledge of the government's early relations with
Indians.

Early Relations with Indians

Early relations of the United States government with the scat-
tered and diverse Indian tribes of America were on a nation-to-nation
basis. There was no direct administration of Indian affairs. Treaties
were made which ceded large tracts of land to the United States in return
for certain benefits and the guarantee of continued possession of other
areas. In spite of these treaties Indians were further dispossessed of
much of the land guaranteed them. They fought against this aggression
in the Indian wars of the 19th century. Finally the United States forci-
bly achieved the removal and segregation of the Indians on reservations,
the only remnants of their once vast preserve. After the establishment
of the reservation system the practice of making formal treaties with
tribes was abandoned, and wherever possible Indians were dealt with as
individuals instead of as tribal entities. Rations were doled out to
those groups considered the most troublesome to keep them from actively
registering their discontent.

Once Indian land was obtained and the Indians put safely away,
Indian policy was pointed toward assisting the "vanishing American" on
his way by "civilizing" him. This was attempted by systematically breaking
Indian culture, and insisting that the Indians become Christians and
farmers. Much Indian land was alloted to individual Indians and sur-
plus lands opened to white settlement. The Indian Service had complete
control over the Indians, and the prevailing opinion was that death and
assimilation would soon liquidate its charges.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Members of the President's Committee on Civil Rights

FROM: Robert K. Carr
Executive Secretary

SUBJECT: "Civil Rights of American Indians" prepared by
Milton Stewart and Rachel Sady

The 400,000 American Indians who live in the United States
share with other minority groups problems arising from discriminatory
public attitudes. Indians are also singled out, however, for particu-
lar infringements upon their civil rights. These infringements stem
from laws and action directed against Indians, and from a misunderstand-
ing of their legal status. The status of Indians today is more easily
understood with some knowledge of the government's early relations with
Indians.

Earl Relations with Indians

Early relations of the United States government with the scat-
tered and diverse Indian tribes of America were on a nation-to-nation
basis. There was no direct administration of Indian affairs. Treaties
were made which ceded large tracts of land to the United States in return
for certain benefits and the guarantee of continued possession of other
areas. In spite of these treaties Indians were further dispossessed of
much of the land guaranteed them. They fought against this aggression
in the Indian wars of the 19th century. Finally the United States forci-
bly achieved the removal and segregation of the Indians on reservations,
the only remnants of their once vast preserve. After the establishment
of the reservation system the practice of making formal treaties with
tribes was abandoned, and wherever possible Indians were dealt with as
individuals instead of as tribal entities. Rations were doled out to
those groups considered the most troublesome to keep them from actively
registering their discontent.

Once Indian land was obtained and the Indians put safely away,
Indian policy was pointed toward assisting the "vanishing American" on
his way by "civilizing" him. This was attempted by systematically breaking
Indian culture, and insisting that the Indians become Christians and
farmers. Much Indian land was alloted to individual Indians and sur-
plus lands opened to white settlement. The Indian Service had complete
control over the Indians, and the prevailing opinion was that death and
assimilation would soon liquidate its charges.
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The Indians Today

-Prevailing opinion was wrong. Today there are approximately
400,000 Indians and their number is rapidly increasing. This is due
to a high birth rate, as well as to more accurate registration and en-
rollient on tribal census rolls. A person is an Indian if some of his
ancestors lived in America before its "discovery" and if he is considered
an Indian by the community in which he lives. Indians are citizens of
the United States. They have a special status with respect to the
federal government which is not incompatible with their citizenship.

The great majority, but by no means all, of the Indians live
on reservations. For example, according to the 1940 census 7,923 Indians
were living in major cities. Indians are no more restricted in their
choice of residence than are other citizens. Most of them have remained
on the reservations for much the same reasons that many rural-born
people remain in the communities of their birth.

From reservation to reservation there is considerable differ-
ence in Indian life. The diversity of the original indigenous cultures
is reflected in the present groups. For example, there are more than
fifty different Indian languages, each with several different dialects.
Some of these languages differ as widely from each other as English from
Chinese. In addition, between and within reservations various degrees
of acculturation from Indian life are represented, particularly between
generations. The resources on the reservations also vary, and this
affects the economic life of the people greatly.

(See the accompanying table for general distribution of
Indians in the United States and Alaska.)

The Legal Status of Indians

The status of Indians and Indian tribes is widely misunder-
stood. Indian law is based upon more than 4,000 treaties and statutes
and thousands of judicial decisions and administrative rulings. Its
underlying principles are political equality of races, tribal self-
government, federal rather than state sovereignty in Indian affairs,
and governmental protection.

Although citizens, Indians stand in a special relationship to
the federal government, which has been somewhat loosely called "ward-
ship." Indian tribes, as distinct from the individuals which comprise
them, have the right of self-government. Citizenship, wardship, and
self-government are the three important facts about the legal status of
Indians.

Citizenship: Prior to 1924, Indians were barred from the or-
dinary naturalization processes, although approximately two-thirds of
them were granted citizenship by treaties and special statutes. Parti-
cipation in tribal affairs was considered incompatible with the responsi-
bilities of citizenship. Consequently, citizenship was often made
dependent upon surrender of tribal membership.
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In 1924 Congress made all Indians born within the continental
United States citizens of the United States. Indians automatically be-
came citizens of the states in which they lived. Contrary to earlier
theory, they retained their tribal membership, as well as their wardship
status. As citizens,Indians are entitled to suffrage, to hold public
office, to sue, to make contracts, and to enjoy the other civil rights
guaranteed to all citizens.

Wardship. The federal government has jurisdiction over Indians
on reservations. The constitutional basis for this is a provision giving
Congress control over commerce with Indians. The body of law built on
that base developed according to the principle that the government owes
protection to Indians in their relations with non-Indians. In general,
Indians on reservations are not subject to state laws, although this has
been modified by Congressional legislation on particular subjects in
particular places.

The "wardship" concept includes several different meanings.
Indians may be considered wards because they are subject to Congressional
power, because they are subjects of federal court jurisdiction, because
they are beneficiaries of a trust, or for several other reasons. The con-
cept does not mean that the government can control an Indian the way a
guardian can control the actions of a child or a mentally incompetent
person who is his ward. The Commissioner of Indian Affairs recently des-
cribed to the Department of Interior employees just what wardship implied.
He particularly stressed the protection of Indian lands:

"The Government has no more control over the comings
and goings and everyday activities of an individual
Indian than it does over any other individual person.*
Wardship applies not to the person of an Indian but
rather to certain types of his property, particularly
land. This arises from the fact that most Indian land
today was tribal land to begin with, and the trustee-
ship which the Government exercised over the tribe and
its possession was extended to the individual when the
land was individualized. This means that the tribe or
the individual cannot sell or otherwise dispose of the
land without the consent of the Secretary of the Interior,
who is the official charged with exercising the trust.
This same restriction applies to certain funds which
are on deposit in the United States Treasury in a trust
status and which, in most cases, were derived from the
sale of Indian assets. These funds bear interest and
both the principal and interest can be used by the
Indians for purposes approved by the Secretary of the
Interior. It should also be carefully noted that the
Government itself cannot use these funds for any pur-
pose without the approval of the Indians concerned."

' An exception to this statement is the Indian Liquor Laws. This legis-
lation is discussed below..

7
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The federal government has always prescribed the ways in which
Indian lands may be alienated. Lands held in trust by the government
are called restricted. Indians can and do own unrestricted land over
which the government has absolutely no control. An Indian may live on a
reservation, which is restricted land, and at the same time own land else-
where in the same manner as a non-Indian.

The Indian trust moneys are used in part for the administration
of education, health and other public services on the reservations.

Self-government. Historically, Indian tribes have been recog-
nized as distinct political communities.

"The Indian's right of self-government is a right
which has been consistently protected by the courts,
frequently recognized and intermittently ignored by
treaty-makers and legislators, and very widely disre-
garded by administrative officials." (Cohen, op.cit.,
p. 122)

Indian self-government includes the power of a tribe to adopt and operate
under a form of government of the group's choosing, to define conditions
of tribal membership, to regulate the domestic relations of members, to
prescribe rules of inheritance, levy taxes, regulate property within the
jurisdiction of the tribe, control the conduct of members by municipal
legislation, and to administer justice.

The federal government's first really pragmatic recognition of
the tribal right of self-government was the Indian Reorganization Act.
This Act, passed by Congress in 1934, among other things implemented this
right by issuing the tribes, so desiring, charters as municipal corpora-
tions. The Indian communities were to be given maximum control over their
economic life and the expenditure of their funds in these charters. A.large
majority but not all of the tribes accepted organization under the Act
and now have their own charters and constitutions.

The Indian Reorganization Act provided for self-government and
incorporation for business purposes under federal guardianship. The long
range goal was ultimate removal of Indian tribes from the Office of Indian
Affairs' supervision. For many tribes this goal is almost academic, since
they are culturally so distinct from the dominant population as to need
special protection. For other groups the difficulty has been only in not
knowing how to make the transition. The Office of Indian Affairs is now
trying to overcome that difficulty by further encouraging the formation of
Indian corporate enterprises, and by trying to get the states and appro-
priate federal agencies to assume the responsibility for the welfare,
education, agricultural, law and order services which are provided for other
groups of citizens. The Indian Service believes that tribes including 53,000
Indians in eight states are ready to make the transition. It is hoped the
Klamath of Oregon, the Osages of Oklahoma, and the Menominee of Wisconsin
will be among the first to set up tribal corporations. Other groups would
follow in time. Under this program the federal government will retain
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trusteeship of Indian resources until it is certain that the release of
lands will not result in the wholesale dispossession of Indians.

Civil Rights Problems

The concern in the following discussion is not with the particu-
lar problems of Indians as people with special rights. For example, not
long ago an Indian complained .that the "Indians all over the country to-
day have to sue the government to make them realize that the Indians are
still wards of the government". Whether or not this was a legitimate
complaint is not within the interest of the Committee. Neither are com-
plaints against the Indian Service or other arms of the government which
do not have to do with specific infringements upon civil rights. However,
this limitation of interest does not exclude consideration of the affect
of the Indians' special status on their enjoyment of the sam rights as
other citizens. Special federal protection of Indians in certain fields
does not mean that they must forfeit their rights as citizens.

The civil rights problems of Indians include public prejudice
and discrimination against Indians, discrimination in the administration
of public services by the federal and state governments, discriminatory
federal and state legislation, and Indian Service measures of protection
which verge upon oppression.

Indians face problems similar to those of other minority groups.
Public prejudice and discrimination work to the disadvantage of Indians
in various part of the country. This is most apparent in areas sur-
rounding reservations, but occasionally Indian-appearing individuals have
difficulty getting, for example, hotel accommodations in non-Indian
country. The Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs recently said in
a speech:

"I have recently been in a community in Montana,
near a reservation, where the thinking about Indians
and the conversational comments concerning them are
still the same stereotypes of 'bucks, squaws, and
blankets,' that I was raised on in the same communi-
ty 35 years ago...

"I have recently been in another community in New Mexico,
Il more than half of whose non-Indian citizens survive only

because of the trade and business which the town's
proximity to the reservation affords them, and yet the
hundreds of Indians who frequent the town for marketing
and other purposes are denied access to all but the most
unsanitary and undesirable eating, lodging and rest-
room facilities. In this same area Indians are fair
game for rowdies and jack-rollers, who operate without
fear of punishment by the local police officials. Such
situations, and they can be described for nearly every
western state in which any large number of Indians
live, are not inviting to Indian participation in
American life and citizenship."
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Indians are encouraged by the Indian Service to leave the reser-
vations for employment, since the reservations' economic base is not
broad enough for all Indians. Individuals doing so, however, are likely
to run into employment discrimination, as well as difficulty in finding
living quarters out of the slum areas.

State legislation discriminating against Indians shapes another
group of civil rights problems. There have been many state statutes and
state constitutional provisions preventing Indians from voting, holding
public office, serving on a jury and testifying in a lawsuit. Most of
these have now been abandoned, but some persist. The most important
state laws now discriminating against Indians are those of New Mexico
and Arizona which do not recognize the right of Indians to vote. An ef-
fort is now being made to have the courts declare this legislation illegal.
The constitution of New Mexico withholds suffrage from "Indians not taxed,"
and the constitution of Arizona has been interpreted to deny the vote to
Indians as being "persons under guardianship." Protests against these
legal bans on Indian suffrage in the Southwest have gained force with the
return of Indian veterans to those states.

The justification given for denial of suffrage to Indians is the
exemption of some of Indian property from state taxation. This justifi-
cation ignores the facts that many Indians do not possess exempt property
and that non-Indian citizens possessing tax exempt property are not denied
the right to vote.

Indians are discriminated against in the administration of pub-
lic services by both state and federal agencies. Part of this discrim-
ination is the result of prejudice, but an overwhelming portion results
from a misunderstanding of the nature of the Office of Indian Affairs'
responsibility for Indians. Many people believe that the government
supports most Indians by grants of special federal benefits. Actually,
the majority of Indians support themselves and do not receive direct and
continuous federal aid. The Indian Service is charged with protecting
Indian lands and rights and with providing certain services. These ser-

vices, however, are not sufficient to replace all other public services.
It is hoped, to the contrary, to replace them with those ordinarily avail-
able to all citizens.

The Social Security Act has no discriminatory phraseology;
nevertheless, its administration in Arizona and New Mexico has discrim-
inated against Indian applicants. Farm Security has been loath to make
loans to Indians on the grounds that they have their own credit funds.
The Indians do have revolving credit funds, but these are far from ade-
quate. This misunderstanding, carrying over from federal and local
governments to commercial credit houses, affects Indians trying to get
G.I. loans. These houses think that the Indians are taken care of, and
so very few have received such loans.

The special protection afforded Indians by the federal government
presents a unique civil rights problem.

"The principle of government protection of the Indians
runs through the course of federal legislation
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and administration. The line of distinction between
protection and oppression is often difficult to draw.
What may seem to administrative officials and even to
Congress to be a wise measure to protect the Indian
against supposed infirmities of his own character, may
seem to the Indian concerned a piece of presumptuous
and intolerable interference with precious individual
rights." (Cohen, 2.cit., p. 173)

Cohen observes that a summary of repealed laws which affected
Indians affords insight into early Congressional disregard of the civil
libertiesof Indians. This is a matter of historical interest. There re-
mains on the books, however, one discriminatory piece of federal legisla-
tion - the Indian Liquor Laws.

The power to regulate commerce with the Indian tribes is the
constitutional basis for federal legislation against selling or giving
liquor to the Indians. Courts have upheld this power with respect to trib-
al Indians and the Indian country. At present both the sale or gift of
liquor to Indians outside of the reservations, and the possession or use
of intoxicating beverages on the reservations, by Indian or non-Indian,
are illegal. The Department of Interior is sponsoring legislation in
Congress which would make possible the sale or gift of liquor to Indians
outside of the reservations, taking the position that the law is discrim-
inatory. The Department is not taking a position on the possession or use
of liquor within the reservations, since this law does not discriminate
between whites and Indians there. The fact remains that in practice the
reservation law is also discriminatory as long as the prohibition is a
federal one and not one of local option.

The liquor legislation was originally enacted as a protection
of Indians from the "extortion, cupidity and avarice of white traders,"
and from the supposed weakness of their own characters. The Commissioner
of Indian Affairs commented recently:

"Conditions have changed greatly since those days.
Many Indians have been acculturated to the white
man's civilization. Indians feel that the prohibi-

tion which singles them out as a racial group is
discriminatory and brands them as inferior. Veterans
of World War II, who were able to obtain liquor with-
out difficulty while in the armed forces, have made
many protests against the existence of the law. Various
Indian tribes have passed resolutions urging that sale of
liquor be permitted to Indians off the reservation"
(Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1946).

Apart from legislation, federal administrative action has been
particularly oppressive in the past. There was a great concentration of
power in the hands of the administration. Indians were confined to reser-
vations and forbidden to follow many of their customs, particularly
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religious customs. With the recognition of the right of self-government
of Indian tribes most of this administrative oppression has disappeared.
However, the goal of self-government has not been completely reached and
the transition from wardship not yet made. The administration sometimes
fails to distinguish the line between protection and oppression. This
point is more fully covered by the testimony before the Committee of
D'Arcy McNickle.* In brief, he pointed to the following examples of
such failure:

Indian Service hesitancy to transfer to the tribes
responsibility of self-government.

Indian Service retention of trust over cattle bought
by Indians on loans from the revolving credit fund
even after the loan has been paid off.

Indian Service failure to declare more Indians compe-
tent to complete leases on land owned.

Conclusions

Recommendations the Committee may make to ensure the civil rights
of all peoples, such as fair employment arid housing practices, would oper-
ate to the advantage of the American Indians also. The Committee may also
be interested, however, in considering the following special civil rights
problems of the Indians:

1) State legislation discriminating against Indians;
especially the denial of suffrage to Indians in
New Mexico and Arizona.

2) Discrimination against Indians in the administra-
tion of public services by both federal and state
agencies.

3) Protection verging onto oppression by the federal
government, including the discriminatory Indian
liquor laws.

Mr. McNickle also discussed in his testimony the violation of
Indian land rights in southeastern Alaska and the restrictions
on the lives of the Aleuts of the Pribilof Island by the Fish and
Wildlife Service. In looking further into these situations the
staff has discovered that the picture of civil rights problems
in Alaska is broader and connected with Alaska's position as a
territory. A memorandum is underway on the civil rights problems
of our dependent areas, including Alaska.
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Indian Population in Continental United States and Alaska
Under the Jurisdiction of the Office of Indian Affairs,
By District, State, and Aguncy, January 1, 1945 1/

Source: 1945 Census Report
District, Agency, and Stute 2/

Total, Continental United States

1. Eastern Total
(Headquarters, 7zshington, D. C.)
Cherokee, North Corolina
Choctow
MiSsiasippi
Louisiana

New York, Now York
Seminole, Florida

II. Great Lake Total
(Headquarters, Minneapolis, Liinn0 )
Consolidated Chippewa, Minnesota
Great Lakes
Wisconsin
Michigan

Menominee, Wisconsin 4/
Pipestone, M1innesota
Red Luke, innesota
Tomah

Sac and Fo*x, Iowa
Wisconsin
Michigan

III. North Central Plains, Total
(Headquarters, Pierre, South Dakota)
Cheyenne River, South Dakota
Crow Creek, South Dakota
Flandreau, South Dakota
Fort Berthold, North Dakota
Fort Totten, North Dakota
Pine Ridge, South Dakota
Rosebud, South Dakota
Sisseton
South Dakota
North Dakota
Standing Rock
North Dakota
South Dakota

Turtle Mountain, North Dakota
Winnebago, Nebraska

I

Number
093,622

15,911

3,795
2,409
2,281

128
9,032

675

37,667

14,711
6,826
5,587
1,239
2,551

993
2,484

10,102
525

5,642
3,935

48,472

3,846
1,753

281
2,018
1,142

10,090
9,391
3,177
3,118

59
4,324
2,058
2,266
7,586
4,864

4

91
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DAstrict, Agency, and State 2/ Number

IV. Northwestern Plains, Total 21,497
(Houdquarters, Billin s, Montana)
Blackfct, Montana 2,488
Crow, Montena 3,630
Flathead, Montana3 0
Fort Belknap, Montana 1,805
Fort Peck, Montana 3,116
Rocky Boy's, Montana 878

Tongue River, Montana 1,719
W-ind River, W1yoming 2,697

V. Pacific Northwest, Total 23,072
(Headquarters, Spokane, Wahington)
Colville, Washington 4,431
Grand Ronde-Silotz, Oregon 1,785
Klamath, Oregon 1,547
Northern Idaho 2,346
Idaho 2 9 2 4 4

Wasainuton .102
Thholah, Washington 3,125
Tulalip, WbohinGton 4,425
Umatilla, Oregon 1,303
Warm Springs, Oregon 875
Yakima 3,415
Washington 3,367
Oregon 48

VI. California, Total 21,532
(Headqucaters, Sacramento and Sun Francisco,

California)
Hoopa Valley, California 3,556
Mission, Culifornia 7,088
Sacramento, California 10,888

VII. Inter-Mountain, Total 11,589
(Headquarters, Salt Lake City, Utah)
Curson 5,781
Neveda 4,192
California 1,589

Fort Hall 2,106
Iduho 1,970
Utah 136
Uintah and Ouray 1,765
Utah 1,680
Arizona 85

Western Shoshone 1,937
Nevada 1,480
Idaho 207
Utah 250
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District, Agency, and Stute2/

VIII. Southwest, Total
(Headquarters, Albuquerque, Nor Mexico
and Phoenix, Arizona)

Colorado River
Arizona
California

Consolidated Ute
Colortado
Utah
Fort Apache, Arizona
Hopi, Arizona
Jicurilla, New Mexico
Mescalero, Nev Mexico
Navajo
Arizona
New Mexico
Utuh
Pima, Arizona
Sun Ccrlos, Arizona
Sells, Arizona4/
Truxton Cunnon, Arizona
United Puoblos, New Mexico

IX. South Centr2l Plains, Total 113,448
(Headquarters, Gklahoma City and Muskogee, Oklahoma)
Cheyenne and Arupaho; Oklahoma 3,102
Five Civilized Tribos, Oklahoma 83,100

Kio44a71951

Oklahoma 7,583
Texetas368
Osage, Oklahoma 4,621
Panneo , Oklahoma 3,562
Potawatomi., Kansas 2,216
Quapaw, Oklahoma 3,795
Shawneey Oklahoma 5,101

I

I

I

4
#1

X. Alaska 3 /
(Headquarters, Juneau, Alaska)
Eukimo
Indian
Aleut

Total, Continental United States & Alaska

32,750

15,716
11,385
5,649

426,372

1/ These data do not represent the actual number of Indians residing
in each state but the number under the jurisdiction of Indian
Agencies Loorted in the respective states, either enrolled at
agency office or estimated by the agency superintendent.

2/ The state in which the agency headquarters is located is listed
first when the agency extends into trwo or more states

3/ Eatimaated population. 4/ Censue Report 1945 not submitted (1944
Figures used),

From: Statistical Supploment to the Annual Report of the commissioner
of Indian-Affiro (Fisccl Yer Ending Juno 30, 1946),

Number

100,434

2,282
1,303

979
987
958
29

3,202
3,685

816
868

55j458
28,836
26,268

354
6,934
3,439
6,445
1,265

15,053
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CONFIDE=T une 10, 1947

MEMORANDUM

TO: Members of The President's Committee on Civil Rights

FRCM: Robert K, Carr

SUBJECT: "Negroes in the Armed Forces" Prepared by Milton D. Stewart
and Joseph Murtha

The importance of the armed forces in the struggle of minority
groups for full achievement of their civil rights is too obvious to require
labored discussion* The armed forces are one of our major status symbols;
the fact that members of minority groups successfully bear arms in defense
of the country, alongside other citizens, serves as a major basis for their
claim to equality elsewhere. For the minority groups themselves discrim-
ination in the armed forces seems more immoral and painful than elsewhere.
The notion that not even in the defense of their country (which discrimin-
ates against them in many ways) can they fight, be wounded, or even killed
on an equal basis with others, is infuriating,

Perhaps most important of all is the role of the armed forces as
an educator. Military service is the one place in the society where the
mind of the adult citizen is completely at the disposal of his government0
The use of armies to change public attitudes is an ancient and well-estab--
lished tradition In the recent war Great Britain and the Soviet Union, as
well as the Axis powers successfully used the time during which their men
were in service to "educate" them on a broad range of social and political
problems, The efforts of the United States were much more limited and al-
most certainly less successful. Finally; the armed forces can provide an
opportunity for Americans to learn to respect one another as the result of
cooperative effort in the face of serious danger.

For a variety of reasons the minority group policies and prac-
tices of the armed forces during World War II had a considerable impact
upon the thinking of the American people. A number of fundamental questions
about social policy were raised, Although this memorandum deals with the
utilization of Negroes in the armed forces, it is not meant to suggest that
other minority groups did not suffer equally from discrimination The dif-
ficulties which they had were probably in direct ratio to their visibility6
Since most of the attention, documentation, policy statements and pro-
tolerance education has dealt with Negroes, it is easiest to deal with their
problems in the service., The Committee has already heard from Mr, Masaoka,
about the problems of the Japanese Americans, At the beginning of the war
no branch of the service would accept Americans of Japanese descent. Al-
though the Army later relaxed this rule to admit a volunteer combat unit

Because of functional differences, which are reflected in a difference in
civil rights problems, the Veterans Administration will be covered in a
later memorandum on government services.

F -I" - , .I I I -mmomp" ' I I . - -.- I-
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and a Pacific intelligence group, the Navy continued its policy through-
out the war; it did, however, while refusing to accept them into its own
ranks, ask the Army for the loan of some Japanese American intelligence
workers for operational use.

The main problems confronting Negroes in the armed forces during
the War were:

(1) Severe limitations on their recruitment and promotion.
(2) Backlog of prejudice against them among white officers

and men.
(3) The official policy of segregating them during their

service (the one exception to this policy--and its re-
sults-will be discussed in another memorandum)

(4) Tension between Negro soldiers and white civilians,
particularly in Southern communities and in othere
where public transportation and recreation facilities
were inadequate.

This memorandum is limited to a consideration of official poli-
cies of the armed. forces, administrative action to implement 4i-bs policies
and a statistical summary of the utilization of Negroes at the peak of armed
forces strength and at a point after demobilization.

During World War I the patterns of discrimination in the armed
forrces were traditional and undisguised0 Whatever slight efforts there
might have been to improve them were quickly dissipated in the post-war
period. During both wars about one in every ten men in the United States
Army was a N5gro, In peacetime, however, the ratio was closer to one in
forty -Mach-tbe-eame waa taxern the Navy and Marine Corps0

In peacetime too, the utilization of Negroes in every branch of
the armed forces was almost exclusively confined to traditional types of
service groups such as steward ratings in the Navy and Marine Corps and En.-
ginser and Quartermaster Corps in the Army. -At peak wartime strength the
same Negroes were acceptable in all types of combat duty and in many instan-
ces received commendations for outstanding service In the case of the Army
and Navy a token Negro officer compl ment was equally acceptable, although
always in command of Negro enlisted men. With the end of hostilities these
advances were quickly lost and the Negroes returned to their traditional duty
assignments,

during
What justification there might have been for this representations,

and af terWorld War I on the basis of low levels of Negro education, and
social origins, was to some extent eliminated in World War II. During the
first World War one out of every five Negroes was recruited from the North;
in the second World War the proportion was one of eve. three. In the first
World War only one out of every 100 Negro soldiers wde high school gradu-
ate4; during the second World War almost one out of every five,. During the
first World War one in every 20 Negroes had had some high school training,
as against one out of every four in the second World War. Whereas 95 per-
cent of Negro troops in the earlier war had only grade school educations,

41*,
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this number had dropped to 57 percent during the second World War. The
natural consequence was a more prevalent intense feeling on the part of
Negroes that they were entitled to continuing improvements in their assign-
ments in the forces.

The following discussion s of statements oIa licy indicate de-
velopiments which Negro groups *az o.iee- considere encouraging and dis-
appointing. The official statements on recruitment and enlistment as
received from the War, Navy and Treasury (Coast Guard) Departments follow:

A. Policy Statements*

Navy Department:

(1) Na Department
-No distinction is made between individuals wearing a
naval uniform because of race or color, The Navy ac-
cepts no theory of racial differences in inborn ability
but expects that every mnar'wearing its uniform be
trained and used in accordance with his maximum indi-
vidual capacity determined on the basis of individual
performance.'

The historical development of this policy may help to clarify
the present status quo. At the end of World War I (June 1922) the enlist-
ment of Negroes in other than the Steward Branch was discontinued. This
policy remained in effect until early 1942, when Negroes were again accepted
for enlistment in the general service ratings of the Navy.

As a result of the recent demobilization; it was discovered that
the number of enlisted personnel in the various rating groups was not in
agreement with the peacetime requirements of the Navy, The Steward's
Branch, which has traditionally drawn the bulk of Negro enlistments, was
approximately 35% over-manned. A previous order prohibited members of the
Steward Branch from being assigned to training in other ratings. It was
cancelled during demobilization to allow Negroes at present in excess of
complement in this branch to transfer to general ratings.

Experience during World War II caused some modifications of dir-
ectives originally issued in the early stages of the war. For example, a.
directive regarding the assignment of Negroes issued in the summer of 1943
stated that wherever possible, activities having large numbers of Negroes

f

would become all-Negro. This type of segregation has since been repudiated
by the Navy and a blanket non-segregation policy is now in effect. An in-
teresting paragraph from a similar directive to commanding officers of all
auxiliary ships is worthy of note here:

"It will be helpful to point out that past experi-
ence has proven the desirability of thoroughly

*Br.ced on official correspondence to Presidenti Committee on Civil Rights
from Secretaries of War, Navy and Treasury.
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indoctrinating white personnel prior to the
arrival of Negroes. It has been the experience
that when this is done and the white personnel
thoroughly understand the Commanding Officer' s
policy and what is expected of them, the chances
of racial friction are materially lessened."

As a further implementation of present Navral policy, the Navy
Department has recently gone on record in favor of the Powell Bill (H.R.
279) to abolish race segregation in the armed forces.

During the war Negroes were accepted in the Women's Reserve un-
der the same qualifications and standards as other members of the Women's
Reserve,. The training program was identical and all ratings and ranks
were open to Negroes and whites alike. The Negro women were completely
assimilated into this group of Naval personnel.

The policy with regard to Annapolis is the same as that for the
rest of the Naval Service, Since 1872 there have been six Negroes accepted
into the Academy for midshipman training. Of these, three, were dismissed
because of studies, one on a disciplinary charge, one resigned and one
midshipman is in attendance at present,

(2) Marine Corps
Due to a reduction in the estimated peacetime requirements,

present Marine Corps policy (March 1947) states that Negro first enlist-
ments will only be accepted for Steward duty, Re-enlistments of Negro
personnel into the regular establishment continue to be without quota re-
Sstriction.

Prior to World War II, recruitment into the Marine Corps was
limited to white citizens. In April 1942, the policy was changed to
permit recruitment of male Negro personnel by voluntary enlistment into
the Marine Corps Reserve (active). Enlistments were controlled by quotas
periodically revised in accordance with the estimated requirements and
anticipated strength of the Marine Corps, In December 1942, it was deter-
mined to procure all future male Negro personnel through Selective Service.
Quotas of Negroes were not to exceed 10 percent of the total Marine Corps
quota, and voluntary enlistments were ended, Procurement of make Negro
personnel resumed in December 1945, when voluntary enlistments were again
accepted if the Negro applicant had been honorably discharged from the
Corps. Recruitment under this policy was limited to quotas, depending
upon the estimated requirement for male Negro personnel in the peacetime
regular establishment. This quota continued to be reduced until March,
1947, when the present policy was established.

No female Negro personnel were taken into the Marine Corps dur-
ing World War II nor were there any Negro officers on active duty, At the
time of demobilization six Negro candidates were under instruction at Of-
ficers' training school. All of these candidates were released to inactive
duty with the option of accepting a reserve.commission.

The Marine Corps' use of Negroes in World War II, and its plans
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for their utilization in peacetime, highlight the sharp change since the
War's end. At various times during the war, Negro units included: anti-
aircraft, artillery and infantry battalions as well as the usual depict
and ammunition companies, security forces and steward personnel. Negro
units now in existence and presently planned consist of depot companies,
security forces for Naval establishments, logistic and training establish-
nents and steward personnel.

(3) Coast Guard
In recruitment of personnel for the Coast Guard at this time,

no distinction is officially made with regard to Negro enlistments, Prior
to the war, Negro personnel were trained particularly for duty in the
Cooks, Bakers and Stewards ratings. During the war general ratings were
open to all minority groups. The same opportunities and facilities are
available to Negroes as to all other recruits.

War Deprtment

Prior to World War I Negroes were recruited during peacetime to
fill existing vacancies in four Negro Regiments (two Infantry and, two
Calvalry). These unite had been authorized by Congress as part of the
reorganized regular Army following the Civil War, Requirements for en-
listment or re-enlistment were similar to those of other eligibles for
like units.

During World War I, Negroes were inducted for additional units
comprising a division for infantry regiments and activated service units.

Between World War I and II, recruitment was resumed for vacancies
in the 24th, 25th Infantry Regiments, 7 Negro Service and School Detach-
ments and one Quartermaster Company, An April 1937 policy statement
announced that in a national emergency, Negroes would comprise 9 percent
of the total mobilized strength of the Army at all times.

During World War II, Negroes were inducted into the Army in
numbers supplied by the War Depa:'tment to meet the requirements of acti-
vated Negro units, On January 31, 1942, Negro enlistments wore limited
to those cases in which the enlistment was "obviously to the best interest
of the Service." This policy was' adopted because of the critical billet-
ing shortage,

Post war recruiting until July 1946, was equally aimed at all
eligibles. A minimum mental standard equivalent to a score of 70 on the
Army general classification test was established for white and Negro alike
By July 1946, Negroes made up more than 16 percent of the enlisted strength
of the Regular Army, On July 17, 1946, an upward revision of the minimum
mental standard for Negroes was made. They were now required to meet an
Army general classification score of 99. The requirement for white re-
cruits is much lower, There was authorization for re-enlistment of Negroes
with certain specialties. This policy is effective at the present time.

Volunteer Negro worcen were accepted for enlistment in the Women's
Army Corps in accordance with policy applicable to all other eligibles0
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They may currently reenter the service in accordance with existing policy.
No new enlistments have been made in the Women t s Army Corps since the end
of hostilities.

Army nurses, white and Negro, were accepted upon application
for service during the recent War on an equal basis in accordance with
individual qualifications and the need for them. This policy will be con-
tinued during the post war period.

Before World War II, the policies by which National Guard units
recruited and assigned Negro personnel were determined by the various Statc
governments. Some states had no Negroes in their National Guards. -Some
had Negro enlisted men, but no officers. Some had small o Ia e gro
units which were segregated. The general pattern was for 4 assign-
ment to wholly Negro outfits. Post-war policy on the assignment of Negroes
to National Guard units is still in a state of flux. Appendix 2, includes
a table compiled by the President's Advisory Commission on Universal Train-
ing. It reports the policies adopted by 36 states and territories, whose
National Guard bureaus replied to a questionnaire, Ten states replied that
their Negro populations were too small to warrant guard units. Twenty-
eight said that Negro National Guard officers could be commissioned under
the law. Twelve states reported that separate Negro units had been estab-
lished or were contemplated, And 3 governments (Connecticut, Hawaii and
Idaho) reported that Negroes could be integrated with white units.

To date, thirty Negro cadets have been accepted by the United
States Military Academy at West Point. Of the thirty certified for entrance,
eleven have graduated with commissions as second lieutenants, one resigned,
fourteen were separated before graduation for deficiencies and four are
undergraduates.

B. Administrative Action to Im element Policy

NayZ Dcpartment

A pamphlet "Guide to Command of Negro Personnel" was prepared
-or use in the indoctrination of officers. Special training courses for
officers supervising Negro personnel were set up at Great Lakes, Illinois,
and Hampton, Virginia, In addition to this, directives as quoted in the
statement of policy regarding assignment and utilization of Negro person-
rnel were sent to all commands,

(1) Marine Corps
Marine Corps directives were issued to all commanding officers

explaining the planned employment of Negroes in the Corps, requiring that
every effort be made to locate and group those having the qualities needed
for non-commissioned rank, They expressed the policy that so far as the
exigencies of the service would permit, Negro Marines would be grouped
and assigned to the type of duty which they preferred. No special directives
have been issued on the integration of mutually supporting white and Negro
units, But emphasis has been placed on the indoctrination of white unite
serving in the vicinity of Negro units along the lines mentioned above0

I
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(2) Coast Guard
Since the Coast Guard operated under the Navy Department during

the war, directives and training material were issued to Navy and Coast
Guard alike.

Although no records are kept on the race or color of graduates,
the Coast Guard service has no knowledge of any Negro ever having been
accepted or graduated from the Coast Guard Academy. There are, however,
no regulations prohibiting their attendance, and appointment is made on the
basis of open competitive examinations.,

War Department

The Army, perhaps more acutely than any other branch of the ser-
vice, was aware of its minority problem because of its size, its effect
upon the efficiency of training camps in divergent areas of the country,
and the necessity to insure maximum utilization of all inductees at every
level.

An extensive indoctrination program was undertaken for both of-
ficers ahd enlisted men. Pamphlets, memoranda, films, and orientation
discussion were circulated to create tolerance and acceptance of minority
troops in order to facilitate maximum ilitary effioiericy,

In October, 1944, Officers Training Schools initiated courses
of instruction on the Negro Soldier, utilizing an Army Services Forces
manual entitled, "Leadership and the Negro Soldier." Several similar
pamphlets were subsequently published to develop a better understanding of
and to effect harmonious relations with Negro units. Films and orientation
lectures were available to both officers and enlisted men. Several of
these films - "Negro Soldier,' fTeam Work.," "Donat Be a Sucker," and "How
Do We Look to Others," have been given army-wide distribution. Among the
pamphlets published by the Information and Education Division of the War
Department's special staff, were: "The Negro in America," May 1945;
"Divided We Fall", December 1944; and "The Army Talks" series among which
the best known is No. 170, It deals with Negro manpower in the army, Negro
platoons in composite rifle companies and the problems of minorities in the
armed forces. (This particular pamphlet has recently been the subject of
a number of newspaper articles since it is based on recommendations made
by the Gillem Board). A recent War Department circular directs the use
of this pamphlet in the indoctrination of all personnel.

To further implement War Department policy a series of orders
were issued about the use of facilities on army posts. Among their more
important provisions was one permitting Negro membership in officers'
clubs, messes, or siilar organizations on a military reservation to all
officers on duty at the post. In 1943, a policy was adopted prohibiting
designation of recreational facilities for any particular race, although
permitting allocation of such facilities to organizations in whole or in
part, permanently or on rotation babis, provided equal opportunities for
usage was granted to all personnel. In July 1944, this policy was further
amended to permit the use of recreational facilities on a post to any

I
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personnel located thereon and is still in effect.

The Gillem Board's Report

The War Department is aware of the shortcomings of its policy
during the war and its failure to make the most effective use either of
the Negro potential in the country or the Negro manpower assigned to the
Army. On October 4, 1945, a board of officers headed by Lt. Gen. A, C.
Gillem was set up to study the operation of War Department policies over
the period of the two world wars and to make recommendations for changes.

According to the Gillem Report the bases of its recommendations
are: (1) "the army needs to develop the full capabilities small or great,
of every man allotted to it; (2) the improved status of Negroes in edu-
cation, craftsmanship and participation in government makes a broader base
of selectivity available; (3) Negroes should have full opportunity to
fulfill their responsibilities.as citizens in national defense; and (4) the
experiences of white and Negro troops during the war indicated that modi-
fications of policy are desirable."

The essential provisions of the revised policy and program are:

(1) During peace as well as war, Negroes will constitute ap-
proximately one-tenth of the army as they do of the civilian population;

(2) In the peacetime army Negro units will be activated, organi-
zed and trained in a wider variety of combat and non-combat arms and ser-
vices than has been peacetime practice heretofore;

(3) There will be no all-Negro divisions in the permanent post-
war military establishment such as the 92nd and 93rd Infantry divisions of
World War I and II, There will be Negro companies. troops, batteries,
squadrons, battalions and regiments, The largest all-Negro unit will he
a regiment, group or combat team;

(4) -Groupings of Negro units with white units in composite or-
ganizations will be accepted policy.

(5) Negro personnel with special skills and qualifications will
be employed as individuals in appropriate overhead and special units;

(6) White officers assigned to Negro units will be replaced by
qualified Negro officers;

(7) Military considerations being equal, Negro units will be
stationed in localities and communities where attitudes are most favorable
and in such numbers as not to overburden local civilian facilities;

(8) At installations to which both Negro and white units are
assigned, War Department policy directs that Army facilities for recreation
and transportation shall be equally available to all military personnel
regardless of race,
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It is important to note that in its "Army Talk" pamphlets de-
scribing the findings of the Gillem Board, the War Department stresses
the point that it is not an instrument of social reform, "War Department
concern with the Negro is focused directly and solely on the problem of
the most effective military use of colored troops. It is essential that
there be a clear understanding that the army has no authority or intention
to participate in social reform as such but does view the problem as a
matter of efficient troop utilization."

Much of the same approach will be found in the Army's attitude
towards off-post relationships with the community. In view of the many
articles written about the race problem in such camps as Fort Benning,
Georgia, a particular sore-spot with the Negro press, the statement of poli-
cy seems to lack realism.. Army Service Forces Manual M5 states:
"Soldiers) Negro and White, should be instructed that the Army has no
authority to alter in any direction the existing community pattern as a
matter of social reform, and that it will expect the soldier, when in the
community to abide by its laws. This, it should be emphasized, applies
to all sections of the country and to all soldiers alike. Just as mili-
tary reservation patterns are the business of the Army so are community
interracial patterns the business of the community."

Whether the elimination of racial segregation in Army operated
transportation makes the service an educational force for social reform
is open to question. It would be difficult to say to what extent a com-
pletely non-segregated, non-discriminatory policy in a Southern Army camp
would have an educational effect upon the local community. There seems to
be a reasonable doubt, in any case, as to whether commanders of certain
Southern army camps are putting into effect the latest policies set down
by the War Department.

Prewar practice and Policy left decisions on segregation and
other discriminatory patterns to the discretion of the local Commanding-
officer. As was pointed out above, this policy has since changed, but a
strong re-affirmation by the Commander-in-Chief and more aggressive imple-
mentation by the War Department itself might have a more positive effect.

Those portions of the Gillem Board report which have received
major criticism deal vwith segregated units and the quota system, The former
issue has received wide publicity due to a recent bill (H.Ro 279) intro-
duced by Representative Adam Powell,2 The measure is extremely short and
is quoted herewith: ". effective six months after the date proclaimed
by the President to be the date of termination of hostilities in the pres-
ent war, the separation of rac&s in the armed forces of the United States
whether by means of separate quarters, separate mess halls, or otherwise,
is hereby prohibited." According to correspondence released to the Comt-
mittee on Armed Forces of the House of Representatives, the Navy and the
Coast Guard interposed no objection to the enactment of the bill. The Army
however, in a lengthy statement referring to the Gillem Board's report, did
not recommend enactment of H.R. 279, but said: "The War Department believes
that progressive experimentation pursuant to the recommendations of the
board of general officer. will in time accomplish the purpose of the pro-
posed legislation."
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The Number of Negroes in the Armed Forces

A series of Staff requests to the Secretaries of War, Navy and
Treasury produced the statistics which are summarized in Appendix 1, They
describe the ratio of Negroes to whites in the several branches of the
Armed Forces at the peak of their wartime strength arid after demobiliza-
tion. The Staff has available still further statistical information on the
actual grades in which Negroes served during the war and are now serving,
The data presented in Appendix 1 are designed to give a broad, overall view
of the role of the Negro in the Armed Forces. The three things brought out
most sharply in the statistics are:

(1) The systematic and successful effort by the several
services to hold the number of Negroes to a rigid
proportion of the total personnel - both at the peak
of wartime strength and after demobilization.

(2) The Army!s quota is much closer to the actual Negro
population ratio than any of the other forces.

(3) The service of Negroes as officers in all four
branches (and as enlisted men in the Navy, Marine
Corps and Coast Guard) is way out of line with
even the quota systems. How much of this is due
to lower educational level of Negroes is debatable.

There is no need to comment at length on the fact that there
are only three Negro officers out of almost 70,000 in the Navy, Marine
Corps and Coast Guard. More than one out of every ten white men in uni-
form during the war and after demobilization was a commissioned officer.
About one in 100 Negroes held such a rank. Additional data which the
Staff has available indicate the high concentration of Negrd'V!sonn-l
in 4 L.e ratings, particularly in the Navy, Marine Corps and Coast
Guard,

The Future

The Senate Committee on Armed Forces has reported favorably on
the proposal to merge the armed forces into a single Department., There
has as yet; been very little discussion about the consequences of the
merger on armed forces policy with respect to Negroes and other minority
groups. It is apparent that as in every othor field, the merger will pro-
vide an opportunity to reconsider the inequality of rights which the
armed forces now extend to their members. At the present moment the Navy
has a theoretically more desirable policy on the handling of Negroes,
since it does not explicitly involve segregatioh, or a quota system, On
the other hand, everyone agrees that the further away from the office of
the Secretary of the Navy one gets the less significance the official
statement of policy on this matter has. The Army, on-6he ether-hand, with
a less acceptable policy statement, has takon much more efficient and ag-
gressive action to implement its policy throughout the Service. Ideally
then, the merger ought to be used to generalize to all branches the Navyls
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non-segregation statement of policy, and the Army's serious-minded attempt
to implement whatever policy it has, straight down the line.

Another, and extremely urgent area in which armed forces policy
on the handling of Negroes might be re-examined in the light of pending
legislation, is the-universal training and reserve organization ef-units.
Some criticism has already been leveled at the Army for its failure to in-
clude Negroes in the experimental unit at Ft. Knox, Kentucky, composed of
18-and 19-year old boys, Appendix II consists of quotations from the
Report of the President's Advisory Commission on Universal Training which
bear on the civil rights of Negroes in the armed forces,



Appendix 1: Table 1: CON FIDENTIAL
For use by the President's Cowmittee

on Civil Rights only,

RATIO OF NEGROES TO WHITES IN THE ARMED FORCES
AT PEAK WARTIME STRENGTH

(Includes male and female personnel)*

NAVY:
Officers
Enlisted Men

Total

MARINE CORPS:
Officers
.Enlisted Men

Total

COAST GUARD:
Officers
Enlisted Men

Total

Total Officers
Total Enlisted Men

.6 873
687,506
694,379

53
166,897
166,950

0
16,675
16,675

6
3;629
3,635

6-932
874,707

TOTAL MEN UNDER ARMS 881,639

White

-(24

885,514
6,711;443
7,596,957

335,989
2,837,499
3,173,488

37,664
423,273
460,937

12,713

155,170
167,883

1,271,880
10,127,385

11.399.265

Total
(3)

892,387
7,398,949
8,291,336

336,042
3,004,396
3,340,438

37,664
439:948
477,612

12,719
158799
171,518

1,278,812
11,002,092

12.280.904

Percent
Negro

(4)*w

8
e.3
8.4

.02
5,6
5.0

0
3.8
3,5

.05
2.3
2.1

.5
8.0

Percent
Negro White

.8
78.,0
78.8

.006
18.9

18 9

0
1.9
1.9

7c8
58.9
66.7

2.9
2409

27o8

C+

( D

.3
3.7
4.0

.0006 '1

.4

.4

9.8
99.2

1.4
1.5

11.1
88.9

7.2 100, 100.
to staff requests. The peak
the Marine Corps July 31, 1945,
Officers.

Pe-cent that column 1 is of column 3. -* * Percent of total Negroes and Whites in Armed Forces in all Cat,

4.-

I

C.')

z

'-4
w

*Based on official statistics submitted by the various Services in response
strength of the Army was reached on May 31, 1945, the Navy August 31, 1945,
the Coast Guard March 31, 1945. Officers in all categories include Warrant
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Appendix 1: Table 2:
C0 N F I DENT I A L

For U3e By The Presidentys'Committee on
Civil Rights Only.

RATIO OF NEGROES TO PlITES IN T HE ARMED FORCES
AFTER DE4DBILIZATIONL

Negro
(1)

Officers
Enlisted Men

Total

NAVY:
Officers
Enlisted Men

Total

MARINE CORPS:
Officers
Enlisted Men

Total

COAST GUARD:
Officers
Enlisted Men

Total

Total Officers
Total Enlisted Men

1,317
92,966
94,283

. 2
21,793
21,795

0
2,190
2,190

1
910
911

..1,320
117,859

TOTAL MEN UNDER ARMS 119,179

White

143,166
910,499

1,053,665

58,671
409,444
468,115

7,798
93,349

101,147

2,981
17,796
20,777

212,616
1,431,088

1,43.,704

Total
-S3J-

1.4,483
1,003,465
1,147,948

58,673
431.237
489,910

7,798
95,539

103,337

2,982
18,706
21,688

213;936
1,548,947

1,762,883

Percent
Negro

19
903
8.2

Percent
Negro White

101
78"o
79.1

,003
51
44

0
2,3
2,1

.03
4,9
4.2

.6
7960

0O02
18,3
18.3

108
1.8

8.7
55o4
64.,l

3o6
24.9
28c5

507
6,2

.008
l11
1,3

1.1 12.9
98.9 87.1

6.8 100 100

Forces in eqch category.

C 0 N I D E N T I A L

0

a*

1<

Ci)

z
t-4

w

1<

*March 31, 1947 - latest figures.
Percent that column 1 is of column 3.

*-K-Percent of total Negroes and Whites in Armed

Mill"
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APPENDIX II

EXCERPTS FROM TIE REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT'S ADVISORY
COIviMMISSION ON UNIVERSAL TRAINING WHICH BEAR ON CIVIL

RIGHTS

A, AStrong, Healthy, Educated Population

2. A high general level of education throughout the country,
with advanced schooling made the privilege of all who can qualify for
it by their own merit and certainly without regard to race--a factor
all too prevalent in many States. This is recommended not only so
that we may have enough people in the more special and technical fields
that lead to industrial and scientific preeminence but also so that we
may have an informed public opinion, cognizant of society's problems,
and a universal understanding among our citizens of their duties as
citizens, of their responsibility for the general welfare, of their
country's obligations in the world community, and of the benefits of
democracy.

3* Improved physical and mental health, not only for the happi-
ness they would bring, but also to make available to the country, in
peace or war, its full potential manpower resources. We cannot squander
our most precious asset by failure to correct the conditions of
neglect that led to the rejection for health reasons of one-quarter of
the young men examined for military service in World War II.

4. An understanding of democracy and an increased sense of per-
sonal responsibility on the part of every individual for making democracy
work. This involves the substitution of cooperation for conflict in d1l
human relations and the elimination of all forms of intolerance. It
is predicated on the moral and spiritual strength of our people and
on a recognition that our form of government rests on the will and
active support of the people. Freedom and democracy must be reborn
in and rewon by each generation.

Want, ill health, ignorance, race prejudice, and slothful citizen-
ship are enemies of America as truly as were Hitler and Mussolini and
Tojo. (Page 20 end 21)

Vo The Role of Universal Training in Supporting theRequirnements for
National Security

*oo

A. Military Benefits of Universal T7etaing-
.. Further, the Commission considers harmful the policies of the

States that exclude Negroes from their National G uard units, The
civilian components should be expanded to include all segments of our
population without segregation or discrimination. Total defense re-
quires the participation of all citizens in our defense forces.
(Pge 33)

-1-
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APPENDIX II

EXCERPTS FROM THE REPORT OF THE PRESIDENTS ADVISORY
COMMISSION ON UNIVERSAL TRAINING WHICH BEAR ON CIVIL
RIGHTS

2., Fundamental Principles of a Program

.*a. it must provide equality of privilege and opportunity for all
those upon whom this obligation rests. Neither in the training itself,
nor in the organization of any phase of this program, should there be,
discrimination for or against any person or group because of his race,
class, national origin, or religion. Segregation or special privilege
in any form should have no place in the program, To permit them would
nullify the important living lesson in citizenship which such training
can give, Nothing could be more tragic for the future attitude of our
people, and for the unity of our nation, than a program in which our
Federal Government forced our young manhood to live for a period of
time in an atmosphere which emphasized or bred class or racial differences.
(Page 42)

D, Control Direction and Organization of the Program

We reconend that the personnel of the commission should include
a group of full-time, well-paid civilian inspectors, whose functions
would be principally these: (1) To keep the commission fully and
continually informed of the manner in which the program is actually
operating in the field; (2) to advise the commission of the extent to
which its policies are being carried out in practice at the local level;
(3) to provide an avenue through which any individual in training may
submit complaints with the assurance that they will be promptly con-
sidered by someone outside the operating agency under whose jurisdiction
he falls, and (4) to locate any incompetent or irresponsible training
personnel, and to discover malpractices in the camps, and to inform the
commission thereof so that immediate remedial action can be undertaken,
(Page 47)

We recommend that a volunteer civilian advisory committee, composed
of representative citizens, be established in the largest city or
village in the immediate neighborhood of each training camp, Its object
would be to work with the commanding officer or director of the camp on
the nonmilitary aspects of the program, and particularly those relating
to the health, education, religion, morals, and recreation of the
trainees, We should hope that the authorities in charge would seek
the frequent counsel of such a committee, and that the two could
cooperate extensively in handling some of the many off-post problems
that will inevitably arise in a training program.
(Page 48)
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E. Basic Training Period

The individual must be surrounded during each of the 24 hours in
every one of the days of his training with the kind of influences and
environment that give life and substance to the lessons in the informa-
tion courses themselves. One important phase of such environment must
be the opportunity for every boy to mingle on a basis of full equality
with other boys of all races and religions, and from every walk of
life and many different parts of the country. (Page 63)

F. T ions

3. Grants-in-aid or scholarships in connection with educational
options.

The selection of persons who would receive such aid should be in
accordance with policies and standards prescribed by the commission, and
should be carefully supervised by it, Selection should be based exclusively
on the principle of choosing those men who are best qualified to carry
out the purposes for which the grants or scholarships are to be awarded
from among that group of persons who (1) have been accepted at institutions
where those purposes can be properly carried out and (2) apply for such
grants or scholarships,. (Page 85)

The Staff Study on:"The Status of the Health, Education, and Well-
being of Children in Relation to National Security" discusses the under-
privileged role of Negro children and youths eligible for military
training, It points out that there was an unusually high rejection rate
o'f Negro boys (18- and 19-year olds) in all occupational groups.
"At one period during the war,,.mental disease, mental deficiency and
failure to meet minimum intelligence standards accounted for about
two out of every five rejections of 18-year old white boys and two out
of three of those of Negro boys of like age.;..in a period when educational
deficiency was reported separately, it was the reason given for about
two-thirds of all rejections of Negro bcys for mental causes."

Children in minority groups, especially in areas where the law
provides for separate schools on the basis of race, are particularly
affected by these educational lacks, Moreover, many families cannot
afford expenses that may be necessary for an older child's continuance
in school, such as carfares, the costs of school lunches and suitable
clothing, and the charges sometimes made for textbooks, use of the
laboratory, and participation in various school activities.(Page 197)
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The following table was assembled by the Staff of The President's
Advisory Commission on Universal Training to learn the extent to which
Negroes were utilized in National Guard Units:

TABLE I.--Utilization of Negro Manpower in the National Guard of
the States (April-May 1947)

Negro popu- Negroes may Separate Negroes can
lation too by law be Negro units be integrat-

State small commissioned established ed with
or contem- white units
plated

Alabama --------------- -No----- No.
Arizona---------------- Yes-- Yes-- No----- No.
Colorado-------------- Yes-- Yes-- No----- No.
Connecticut ----------- -Yes-- Yes---- Yes.
District of Columbia-- ----- Yes-- Yes---- No.
Florida --------------- -Yes-- No ----- No.
Georgia --------------- -Yes-- No ----- No.
Hawaii---------------- Yes-- Yes-- No----- Yes.
Idaho----------------- Yes-- Yes-- NoY----- Yes.
Illinois--------------------- Yes-- Yes---- No.
Indiana --------------- -Yes-- Yes---- No.
Iowa------------------------- Yes- Yes---- No.
Kansas ---------------- -- Yes-- Yes----
Kentucky -------------- -No.---- No.
Louisiana--------------- No--- No----- No.
Massachusetts----------- Yes-- Yes---- No.
MichiganY-------------- -- es- Yes---- No.
Minnesota------------ Yes- No----- No,
Mississippi ----------- ------ No----- No.
Missouri -------------- -Yes-- Yes---- No.
Nebraska-------------- ----- Yes-- No----- No.
New Jersey------------ ----- Yes-- Yes---- No.
New York------------ --- ----- -------
Ohio------------------ ----- Yes-- Yes---- No.
Oklahoma-------------- -Yes-- No----- No.
Pennsylvania ---------- -Yes- Yes---- No.
South Carolina---------------- No. No.
South Dakota----------- Yes-- -----

Tennessee ------------- -Yes-- No----- No.
Texas-----------------------Yes- No----- No.
Utah------------------ Yes-- No----- No.
Vermont--------------- Yes-- Yes- No----- No.
Virginia----------Yes-- No----- No.
Washington-------------- Yes-- Yes-- No----- No.
Wisconsin-------------- Yes- Yes-- No----- No.
Wyoming--------------- Yes-- Yes-- No----- No.

36 States and Terri- 10 yes 28 yes 12 yes- 3 yes.
tories reporting. 26 blank 1 no-- 22 no-- 30 no.

7 blank 2 blank 3 blank.
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